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FIRST ANNUAL AWARD for Project
Management is presented to MG Robert J.
Baer by Secretary of the Army Martin R.
Hoffmann. Consisting of an engraved plaque and a Letter of Commendation, the
Secretary of the Army Award was established by Army Regulation 672·13. Nov. 7.
1975. to provide recognition for outstanding project management within DARCOM,
the Office of the Surgeon General, the Corps
of Engineers and the Army Security
Agency. See p.16 for accompanying citation.
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SPEAKING ON
The Challenge to U.S. Army Program/ Project Managers
SecrelJJry of the Army Martin
R. Hoffmann and former Under
Secretary of the Army HermanR.
S/4Udt were lwu:heon speakers at
the recent SeU<!nth AnIlUlll U.S.
Army Project Managers Confer.
ence. A cleared version of Secre·
tary Hoffmann's address was not
oooi14ble at press time. Du£ to
space /iPlitations, a condens.d
U<!rsion of Mr. Staudt's address
foUows.
Currently he is president and
chief eX€cutive offiJ:.er, Borg Tex·
tile Corp., a sub iditJry of Bunker
Ramo Corp., in which he is corporate vice presid.nt and assislJJnt to
the presid.nt. He served five years with the U.S. Army Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratory, prior to entering a career of progressively
top I.vel executive assignments in indlUltry.
With Martin. Marietta Corp., he had key roles in ..veralA rmy mis·
sile systems, including director of the Pershing BaUistic Missile Pr().
gram. His education includes a master's degree from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and feUowship studies at the Alfred P. Sloan
&hool of Management.

•

I know you are certainly not in the military program/project man·
agement field for the money.... But as with tbe men wbo respond to
another bigh calling· namely the chaplain or preacber. tbe potential
rewards...in the broadestseDBe...are and can be among tbe higbest in
the land. Let me te1l you why I believe this to be true....
I auspect that, of the three services, the Army program or project
manager has by far the greatest potential Return on Investment for
his tour . if one defmes the ROI in terms of death or casualty or
simply spilled blood avoidance, or Gross National Manpower saved
per dollar, or bour invested in his program or project.
If the Aix Force or the Navy were to incur a major materiel disas·
ter· such as, for example, losing a complete wing of the latest strategic bombers in s single day's battle, or having the newest nuclear six·
craIt carrier lost at sea with a wing or two of aixcraItaboard· an in·
vestment of several billion d01lars would instantaneously be lost, but
hardly more men (perhaps 5,000 to 6,000) than the number one
would fwd in a typical Army brigade. Yet most of you are involved
in providing materiel to outfit Army'divisions, not just brigades.
George Washington's entixe army probably could not muster the
fixepower of a single modem Army battalion. Still many of you are
developing, producing or maintaining hardware to permit dozenll of
battalions to function effectively when and as needed.
On the other hand, you would have only to commit or permit one
or at mosta few boners to dud the utility of one oftodsy's battalions.
I suspect it would have taken an order of magnitude more boners to
nullify equslly the fighting effectiveness of Washington's army in
thosedaya.
Thus the dependence of victory on tbe battlefield has dramatically
shifted, over time, from a heavy dependence on brains and brawn of
the individual front;..line soldier to a coUective capability of the man
and his machine (materiel).
Warfare is today, and will be tomorrow, increasingly conducted
outside the limited range of a man's senses and physical powers.
Without reasonably dependable materiel performance, tbe fighting
ao1dier atando an ever greater challenge of being neutralized, if not
annihilated, by forces of which he is not even aware· let alone a
match for.
Let's take just a moment to look at the man part of the man plus
machine combination requixed to speD success· to provide you with
but a amall appreciation of the challenge presented to those charged
with that side of the problem in today's Army.
Viewed through the eyes of a businessman, one might say that the
Army'a work force is less than 1.4 million men. Slightly more than

one-half are fuD·time employes; the remainder (National GuardlReserve) are part;..time workers. We have a management group (of·
ficers) of 10 to 15 percent of the fuD-time work force....
The quality of our work force is higber with each passing year, yet
most recently atood at only 80 percent, having high school level edu·
cation. Roughly 28 percent were in the top two mental categories, 69
percent in the tbixd category and 14 percent in the bottom category.
I know how important the Army feels a line offICer position is and
I certainly do not want to minimize it. But let me point out to you a8
individuals that had you been given a responsible tactical command
instead of your current assignment, you would today be faced in e...
aence with one of the foUowing two challenges:
• To keep a top-rated outfit at that level during your year or two of
command duty during a probable peacetime environment, or
• To move heaven and earth to turn a poor outfit around in that
same limited time period, utilizing extremely limited resources.
If your unit were in fact needed in an emergency, particularly in
the tixoe you were in command or within one or two years after you
left it, tbe results of your efforts would be positive and relatively
easy to measure. In eitber case, the net impact of your presence
would fall off dramatically with time.
In sharp contrast, in a materiel development position, if your hard·
ware comes out auccessfuDy reaulting from your efforts, it will most
probably be part of any Army success story for the next 10 to 20
years. Likewise, on the other side of the ledger, if you muff it, you
will long have much to remember or for whicb to be remembered .
many more years than you would care to.
You hold a unique position or responsibility as the U.s. Army'a
manager for a specific weapon or product system.... Whether you
have just recently been given your assignment, or have been at it a
while, oooner or later you will realize that you are both mentaUy in·
competent and physically unable to handle personally aU the areas
and problems you are or will be experiencing during this tour of
duty.
It would be naive, if not ridiculous, to think that you can person·
nally take on some of the more sophisticated corporate business
managements in America in matters of fmanre and contract nego.
tiation, control in detail some of the more demanding engineering
and scientific decisions to be made, and supervise in detail elaborate
quality, reliability and maintainability efforts on some rather sophistica ted gadgetry and/or machinery.
Therefore, it is imperative that you have available to you and your
peraonal decision·making process the resources needed for a calm,
thorough, competent and reasonable decision-maker to thread his
way through the rocky, fast-moving rapids of program management.
Your team is made up of fuD·time resources, civilian and military,
as weD as part-time advisers available on call from within the Army
family and without. When waa the last time you sat back and made
an honest appraisal of what your major challenges, or problems l().
day are, or will be in the next 12 manthe, and then measured your
human resources deployed or available to meet tbem.
You might be wondering just how to do this and where to start. I
would suggest you begin with an analysis of bow you spend your typical week versus how you would like to spend it. Comparison of the
two should auggest corrective actiona.
Next you might consider your deputy. Do you have a deputy PM
who serves as a strong right arm, in whom you have great trust and
dependence; with wbom you can exchange fundamental thoughts before they become policy; who will disagree with you during the
policy formulation phase when he sees it differently than you do;
whom you can count on to move out on things when you are out of
the offICe?
• Or do you bave a vintage deputy, whom the seniority system has
bequeathed to you, who has long since mentaUy retired and is waiting for the grim reaper to catch up with reality; whom you put up

(Continued on page 18)
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ACODS. Arm:t ContalDer Orieaced n.tl'lbutiou Sy.tem
ARGADS. Army OWl Air DefenHSyltemi
ARTADS- Army T.eticalD.ta SY8tema
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CB-47 • CB-47 Helicopter ModeraiaaUoa. Proc;ram
COIR· Cbem. Demlli_tIo.. IJutaIl.Ileoto...lio.
OOBRA. AB_l Cob... RellcOJl_
1 Yo. TON CTS· il/••TOlI Commercial Truek Syrt.emt

DC6CS. DCS(Arm.y)Communit.tioDfS~~
DRAGON· Man·Pon-b. Antitank Weapon Syetem
FAMECii:llJET .1'1lm!J,y of Mlliury E.Iin_ CO...... c.iD.
Equlpm... 6 UnivenaJ lInIiDeerTn.ctor
GSRS· G....-.J Support Roeke. Sy....m
HAWK· Air Del.-G....ed Miuile Synem
HELLFIRE· HeHbome LeIer Fire. POlP' MlNile Syfiem
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lAP· Ir....n Alrcnf. PI'<lf"'ID
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M60TD- M80Tuk Development
MeOTP· M80TanltProd.ctlu.
MJI0E2·MU0B28" Howlt....
MJIS· MlISIMlISAI vama" urVehle...
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MEP· Moon. Electric Power
FmEFINDER. Morta.r Artillery Loc&tinr Radar
M.8CS. Multl-Service CommunicatioDIISy.tem
MPBM£. Munitiou Prod. BueModerubation, E&:p&D.
NAVCON· N."'.don Control Syl'tema
NUC MUN· NuclearMUDiUoDI
P£RSIIING - SW"f'acHo-Su.rfaeeBa1l.i8tie Minile System
PLD - Precil!lion La8er Dqnator
2.7& RS·2.7& RoeketS"....m
REMBASS· Remotely Monno....t Battlefleld _ r S y..
SAFEGUARD· Safeguard Munitiou
PATRIOT· Surf..oe-to-Air Mil8De DefeD.JeByltem
SATOOll· S.telliteComD),lUlieatioDl S;ymm
SANG· Saudi Arabiaa Natioll&1 Guard ModenUz.doll.
SELAMMO· Selected AmmwUclo.
B1GiNTIEW. SWnalIDcel1lICJ1C6IElecuoole Warfare MaL
B1NCGARS • Slqle CbaDDeI GroWlll 6 AIrborne Ra<tio
SMOKE. 8moke'ObKu:raDw Camouf1ap 8ym. .
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SRMA-Special Electronic MiNion A.ircraft Mate.riel
TOW· Tube-launched, OPIlcalb' .......edWIr&CUlded M.s.
TRADB· TraJDjgllD...,..
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urrAS· UWlty TactlealTnuooportAlrcn.f.8ynem
VlPEIl·Ilu-Portab1e Surfaee-to-Surlace MiJeile SYJteIll
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Selective
Scanner
...
$317.7 Million Awarded for AAH Engineering
Award of a $317.7 million contract for the Advanced Attock Helicopter (AAH), one of the Army's "Big S" priority
materiel R&D programs, set the stage early in December
for full-scale engineering development.
Incrementally funded, the contract with Hughes Helicopter culminates the competitive airframe development
phase of the program during which Hughes developed and
produced two prototype aircraft and a ground test vehicle.
Competitive tests involving twa contractors extended
from July through September and results were reflected in
proposals submitted by the two contractors during the lost
four months for use in making the selection.
Integral to the full-scale engineering development
phose of the program, three additional prototype aircraft
will be built. Associated subsystems and weopons will be
integrated, tested and qualified as a complete attachment
to the attock helicopter system.
The Army also will develop a Target Acquisition and
Designation System (TAOS) and Pilot Night Vision System
(PNVS) for integration into the AAH. It will use the Hellfire
Modular Missile System as primary armament with a
30mm connon and 2.BS-inch rockets for area and suppressive fire control. The TADS/PNVS will provide loser designation and range-finding for day and night operations.
The AAH is designed to provide more accurate fire, improved first-round hit capability and substantially increased survivability over existing attock helicopters.

GEN Deane, Augustine, Brownman Vacate Positions
GEN John R. Deane Jr. will retire Feb. 1 as commander
of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command. Announcement of his intention to relinquish
the command he assumed two years ago came on Dec. 15
- about the some time as Under Secretory of the Army
Norman R. Augustine and Assistant Secretary of the Army
(I&l) Harald l. Brownman resigned from ollice.
GEN Deane expressed to DARCOM employes. in his retirement message, his "lasting gratitude for the faithful
and dedicated support that you have given me during the
post two years.
"Your outstanding professional ability, your spirit of
comrodeship, and your willingness to subordinate individual interests for the common good are qualities that
have mode DARCOM the ellective team it is today.
"You have gained the respect of the rest of the Army for
your professionalism, positive attitude, and 'can do' spirit.
You have won the reputation of a 'Command of Action.'
You have earned your place as a 'Portner in Combot
Readiness.' It has been a continuing source of pride to me
to be able to soy 'I am a member of DARCOM.' It has been
a privilege to share in your achievements and the reputation you enjoy...."
GEN Deane did not announce his future plans ond his
successor hod not been announced at press time.
Augustine, who served as Assistant Secretory of the
Army (R&D) before he was appointed Under Secretory of
the Army in May 1975, announced he will join the stoff of
Martin-Marietta Aerospace Co. in Bethesda, MD, as vice
president for technical operations.
Effective upon his dote of resignation, Dec. 31, Brownman will join the stoff of lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
2
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in Sunnydale, CA, as vice president for operations. He has
served as ASA (I&l) since Oct. 9, 1974.

Army Secretary Announces UTTAS Production Contract
Production of the U.S_ Army Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System (UTTAS) will begin in 19n under a $83.4
million contract announced Dec. 23 by Secretary of the
Army Martin R. HoHmann. Fifteen aircraft with associated
hardware will be produced during Fiscal Year 1m and 56
during FY 78, with 129 in 1979 and 168 in 1980. The Army
plans to buy about 1,100 UTTAS for $3.4 billion over an 8year period.
The contract ended the 43-month competitive basic
engineering development phase of the UTTAS program.
The successful contractor, Sikorsky Aircraft, and Boeing
Vertol each developed and produced three prototype aircraft, a Ground Test Vehicle, and a Static Test Article that
were subjected to extensive government testing from
March through November 1976.
Sikorsky will provide full logistics support for further
developmental and government verification testing by the
Army aver the next two years.
General Electric Co. will produce the UTTAS engine under 0 $38.3 million "ontract. Two 1700 1,500 shaft horsepower turbine engines will power the UTTAS, which is
capable of carrying a pilat, copilot, crew chief/gunner and
11 combat-equipped soldiers. When used as a medical
evacuation helicopter the UTTAS can carry up to six
potient litters, a medical attendant, and crew chief.
Termed the U.S. Army's first "true" squad-carrying assault helicopter, the UTTAS will provide increased troop
lift capability, reduced mission costs, lower maintenance
cost, and logistical support while enhancing tactical mobility. The UTIAS will replace the "workhorse" Huey at a
ratio of about 15 for 23 due to increased payload, speed,
range, survivability and other improved characteristics.
When the B-year acquisition cycle ends, 2,000 to 3,000
Hueys are expected to remain in the Army inventory.

Conferees Review Military Materiel Deterioration
Microbiologists representing U.S., Canadian and
Australian military forces convened in November at the
U.S. Army Natick (MA) Research and Development Command for the 25th Annual Conference on Microbiological
Deterioration of Military Materiel.
Dr. Arthur M. Kaplan, chief of NARADCOM's Microbiology Group, chaired the 3-day sessions which were devoted to progress and programs of mutual interest.
Specific topics of discussion included environmental pollutants, packaging material problems, plastics and palymers, structural materials, fuels and lubricants, electronic
equipment, silicone rubbers, aircraft sealants, body
armor and explosives.
Reports were also presented on studies relative to
microorganisms and weathering as they affect durability
and programs of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
American Society of Testing Material and the
Quadripartite groups.

WSMR Test Fires 'Copperhead' Antitank Projectile
Test firing of the first prototype of the Army's "Copperhead" antitank projectile in its engineering development
(ED) canfiguration has been announced by White Sands
Missile Range, NM.
Project officials in the WSMR Army Materiel Test and
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Evaluation (ARMTE) Directorate said the successful test
was conducted only for trajectory evaluation. The projec·
tile was fired from a standard Army 155mm field artillery
howitzer, but no target was used.
The firing was the first of two scheduled trajectory
evaluation tests, termed "aerodynamic rounds," by the
Martin Marietta Aerospoce Corp. as prime contractor.

DARCOM Updates Field Safety Activity Regulation
u.s. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command Field Safety Activity responsibilities and guidance
are detailed in DARCOM Regulation 10-18, dated Aug. 24,
1976, and distributed to supersede a 1974 regulation,
FSA's primary mission is described as; "To perform safe·
ty engineering and health physics services, inspections,
investigations, program evaluations, and safety training
in support and implementation of the DARCOM Program.
The FSA is assigned responsibility for inspecting and
conducting an-site evaluations of safety programs of
DARCOM major subordinate commands, depots, project
managers and other activities to assess compliance with
federal regulations and program objectives.
Other major FSA functions include emergency on-site
assistance in safety and health physics; upgrade command/ installation safety programs; prepare occident abstract reports; distribute safety training aids: and provide
sofety training for DARCOM personnel.
Finance and accounting and civilian personnel services
for the FSA are provided by Jefferson Proving Ground,
Madison, IN, and housing and support services by the indiana Army Ammunition Plant, Charlestown, IN.

Viper Weapon Right Tests Termed 'Successful'
Flight tests of the first 10 rounds of Viper. the u.S.
Army's new light antitank weapon undergoing engineer·
ing development, have been termed by Project Manager
COL Hubert Lacquement "completely successful."
The 10 recently fired rounds were projected from a
fixed launcher and carried on inert warhead. Five rounds
featured fiberglass motor cases and five hod steel.
Engineering design tests are being conducted at Redstone Arsenal, Al, to demonstrate and evaluate missile
roll rate, velocity and trajectory capabilities. General Dynamics Corp. is Viper prime contractor.
Programed as the first MICOM system developed
under the metric system, Viper is considered substantially
mare accurate, powerful and effective than its predecessor, the M-72 LAW. light, compact and shoulder-fired
from a disposal case, Viper weighs less than 3.2 kilograms
(7 pounds). Selection of which case to use will follow completion of additional tests early next year.

Battelle Provides Guidance for AVSCOM MT Program
New initiatives and suggested guidance for improving
the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM)
Manufacturing Technology Program (MTP) are presented
in a recently submilfed 16- month study report directed to
development of a 5'yeor implementation pion.
AVSCOM convened contractor representatives, com·
mand personnel and leaders of other major commands of
the U.S, Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command to hear the Balfelle Columbus Lobs report.
"Drivers" of helicopter production cost were identified
in the presentation along with recommendations that included "vigorous pursuit" of on Accelerated Implementa·
tion Program to toke advantage of MTP advances.
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One of the proposals was that AVSCOM establish a
"more formal top-down" pion to develop longer-range
solutions to longer-range goals, including frequent briefings for industry and better dissemination of new ideas.
Major "thrust" areas also are identified in the report.
The AVSCOM Production Technology Branch monitored
the 8attelle report, directed to programs that will "maximize the return on investment" in U.S. Army Helicopter
MTP management, design and production procedures to
minimize costs without sacrificing quality, reliability and
maintainability standards.

New Fabric Considered for Army Uniform Use
An improved, single·weight, year-round Army green
fabric for standard uniform use by men and women is undergoing tests and evaluation by the U.S. Army Uniform
Boord. Other items under consideration, to improve styling and provide easier care, include:
• A new women's fatigue made of the some durable
press fabric currently used in men's fatigues. It is programed for Post Exchange availability by the winter of
1978-79 and in the Army supply system by February 1979.
• A new utility (baseball) cop. The standard cap will be
tested against on improved Ranger cop, both with and
without earflops.
• A new polyester·rayon or polyester-cotton wash-and·
wear shirt for wear with or without the Army green cool.
Tested styles will include men's long and short sleeve,
women's long and short sleeve for tuck-in and women's
short sleeve overblouse with convertible collar. Availabil·
ity is scheduled by December 1979.
• A women's polyester gabardine Army green pont suit
for wear with a gray/green turtleneck overblouse. Adoption of the turtleneck is dependent upon test results.
• An optional warp knit pont suit and a women's warp
knit summer uniform with short· and long-sleeve jacket
and skirt in medium green. Planned also is a more uniform policy relative to insignia on women's clothing.

Nike Boosts Black Brant launch Capabilities
Successful launch of a Nike·boosted Block Brant rocket
to on altitude of 183 miles with a 750-pound payload of
scientific instrumentation was announced recently by
White Sands (NM) Missile Range.
Primary purpose of the launch, the second in recent
weeks, was to observe nonsolar sources of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emissions with very high density. The Nike
booster carries heavy payloads to higher altitudes.
On-board instruments were capable of detecting EUV
sources 100 times fainter than previous detection limits.
Five key targets of the study included the stars, Feige 24,
Sirius, G 191-B28, Copello and Mirzam.
A relatively new racket built in Canada, Black Brant is
designed for upper atmospheric research. Equipped with
payload and booster, it measures about 50 feet in length
and is 17 inches in diameter.
White Sands Block Brant launchings are directed by the
Naval Ordnance Missile Test Facility's Research Rocket
Branch. Payloads have been designed by the University of
California (Berkeley) and American Science and Engineering, Cambridge, MA.
Over-all sponsor of the upper atmospheric research
program is the Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA mission chief is Wayne Montag and project
manager is Richard Ott, Goddard Space Flight Center.
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Former WRAIR Officer Shares 1976 Nobel Prize

Research interest primed while he was a u.s.
Army Medical Corpo; captain serving at Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington,
DC, climaxed recently for Dr. D. Carleton Gaj·
dusek when he was selected to share the 1976
Nobel Prize in medicine.
Dr. Gajdusek initiated hie award·winning
atudiea during 1955-57 with primitive equipment in a omall bamboo-walled laboratory he
set up to investigate the cause of a myaterious
fatal neurological disease found in an isola ted
cannibalistic tribe of natives in New Guinea.
The disease of kuru (so called because of ahiv·
ering·like tremors) was caused, he diacovered,
by a virua that was being tranamitted through
the ag~1d ritnal of cannibalism to others of the
deceased member's family - leading to a theory
of a slow virus infection.

Recognizing a similarity of the clinical signs
of kuru with the neurological and pathological
lesions of presenile dementia, and CreutzfeldtJakob diseases, Dr. Gajdusek initiated studies
with Dr. C.J. Gibbe, now with the U.S. National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, using fiIu-ates of brain auapenaions from kuru patienta.
Resulta of thia investigation permitted them
to demonatrate the transmissibility of kuru to
nonhuman primates. More recently they have
abown the familial Alzheimer's dementia to be
tranamisaible to primates.
The tranamisaibility of these neurological mseases has a major impact, U.S. medical authorities explain, on our knowledge of genetic
eeases • suggesting other hereditary diaeases
may be cauaed by viruses. These discoveries are
regarded as the first demonstration that degen-

m-

Dr. Gajdusek was gradWJted from Harvard Medical School in 1946 and he receiued undergradWJte
training at the Uniuersity ofRochester, NY.
During the years 1952-53 he was a captain at Walter Reed Army In.stitute of Research, Washington, DC. AssilJned to study hemorrahagic feuers in the near East and
the Union of Souiet Socialist Republics (USSR). he participated in
epidemiological surueys of deueloping countries with Dr. Joseph
Smade~ then interlll1tiolll1l1y renowned as an officer in the U.S.
Army Medical Corps. Dr. Smadel made him awore of diseases pecu~
lar to some of these countries.
When he began his study of kuru he was seruing as a uisiting in·
ueslilJator for the Natiolll11 Foundation for Infantile Paralysis at the
Walter and Eliza Hal/Institute for Medical Research in Melbourne,
Australin.
During working relationships with a long lis t of the world's foremost inuestiIJators in scientific research, Dr. Gqjdusek has had the
benefit of association with three Nobel Prize Laurootes - Dr. Linus
Prwling, Californio 1n.stitute of Technology, who shares with Madame Currie the distinction of being a 2-time Nobel Prize selectee;
Dr. John F. Enders, Haruard Medical School; and Sir MacFarland
Burnet, Uniuersity ofMelboume School ofMicrobiology.

MICOM Metal Fibers Composite Wins Industrial Acclaim
Tiny metal fibers apaced up to 100 million per
square inch in a compoaite base have earned the
U.S. Army Missile Command recognition hy the
Industrial Research magazine for developing
one of the "100 most significant new products"
in 1976 - offering" great potential' for military
and civilian applications.
Development of metal oxide-metal eutectic
for commercial production was spoaaored by
the Defense Advanced Research Projecta
Agency (DARPA) Support Omce at Huntsville.
AL. A=edited with possessing "unique structural properites" of strength and toughness, the
material is creating wide interest.
Among the envia.ioned applications are in
components for turhines, an electron-emitting
gun, and in cold emitteJ"8. The latter are solid·
state devices capable of handling power requirements far beyond the range of vacuum tubes or
transistors; also, suited to extreme temperatures and rough usage, 88 in missiles and military materiel Electrons flow inatantaneously
from the tip of each fiber when the material is
subjected to an electric field.
DARPA's role in the development cycle W88
that of sponsoring refmement of the first crude
material produced under a MICOM contract to
the point where it is available for commercial
applications. MICOM reports that the process·
"growing" the material in an induction furnaceis similar to tha t used for growing crystals.
Placement of the uniformly sized fibera
strengthens the ma teria~ much as concrete r&
4

inforced by steel rods.
Actually, the application of the tiny fibers in
the new composite is parallel in time framing to
the use of ateel fibera in fibrous concrete. a process initiated as a U.S. Army development in the
mid-1960s. Experimentstion with fibroUB concrete for numeroua structural requirements is
still active in the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) st Champaign, IL.
and the Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
ExperimentStstion, Vickaburg, MS.
Metal owe-metal eutectic composite tech·
nology had its beginning in 1967 when a
Georgia Institute of Technology first grew the
material at Oak Ridge (TN) National Laboratory. In 1970 the Army established and fi·
nanced an R&D program which enabled GIT to
demonstrate the material could be atructured
for uniform growth in an induction furnace.
MICOM then set up another program to develop production procedures which resulted in
technology transfer for current commercial production. Since 1970 mOre than $1 million has
been expended in the developmental program,
sustained by scientists' comllience in auccess.
Georgia Institute of Technology and Oak
Ridge National Laboratory joined in submitting
the new material to Industrial Resoorch. This
magazine spoaaors the new producta competition to identify significant advances of interest
to scientists and engineera, and to recognize innovators and organizati.ans for outstanding
technical achievement
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erative diaeases of the human central nervoUB
system are infectious in nature.
Currently chief of the Central Nervous System Studies Laboratory at the National Institutes of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes of Health, Dr. Gajdusek is a
specialist in pediatrics, virology, immunology,
neurology, and comparative child behavior and
development. He is also known in ternstionally
as a geneticist and anthropologist.
Considered one of the world's leading experta
on medical problems among primitive peoples,
Dr. Gajdusek speaks German, French, Spanish,
Slavic. Russian, Persian and a number of New
Guinea and other Melanesian languages. He
shares the 1976 Nobel Prize in Medicine with
Dr. Baruch S. Blumberg of the University of
Pennsylvania Medical School.
The Nobel awards ceremonies are scheduled
Dec. 10 - the .anniversary of Alfred Nobel's
death - a t Swedish Royal Academy of Science.

$196.2 Million Contract
Climaxes XM1 Validation
Award of a $196.2 million U.S. Army XM1

Main Battle Tank contract, culminating the
competitive validation phase of the develo~
menL program, was announced by Secretary of
the Army Martin R. Hoffmann Nov. 12.
Chryaler Corp. won the right to continue the
next phase of the program. extending over a 36month period, by developing and producing a
prototype XM1 tank, a mobility test rig and a
ballistic hull and turret subjected to comprehen·
sive government testing February·April1976.
Test data and proposal information data developed by each of the competitors for the co~
tract during the past four months were considered in the selection of the Chrysler Corp. to
provide full logistic support for further development and operational testing by tbe Army.
Elever, pilot tanks with associa ted hardware
will be produced..
Powered by a 1,500 horsepower turbine en·
gine. the XM1 will incorporate a dual<apable
turret design to accept a 120mm or 105mm
gun, and stabilized fire control including a laser
rangefinder, computer and day-night sight.
The Army announcement said the XMl will
be ·vastly superior in all respecta to current
tsnks... (wiIJ have) greater first-round hit firean-tbe-move capability...and greatly improved
protection for the 4-man crew."
During the engineering development and test
programs for the two competitive XMl prototypes, major emphasis wason relisbility, a vailability, maintainability and durahility in add.
tion to firepower, high mobility and other spec.
fications.
A Memorandum of Understanding signed by
the U.s. Army and the Federal Republic of Ger·
many requires, during early FY 1977, a
thorough evaluation of the German Leopard 2
tank, in comparison with the XM1 • to achieve
"maximum standardization" of U.s. and Ger·
man tanks by date of inu-oduction into service.
FMC Corp. received a contract in July 1975
to investigate producihility of the Leopard 2 in
the U.s. during 1976 and "evaluate resulta
against the same criteria and constraints as the
XM1 prototype by March 1977."
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'Event Dice Throw' Climaxes DNA Nuclear Simulation Tests
How well do weapon systems, related military
hardware and test structures withstand a 500ton TNT-<lquivalent simulated nuclear blast environment? Answers to that question were of
interest to all U.S. Armed Forces, six allied nations and more than 30 U.S. Government and
support agencies in ''Event Dice Throw."
Labeled Main Event, the recent tests at White
Sanda (NM) MiBaile Range were the climactic
windup to the Defense Nuclear Agency's
"Middle North" aeries of five largescale high-<lx,
p108ives experiments, simulating nuclear airblast effects, since the spring of1964.
Staged Giant Patriot Site, Dice Throw was
detonated about three miles from the historic
Trinity Site where the "Atomic Age" was usherad in July 16, 1945, with a nuclear detonation
gaugad at near 20 kilotons. Dice Throw was a
much more limited test(l·kilotoo equivalent).
Theatsted purpoae of Dice Throw was: l)prc>vide a simulated nuclear blast and shock environment for target response experiments
vitally needed by the mill tary services and defense agencies concerned with nuclear weapons
effects; 2) confirm empirical predictions and
theoretica1 calculations for shock response to
military structures, equipment and weapons.
Cratar a8888Sment experiments were conducted by Strategic Air Command B-52 bombers
flying over the site 2 minutes latar.
Foreign nstions involved in evaluation of Dice
Throw data relative to specific interests, using
their own weapons and hardware, are Canada,
Federal Republic of Germany, Norway, the
Netherlanda, Sweden and the Uuited Kingdom.
Dice Throw was conducted because nuclear
detonations are prohibited by provisions of the
Limited Test Ban Treaty. Involved in the experiment were field fortifications, wired dummies
in fighting bunkers, about 40 soldiers from 7th
Special Forces Group positioned well outside
damage range, prefabricated shelters, naval attack aircraft, combat vehicles including tanka, a
tactica1 commuuications center. and an in·flight
UB-IH tethered near the explosion and remotely controlled
Data collected from the numerOus individual
teats will "take weeks, even months to evaluate," a DefenseNuclear Agency ofllcialsaid.
The November-December 1975 15th anniversary edition of theArmy Research and Develop.
ment Newsmagazine featured, on the inside
back cover, a report on another weapons effect
teat called Project ESSEX, conducted jointly by

AWESOME SPREAD of airblast is shown just as peak of charge detonates.

at

How large a crater would be created by varying the depth and stemming configuration for a
charge of nitromethsne? How much air blast by
variations of charge quantity and fuel mixture?
How much ejects (quantity of rock and dirt)
blasted out to form the crater?
How was the pattern of simulated f~out di&persion varied by differing charge configurations? What were the particle velocities and 8l>
celerations. How much shock was transmitted
through the ground to various types of unde...
ground structures? How was mobility of ground
vehicles restricted by the resulting crater when
limiting access to an area was the objective?
How long would it take to fill varying craters to
restore mobility across them?

DICE THROW CHARGE, resembling a
Goliath-size beehive, is formed witb 50pound bags of ammonium nitrate impregnated with fuel oil Thestsck Is37 feet high,
30 wide. 600 tons, equals 500 pounda TNT.
DNA and tbe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Dice Throw was an above-ground experiment.
separate from eight Project ESSEX experiments, each carefully designed and using TNT
or varying volume Dear-..quivalent explosive
charges of varying composition to collect dats
in widely different areas of interest.
In Project Essex (denoting Effects of Subsurface EXplosions), experiments were directed to
numerous physical determinations. Holes of
varying width and depths were drilled. Questions to whicb answers were sought included:

ONE DICE THROW PURPOSE was to verify overpressure analysis
techniques used for aircraft vulnerability studies. Three A4 naval
aircraft oriented side-on to the shock effect were used to determine
damage and structural response. Forty·six channels of strain, 3 of
deflection and 3 ofairblast data were recorded during shock front,
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976

PART OF THE RESULT of detonation of
the charge ill llll "apparent size" crater 165
feet In diameter and roughly 26 feet deep.

AIRBLAST WHEELED and tracked vehicle effects also were recorded for study, including physical and functional damage. Sbown
overturned is one of 20 jeep 'I.·ton trucks, used along with 15 2'1.·
ton(616) trucks and 2 vans. Vehicles were exposed to side-on, front.on and 4D-degrees angle to blast wave sbuck front passage effects.
ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEWS MAGAZINE
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XV-IS V/STOL Aircraft Roll-Out

Initiates Proof-of-Concept 2-Year Test

XV-15 V/STOL Tilt-Rotor Research Prototype
Proof-of-eoncept testing of tilt-rotor aircraft technology, a rsdical innovation embodying desirable features of helicopters and the high speed and
long range of the turbo-prop airplanes, is scheduled over a 2-year period
following recent roll-out ceremonies for tbe first oftwo XV-15 experimental research prototypes.
The ground and flight test program will begin early in 1977 as a joint
effort of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the U.S.
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory. The objective
ia to demonstrate practicability for military and commercial applications.
Designed to transition in flight from the helicopter to the high-speed
mode, or vice versa, in about 12 seconds, theXV-15 VISTOL(vertical and
short takeof!) test vehicle is representative of a design that calls for a
maximum cruise speed of 303 knots (about 349 miles) an hour. Estimated
maximum speed is 332 knota and dive speed, at3.5 degrees, 364 knots.
Designed at a groea weight of 13,000 pounds, the prototype is engineered for a research payload of 3,300 pounds. It is estimated that in the
short take-off mode at a groea weight of 15,000 pounds, about 1,400 feet
will be needed for lift-off Over a 50-foot-high obstacle.
During the roll-out flight show by Bell Helicopter Textron at Fort
Worth. TX, the tilt-rotor capability was exlubited. Tbe prototype is capa·
ble of demonstrating this capability in various flight conditions. Flight
tests will explorelesa takeoff and landing area requirementa, dynamic

atability, handling qualitieaand potential for noiae reduction compaxed to
a conventional helicopter or turboprop aircraft of compaxable size.
The XV·I5 also can fly and make a safe landing using one of its two engines, with interconnected transmissions.
Speakers at the roll-out ceremony included Hans Weichsel, senior vice
president, Bell Helicopter Textron; MG Jerry B. Lauer, director of Wea·
pons Systems, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for ReSearch, Development, and Acquisition, Department of the Army; Representative Dale
Mili'ord, chairman, House Sul>Committee on Aviation and Transporta·
tion Research and Development; Representative Olin Teague, chairman
House Committee on Science and Technology; Dr. Hans Mark, director,
Ames Researcb Center, NASA; and Robert Smylie, acting NASA Associ·
ate Administrator for Aeronautics and Space Technology.
Following initial tests, including extensive systems integrstion check·
out, ground run and hover tests at Bell's research snd development facili·
ties at Arlington, TX, the first XV·I5 will be delivered to NASA's Ames
Research Center at Moffett Field, CA, for testing in a 40 x SD-foot wind
tunnel
Scheduled to begin in mid-1977, wind tunnel testing has been assigned
highest priority, with a block of four to six weeks assigned to the project.
The second XV-I5 will be rolled out in February 1977, and a ground
test program by the manufacturer will lead to the start of flight testiog in
mid-1977. The wind tunnel testing will open the flight test envelope for
the No.2 vehicle, with an extensive flight evalnation of aircraft performance, stahility and handling qualitiea, to he carried out by Bell.
An Advanced Aircraft Flight Simulator, which includesanXV-15 cockpit, also will be used to pace the wind tunnel and flight test programs. The
No.2 XV-15 is scheduled to join the first aircraft at Ames Research Cen·
ter in mid-1978 after contractor flight tests.
Army evaluations will include mission suitability flight testing to study
the tilt-rotor concept for applications to reconnaissance, rescue and other
military and commercial roles that may develop. The XV-15 design is a
42-foot-long, 32-foot-wingspan aircraft incorporating wing-tip-mounted
engines, interconnected transmissions and 25-foot prop rotors.
Bell Helicopter initiated research on the tilt-rotor concept in 1951
under a joint Army/Air Force contract to build a ·convertiplane." This
demonstrated successfully the feasibility of the concept. Rotors and
transmissions like those in the XV-I5 were produced in the early 1970s.
Developmental planning includes consideration of f1y-by-wire control
systems, advanced rotor blade systems, and use of composite materials.

MERADCOM Engineers Invent Zero-Current Circuit Breaker
Invention of a zere>current circuit breaker to
eliminate arcing, increase life and reliability of
contacts, and eliminste cumbersome control
equipment is reported by two engineers' at the
U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Command
(MERADCOM), Fort Belvoir, Va.
When a circuit breaker's contacts - connecting
a load to a power source - are opened, an electric
arc is created acroea the contacta. No matter
bow small, the arcing is detrimental to the contacts. In addition, a large arc may be dangerous
shockWise and as a fire hazard, since the arcing

Army Armament Command Produces
First M188 Super·Propelled Charge
Production of the first super-propelling
charge for the Ml88 8-inch howitzer projectile,
intended to provide substantially extended
range, was completed recently at the U.S. Army
Armament Command (ARMCOM) Indians AmmunitionPlant(IAp), Charlestown, IN.
Designed to supplement current 8- inch pre>
pelling cbarges, the new charge incorporates
oenter-core ignitioll, a tripl~base propellant and
additives to reduce coppering, wear and flash.
Rock Island (II,) Arsenal and Picatinny Arsena~ Dover, NJ, joined in design and develop
ment of the Ml88 charge during 1971. The
charge was assigned to the product msnager for
the MllOE2 weapon system in June 1975, fo~
lowing testingst the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation (USATECOM), and theA rtillery School at
Fort Sill, OK. LTC Benjamin A. Huggin is the
Ml10E2 product manager.
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is proportional to amount of current flowing.
Inventors George M. Lange (retired) and
Walter C. Pierce reasoned that there would be
no arc if the circuit breaker contacts of an alternsting current are opened at zero-load crossing.
They explain: "Our device provides control
circuitry to assure that circuit breaker contacts

are opened at the zero-load currentcroasing."
A sensing circuit senses the phase relationship of the load current with respect to time,
and provides a aquarewave voltage in phase
with the load current. The device was developed
for use on high-power generatora but can be
used on any alternatingcurrent power aupply.

PASGT Tests Continue at Tropic, Cold Regions, Other Test Centers
Durability, cold weather, compatibility with
the user, operational and after-use balliatic teating of the Personnel Armor System for Ground
Troopa (PASG'l) developed by the Army Natick
Research and Development Command is p~
gramed to extend to February 1978.
The U.S Army Tropic Test Center, FortClayton, Panama Canal Zone, is conducting durability testing of 5 0 uuits each of tbefragmentation
protective vest and the new experimental d~
sign helmet. The ATTC is an element of the
Army Test and Evaluation Command(TECOM),
a part of the U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command(DARCOM).
ATTC testing also will include buman factors
compatibility, vulnerability to detection, value
engineering and safety - all in compaxison with
equipment type-elsasified as standard.
Described in detail in the September-October
1976 edition of the Army Research and
Der;elopment Newsmagazine, the new helmet
will be tested when fabricated from kevlar, the
same material used for the protective vest; and
also when made from fiberglass.
Cold wea ther testa began Oct. 1 at the Cold
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Regions Test Center in northern Alaska, 25
units each of the vest and the helmet; and are
scbeduled to end in May 1977. Operational tests
are programmed at Fort Benning, GA, under
purviewoftheU.S. Army InfantryBosrd Competibility tests of the vest and the helmet will be
made at Aberdeen Proving Ground through
mid-J uly 1977. After-use tests will be performed at tbe Ballistic Research Laboratories.
All tests reporta will be submitted to HQ
TECOM by March 1978.

PeraonnelArmor and New Helmet
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Explosives Technology Precision ...

Likened to Scalpel Use in Study to Divert Lava Flow From City of Hilo in Hawaii
Using u.s. Army Corps of Engineers advanced explosives blasting technology with the
scalpel precision of a skilled surgeon in a delicate operation, where a slip might be disastrous
. that may be the task of averting a possible
lava- flow destruction of Hilo, a city of 30,000 at
the base of Mauna Loa
Mauna Loa on the Island of Hawaii is the
world's largest active volcano. Readers of the

Army Research and Development Newsmaga.
zine, July·August 1976 edition, were informed
of the Corps of Engineers' consideration of
ways of thwarting the normal course of lava
flow on Mauna Loa if an eruption occurs as pr.,.
dicted, possibly in mid,1978.
Dr. Benjamin E. Cummings, a mechanical
engineer with the U.S. Army Ballistic Research
Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD,
offered the acalpel degree of difficulty comparison, as coordinator of the Armys role with 14
other government agencies concerned with rescue plans for Hilo inhabitants
Commenting on the planned use of high
explosives, Dr. Cummings termed it" extremely
dangerous· we are not sure it can be done." The
hope behind the plan, however, is soundly based
in the high-precision technology the Army
Corps of Engineers has demonstrated repeated,
J.y in its excavation blasting.
An outstanding example of this advanced
technology was reported in theA rmy Reaearch
and Development Newsrrw.gazine September
1972 edition (page 18), headlined ·Controlled
Destruction' Armys New Explosives Technology Blasts Part of Flood-Damaged Dam to
Divert Water Safely." The article described the
action that saved the town of Sturgis, population ahout6,Ooo, near Rapid City, SD.
Coincidentally, Hilo is almost precisely the
same distsnce of 30 miles from the peak of
Mauna Loa as the town of Sturgis was from the
damaged dam. Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
scientists are anticipating a northeast rift zone

DR. BENJAMIN E. CUMMiNGS.

MAUNA LOA, world's largest active volcano, is expected to erupt
within the next twn years, threatening the city nf Hiln, in Hawaii.
eruption on Mauna Loa within less than two
years. Hilo is at the hase of the zone.
"Selective disruption" is the term applied to
the plan to channel the anticipated lava flow
away from Hilo. Dr. Cummings explained:
"During an eruption a molten mass of lava rolls
down the side of the volcano and its outer surface cools and hardens. The inner flow remains
hot, causing a natural lava pipeline through
which the stream continues.
"In the diversion plan, the Army expects to
use helicopters to transport Special Forces
demolition experts to the 7,OOO-foot level of the
volcano to plug the pipeline with elCplosives and
change its course." Repeated blasts may be
necessary if the fll'st explosion fails to divert
the lava flow away from Hilo.
Cummings described the policy of the operation as "minimum intervention to get the job
done. The idea is to help nature decide not to d.,.
stroy the city of Hilo." Reassuring to Hilo inhabitants is that theU.S. Army has successfully
tested feasibility of the diversion concept at its
Pohakuloa Training Area, less than 10 miles

MICOM Awards $66.7 Million for Hellfire Engineering
Engineering development of the Hellfire miaaile system. planned as the primary armament
of the A rmys new Advanced A ttack Helicopter
(AAH) for use against hardpoint targets, is
being conducted under a $66.7 million contract
The U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM),
Redstone Arsenal, AL, awarded the contract
calling for Rockwell International to perform
moat of the work at Columbus, OR. The Co.t
Plus Incentive Fee contract will be funded over
five years. Propellant loading and fInal assembly will be performed at Redstone Arsenal
under subcontract withThiokol Chemical Co.
Hellfire is a modular missile system that will
provide the Army with a family of terminalhoming seeker modules and a common air·
frame, with initial configuration utilizing semiactive laser guidance. Modular design will enable future terminal- homing seekers to be accommodated without completely redesigning
the system as technology matures.
Two years of Hellfire advanced development
ended recently under competitive contracts
with Rockwell and Hughes Aircraft Co. Project
Manager COL Robert J. Feist .aid: "We demonstrated Hellfire's technical feasibility, accomplished all major test objectives established for
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advanced development, and brought the user
into the program early in development"
The Hellfire Project Office requested competitive contractors in April to detail an approach
to full-scale development of the Hellfire system.
The Army evaluated the engineering develop.
ment proposals and selected Rockwell on the
basis of cos~ management, technical proposals
and performance considerations.
During engineering development, Rockwell
will design, build, test and evaluate Hellfire
equipment, including the missile, launcher,
ground and logistics support equipment The
company also will provide documentation to
support production plans.
"Hellfire is perhaps one of the Armys most
tested missile syatems at this stage of development," Feist said. "MICOM has demonstrated
Hellfire's accuracy and versatility with direct
and indirect launches from the ground and helicopters, on stationary and moving targets."
Combat soldiers from the Armor and Aviation Schoola have fll'ed several missiles. N 01'
mally, soldiers don't get their hands on new
equipment until much later in the development
cycle, usually during operational tests, just
prior to a production decision.

Q
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from Mauna Loa
Problems remaining to be solved include protective gear for the soldiers to ahield them from
volcanic gases, if the direction of the wind
should change, and insula ting the explosives
from 2oo-degree temperatures at the surface of
the solidified lava. In its molten state, lava may
attain a temperature over 1,800 degrees.
One more problem: Safely getting the soldiers
who emplant the explosives ou t of the area
before the charge is detonated. Soldiers sched,
wed to participate in the operation if the problems are solved will come from the 7 th Special
Forces Group, Fort Bragg, NC, and from the
65th Combat Engineer Battalion, Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii
An alternative proposal is to build a barrier
around Hilo, ahout 30 feet thick, 100 feet high
and 12 miles long. Estimated cost $20 million.

High-Mobility Tactical Truck
Joining Goer Vehicle Family
A"BigBrother" member ia heingadded to the
U.S. Armys familyofGoervehiclea, an8 to 10ton high-mobility tactical truck that will COI&
plement the M520 cargo truck, the M553
wrecker, and theM559 fuel tanker.
Under development by the U.s. Army Tank·
Automotive Research and Development Com·
mand by contract with the Pacific Car and
Foundry Co., Renton, WA, the 8x8 vehicle is designed to carry a 10·ton payload.
Under the $700,000 contract, the company
also will determine the feasibility of using the
same basic truck chassis to build wrecker and
fuel tanker version of the new vehicle. With a
gross weight of 45,000 pounds, it will be 27 feet
Iong,8 feetwideandlO feet8 inches high.
The power·to-weight ratio is 20 horsepower
per ton and the vehicle will have a maximum
highway speed of 55 mph, with a Detroit Diesel
8V-92TA engine coupled to an AlUson HT'740
automatic transmission. The fll'st vehicles are
scheduled for August 1978 delivery.

t
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WSMR Installs DOAMS Telescope Prototype
Installation of a new tw~barreled tracking
telescope prototype at White Sands (NM) Missile Range is termed an initial step to improve
test programs relative to obtaining attitude,
• event' and target miss dsta.
Distant Object Attitude MessurementSystem
(DOAMS) was delivered to WSMR following
four years of development It was manufactured at s costof$1.5 million by theContravesGoerzCorp.
Approval to produce nine additional DOAMS,
the first scheduled for delivery within 18
months, was granted following initial· highly
successful' acceptance tests. Lowell D. Ystea,
DOAMS task msnager in the WSMR Instrumentation Directorate, said the detection range
for small missiles exceeded 100 miles, about50
more than anticipated.
Equipped with high-speed 70mm motion picture cameras, the system had a design goal for
attitude measurements of plus or minus five degrees at a slant range of 150,000 feet Image

Army STRATCOM Program Analyzes
Ultraviolet, Infrared Radiation
Dats from two balloon-launcbed.experiments,
including recovery of instrumentation payloads
of 1,000 pounds carried up to 134,000 feetaltitude over Holloman Air Force Base and White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM, are being
analyzed as part of the Army's STRATospheric
COMposition(STRATCOM) Program.
Purpose of the experiments is to study the
composition, ultraviolet and infrared rsdiation
and thermodynamics of the atmospbere - especially data on freons (man-made f1uorocar·
bons) and hydrochloric acid during sunset
hours.
Dr. Harold Balla.rd, WSMR Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory (ASL) STRATCOM
Program Director, said all instruments worked
perfectly during both flights. The first bslloon
(16,000-cubic-foot, helium-filled) was recovered
after a 26 1/,·hour flight The payload of a
12,OOO-cubio-foot balloon was parachuted to
earth after a 4'/,-hour date-gathering flight
STRATCOM bas been sponsored since 1968
by the U.S. Army Electronics Command's ASL
at WSMR. National concern with possible en·
vironmental problema has broadened use of the
dsta for study of the effects of nitric oxide,
fluorocarbon chemicals and other potential
poilutants.

Wilson Joins White Sands Missile Range
As Deput for Technical Operations
COL Patrick W. Wilson, former chief of the
Defense Nuclear Agency's Test Directorate,
Kirtland Air Force Base, NM, recently became
deputy commander for Technical Operations,
White Sands (NM) Mlasile Range.
Graduated from the U.S. Military Academy
in 1950, COL Wilson has a mastets degree in
physics from the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
Schoo~ and has graduated from the Armed
Forces SWf College, and bas completed tbe
Ordnance Advance Course.
Key assigrunents in recent years have in·
cluded chief, Army Field Office, Vandenberg
Air Force Base, CA; aWf officer, U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Germantown, MD; commander, 63d Maintenance Battalion, Vietnam;
and nuclear sWf officer, Office, Chief of Reeearcb and Development, Washington, DC.
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quality was adequate for precision at a SR of
more than2oo,Ooo feet
The lens system features an athermalized design which employs only spherical surfaces. The
absence- of aspheric surfaces is expected to reduce over-all production costs.
An automatic focusing aystem, operative
from the radar net, or programed slant-range
data, ensures a focused image throughout a missile's trajectory. The high·precision mount operates from radar net data or automatically from
an external sensor.
DOAMS weighs 17,000 pounds, features an
fT4, 2500mm (lOG-inch) focal length objective
with a 360-frame-per-second prism camera, and
an fl8 5000 (2OG- inch) focal length objective
with a 125-fps p~registered camera. The
mount is designed to prevent image degradation
from camera vibrations or higltspeed tracking.
Atmosphere turbulence effects are expected to
be reduced by mounting the syatems on 20-foot
towers.
Designed to replace the IGOR (Intercept
Ground Optical Recorder) telescope systems,

Distant Object Attitude Measuring System

the former "work horses" of tracking telescoPes, DOAMS will be delivered at a rate of
about one every two months until contract completinn during 1979. Since retiring the 16 previously used mORs in 1974, WSMR has used
Cinetheodolite metric telescopea and the mobile
catadioptric quartz (athermalized) family of
lBO-inch optical instruments.

9Astronaut·Pilots Learning
Simulated Landing Techniques
Nine astronaut-pilots are learning simulated
space landing techniquea by flying two Shuttle
Training Aircraft from Ellington Air Force
Base, near Houston, TX, to Northrup Strip at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM.
The two STAs are modified Grumman Gulfstream-II jet aircraft equipped with shuttle orbiter controls and instruments. Included are a
computer and thrust,reversing systems for the
engines and large vertical stabilizers under the
STA wings. The STA can simulate a shuttlecrafes landing approach pattern from 40,000
feet altitude, gliding to within 30 feet of the
ground at Northrup Strip.
Easily visible from earth orbit, Northrup
Strip is in a dry lake bed area about five miles
wide and seven miles long. Special landing strip
markings are 300 feet wide, 20,000 feet long.
The actual 122-foot-long shuttle orbiter,
"Enterprise," is being completed by Rockwell
International at Palmdale, CA_ Initial flight
tests are programmed early in 1977 at Edwards
Air Force Base, CA. Enterprise is scheduled to
go into earth orbit in March 1979 from Kennedy Space Center, Cap Canavera~ FL.
Space shuttle flights are planned into the
1990s and the Enterprise orbiter, designed for
use at least 100 times before requiring overhaul, will replace more than s score of separate
launch systems now being used NASA officiala
view shuttle craft test operations as a means of
making future space flights considersbly more
economical

WSMRReports Exceptional Accuracy With ALl System
Exceptional accuracy in tracking targets to an
altitude of 60,000 feet unaffected by ground
clutter, is reported achievable with an Aided
Laser Tracking System (ALTSl delivered recently to White Sands(NM) Missile Range.
Six ALTS are being procured at a cost of
$402,000 each aDd the second unit delivery to
WSMR is scheduled early in December. Other
recipients will be the Army's Yuma (AZ) Proving Ground, the national Aeronautics and Space
Administration at Edwards Air Force Base, CA,
and Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD.

ALTS housed in 30- foat trailer
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ALTS was developed and funded througb the
WSMR Improvement and Modernization Program for Range Instrumentation. Acceptance
tests are in progress and operators have been
trained for development of operating pro
cedures.
Housed in 30- foot trailers, the mobile units
are usable at many sites. An infrared beam
transmitted from the laser is invisible and, for
protection against eye injury, requires prote<>
tive glassea for anyone standing closer than
4,600 (600 feet short of a mile) Crom the
operating aites. Warning signs will be posted
and roads blocked in tbe ares during test operations.
WSMR Task Manager for ALTS, T. C.
Crosby, assisted by Bruce Galloway, said the
system is designed to track and determine the
position of any targetthat can be affixed with a
reflector. ALTS will messureazimuth, elevation
and the range to the target, returning a signal
detectable in sunligbt. Data are recorded On
magnetic tape for post-mission computer processing.
Immune to ground clutter, as mentioned
earlier, the ALTS will not interfere with eleo
tronic control or tracking devices. Accuracy is
reported comparable to that of metric data ol>
tained by the Cinetheodolite telescope systems.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976

Test Program Will Examine Structure of Army Divisions
Reorganization of U.S. Army divisions, in·
eluding a "radical increase' in artillery firepower and mOre but smaller, more mobile uolts,
is being considered for tests early in 1977.
Planned restructuring was announced at a
press conference by COL John Foss, director of
the Division Restructuring Study Group
(DRSG), U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC), Fort Monroe, V A.
The number ofl55mm howitzers in a division
would be increased from 54 to 90 and tank battalions would have 36 tanks instead of the
present 54. However, there would be parity of

tanks in the new and current divisions because
of the increase in the number of units. Each
division would get six CH-47 helicopters to increase air resupply capabilitites.
COL Foss said the focal point of the proposed
division's maneuver elements would shift from

Three CSC Projects Transferred
To ARTADS Project Manager
Transfer of 42 military and 81 civilian positions from the U.S. Army Computer Systems
Command to the Office of the Project Manager
for Army Tactical DataSystems(ARTADS) was
announced in October by the USACSC.
The announcement stated the main physical
impact of the action is relocation of 22 civilian
and 15 military positions from the area of Fort
Belvoir, VA, witb four military and 18 civilian
personnel moved to Fort Monmouth, NJ.
Improvement of Army control over tactical
dsta aystems by consolidation of hardware and
software responsibilities under one manager is
the objective. Tbe action clarifiea organizational
responsibilities, is designed to eliminate duplication of effort, and by better command and
control is expected to decrease complexity of
ARTADS design, installation and maintenance.
Systems support involved in the consolidation
includes the Army Air Defense Command and
Control System (Missile Minder); the Tactical
Fire Direction System (TACFlRE), designed to
support field artillery units; and the Tactical
Operation System (TOS), set up to assist division commanders and their staffs in the decision-making process by providing timely, accurate and more complete information.

company to the hattalion where combat actions
would be coordinated by the commander and his
staff. Many administrative functions presently
bandied in the company would be shifted to the
battalion, to ensble the company commander to
concentrate on troops, as already bas been
started under the Consolidation Above
Bsttalion Level(CABL) System.
Mechanized infantry hattalions would have a
bssic structure common to that of tank hattalions, which would simplify the cross-attachment of units for specific combat tasks. The
planned infantry battalion also would have

'pure"rifle companies, without mortars and
TOW entitank weapons.
The TOW units would be in an entitank company coordinated and contolled at battalion
level The increase in artillery to bes is seen by
Army planners as making mortars unnecessary
in the rifle companies.
Army planners see eeveral trends influencing
development of the new division concept, COL
Foss eaid. Pointing to the dramatic increase in
fIrepower, he explained that "The battlefield of
the future will have fewer men forward but
more firepower per man.... Modern firepower
baa greater range, accuracy and lethality. The
trend is to precise firepower from the rear."

Eight companies involved with helicopter
R&D shared in $2,606,946 in contracts awardedrecently by the U,S. Army Air Mobility R&D
Laboratory (AMRDL), Ames Research Center,
MoffettField, CA.
Boeing Vertol Co. will evaluate load and stability characteristics of a Bearingless Main
Rotor system under a $1,554,737 contract.
Bell Helicopter Textron received four contracts totaling $393,708 to test "fly-by·wire'
tsil rotor control system for the AH-IS Cobra
($99,991); to design high-survivability flight
control for the AH-IG/Q Cobre ($99,992); develop and test concepts to reduce vulnerability
of helicopter tail booms in combat ($97,200);
and conduct research on Guidelines for Rotor
Blade Flapping Limits($96,525).
Kaman Aerospace Corp. will develop design
criteria for dry lubricated bearings for helicopter flight control systems ($99,000), and conduct research on an advanced drive shaft align-

ment indicator($51 ,200).
The Aircraft Division, Northrop Corp. will receive $93,729 to develop computer methoda to
analyze and predict the radar cross-eection of
aircraft using radar·absorbing materials.
Sikorsky Aircraft Division, United Technologies Corp. will be paid $99,500 to conduct a
preliminary design investigation and evaluate
an integrated tail rotor servo and hydraulic
power supply to react tail rotor steady and vibratory loads into the tail rotor gearbox.
AiReseareli Manufecturing Co. of Arizona
will get $103,000 for concept formulation and
for selection and design of an advanced ground
power unit for Army aircraft,
Lockheed Californla Co. will receive $150,000
for support of simulated and natural icing teats
on Army aircraft. Franklin Institute will be
paid $62,000 to develop techniques for
analyzing helicopter lubricating oil by examining metal abraaions collected by the filter.

8AMRDL HeI"ICOPter Cont rac ts Ttl
a a Mare Th an $26M'II'
" I Ion

Reverse Osmosis Water Purifying Unit Enters Development Phase
Designed to replace four field support wa ter
purification systems in service, a 600-gallon-anhour reverse osmosis (RO) unit capable of aupplying water for2,OOO users daily is undergoing
development tests at HQ U.S. Army Mohility
EquipmentR&D Command
Scheduled for type classification in FY 1978,
the system is the smallest in a family of multipurpose units. It is intended to replace the Erdlater, the 150-gph distillation unit, a chemica~
biological warfare decontamination system, and
the mobile ion excbange unit

Edgewood Arsenal Pesticide Monitor Wins IR Magazine Acclaim
Warning against potentially hazardous enzymes is provided by a pesticide monitoring system
developed through U.S. Army/contractor effort and termed a "significant new technical product" by
IndustrialReseorch Magazine.
'The award ceremonies were held at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, IL, and the
monitoring system was one of99 other products labeled as "signlficant.'
Developed cooperatively by Edgewood Arsenal, MD, and the Midwest Research Institute, Kanass
City, MO, the system can be applied in manufacturing facilities and for safety checks at plants and
warehouses. Immobilized cholinesterase collects and identifies organophosphate or carbonate pesti·
cide vapors or aerosols.
Activity of the immobilized cholinesterase is determined automatically every three minutes,
triggering a warning if preset safety levels are exceeded. Current
wet sampling methods often require more than two hours warningtime.
Army programs for demilitarization of obaolete chemicals are
credited ss a major factor in development of a real-time monitor
capable of detecting toxins tolerable by man for over eight hours.
Lee Appel, an engineer assigned to Edgewood's Detection and
Alarms Branch, Directorate of Development and Engineering,
was project manager for the Army's portion of the effort.
Midwest Research Institute key personnel on the system
development included John McKelvey, MRI president, William
B. Jacobs, senior chemist, and Dr. William B. House, director of
Biological Sciences.
Lee Appel
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976

The system being tested can produce potable
water from polluted fresb water, sea water and
hrackish water; remove chemical and radiological contaminants, and filter certain viruses and
hacteris when aided by chlorination.
RO is the process of pressurizing raw water
above ita osmotic pressure, and forcing it
through a thin cellulose acetate or polyamide
membrane fabricated into a epiral-wound element. Twenty elements are used in the unit.
Development of a dry membrane is described
as an advancement in the state-of·thl>art in RO
membrane technology. The dry membranes can
be atored dry and are wetJdry reversible.
Incoming water is pretreated with calcium
hypochlorite for disinfection and a polymer to
aid filtration prior to final RO processing.
Project Engineer Allen Ford said "It should be
highly effective, providing water of high quality wherever troops may be located." The teat
unit can be air-dropped to forward unita.

.... _.c...J=::!~~::s::=
Multipurpose Water Purification Unit
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CRREL Team Participating in IO-Nation Glacial Ice Probe

I

the cataclyamic forces of change.
The third drilling planned by the CRREL
team is a 12.inch hole to study sea water below
tha ice and to analyze the ocean bottom. Nels,
traps and baited lines will be lowered to sample
life beneath the ice and a TV camera will be
used to view the ice bottom and the sea floor.
Measurements of conditiorLS at various depth,
temperature, inclination and closure of the hole
will be included in data collection.
The CRREL team also will attempt to drill 90
feet into the sea floor, 780 feet beneath the ice
shelf bottom.

Alaska NWTC Building Designed
For Temperature to 75 Below F.
CRREL .laff membero dioCUBB Antarctic ice drilling project with COL Robert L. Crooby, com·
mander and director, and Dr. D. R. Freitag, technical director, prior to departure from Han·
over. From left are Robert A. Bigl, Dr. Freitag, COL Cro.by, John H. Rand, J. S. Moroe.
Glacial ice composition in Antarctica is being
probed and studies made of marine organisms
in the surrounding sea by scientists represent,
ing the United States, Australia. Denmark,
England, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Soviet
Union, Switzerland and West Germany.
United States representatives will include
five scientists and engineera from the Army
Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover. NH. Their misaion, funded by the National Science Founda·
tion, is to drill tbree holea in tbe Ross Ice Shelf,
using a wire-line mechanical drill developed by
CRREL.
The first hole will go about three-quarters of
the way through the 1,375-foot ice shelf. The

purpose of extracting ice cores is to make age
measurements. Ice will be melted at different
levels and radioactive techniques will be used
for measurements.

An ice core 2% inches in diameter will be ex·
tracted from a second hole sa a continuation of
studies dating back to the International Geophyaical Year (1958-59). In 1968 CRREL recovered a 7,101-foot ice core from Byrd Station
in Antarctica, probing to bed rock below the ice.
A 4,560-foot core was recovered in 1966 at
Camp Century in Greenland.
Extensive studies of the ice cores yield clues
to evolutionary geological changes dating to the
Pleistocene ice ages, giving man an irLSight into

Army's RAG Viewed as Humane Civilian Riot Control Aid
Civilan law authorities seeking methods of
riot control "without bloodshed' may find that
a "spin-off benefit" of U.S. Army research and
development known as the RAG offers a praoticable answer to their problem.
RAG denotes Ring Airfoil Grenade, which
comes.in experimental "soft:' and "sting" types
as a development at Edgewood Arseoal, creditr
ed to~ braham Flatau and colleagues Don Olson
and Miles Miller. RAG wss cOll;ceiv~ as a milltary police weapon for controlling dLSturbances
without cloSE> up confrontation
Termed a "Iow-bazard" projectile system.
RAG has been under development since 1972 in
the Systems Concepts Office, an aerodynamics
research and engineering unit in the Edgewood
area of AberdeenProvingGround, MD.
Shaped like a streamlined doughnut, the RAG
is constructed of a soft rubber material and is
launched from a special projector assembled to
the muzzle of a standard M·16 rifle. It may be
fIred to strike a target pointr blank or up to distances half the length of a foothall field, thatis,
150 feet, with a near-zero prohability of causing
serioua injury. It may be projected in to small
grnups ata maximum rangeof200 yards.
The "sting" and the "soft:' versions have the
ssme weight and dimensions and are launched
to spin at5,OOO revolutions a m.inute to provide
gyroscope stability in fligbt, trsveling a reJa.
tively flat trajectory_
Tbe soft RAG may carry a small quantity of
CS powder that causes sneezing and watering of
the eyes· thereby decreasing a rioters desire
and ability to continue the disturbance. When
necessary to quell rioters who ignore the pain
10

caused by sting's impact. the soft RAG may be
fIred interchangeably to carry a small cloud of
tear gas.
Flatau atressed that the soft RAG contami·
nates only individuala in the immediate vicinity
of the disturbance - that it does not affect innacent bystanders beyond the point of rioting.
Dr. Dennis T. Brennan, author of a noted police report, "Riot Control Without Bloodshed,"
corroborated Flatau's statement by calling
either the soft or sting RAG a "humanitarian
weapon system."
Military type classification as Standard is expected for the XM234 launcher and the XM743
sting RAG in the spring of1977. Similar action
for thesoftRAG iB anticipated in late 1978.

STING RAG/SOFT RA
FOR
NON-LETHAL

CIVIL DISTURBANCE CO!i1"'ROL

soFT !VIS
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Alaska's Northern Warfare Training Center.
located with the Cold Regions Test Center at
Fort Greely to provide a capability of subjecting
materiel and soldiers to the most rigorous winter conditions, is erecting a $3,341,000 building
designed for up to 75 below zero F. operational
requirements.
Engineered by the Corps of Engineers Alaska
District staff, the structure is termed" the first
for the military to meet the rigors of w.inter in
Central Alaska." One of the innovations is an
outer shell that has a "complete thermal break
with the inside structural members." A vapor
harrier exists between the floor and outer wails,
between abutting partitions and the wails, and
from the roof to the basement below ground.
Building columns also have been offset to give
space between walls and columns, thereby allowing complete circulation inside the insnlating panels. Windows are designed and specially fabricated to permit inside frostrfree glass
at 75 degrees below zero outside temperature.
TripJ.e.glazed, the windows have been labor.
tory tested to satisfy this specification.
The outside veneer is ferro-cement, a tough
material such as is used in constructing" cement
ships." Long used inAlaskB's civilian buildings,
the material is finding its first application in a
modern military structure. The material is a
special k.ind of stucco.
Expected to be turned over to the post commander before the end of the year. the building
includes temporary quarters for students of
nortbam warfare, mountain operations, and
survivai in intense cold conditions. The 200·
man barracks alao will house the training cadre
for the center.

MICOM $8 Million Contract Orders
MQM-I07A second·Year Production
Second-year production and operation of the
MQM-107A "Streaker" variable speed training
target is ordered in an $8 million contract
awarded recently by the U.S. Army Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Raye Stanley, Streaker project engineer, announced that Beech Aircraft Corp., will deliver
an additional 114 targets, provide technical
crews during aiz-defense training exercises, and
supply technical data and spare parts.
Mnlti-year contract value for Streaker, programed to become the Army's primary target
for air-defense missiles, is estimated at more
than $18lDillion.
Capable of operating at altitudes ranging
from 300 to 40,000 feet. at speeds up to 500
knots, Streaker targets will serve numerous air
defense systems. COL A.A. Busek of MICOM's
Targets Special Management Office has program responsibility.
NOVEMBER.DECEMBER 1976
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15th Annual Army Operations Research Symposium ...

Attention Directed to Data for Decisions in Simpler Format
Operations research and systems analysis
(OR/SA) technology has come to the time of
msturity where it must cope successfully with
exceedingly complex problems of structuring
the nation's defense posture - not by extremely
sophisticated mathemstical modeling but in
better form for decision- makers.
That messa~e was clearly sod repeatedly
stated by speakers when more than 300 praotitioners in the OR/SA profession attended the
15th annual U.S. Army 0l"'rations Research
Symposium (AORS XV) at Fort Lee, VA. The
theme was: The Complexity Crisis and How to
Avoid It
Commsnder of the U.S. Army Training and

GENWDllamE. DePuy

Doctrine Command GEN William E. DePuy derIDed the challenge in his foreword to the conference program:
"...1 am often the recipient of the analytical
products which many of you develop. I funy
apl,'reciate the value of this 'arm' of the deCISIon-maker. We must continue to u tilize operations research techniques to make the analysis
process faster and more economical... We must
neither sacrifice simplicity to attain sophistication nor disreljard the creative ability of the
human mind ...

'0

GEN DePuy's schedule prevented him from
attending the comerence, as he h"" done in recent yesrs, but he sent a message_presented by
COL Max W. Noah, chief of the HQ TRADOC
Analysis Office, as follows:
"I have asked COL Noah to psss on to you my
apologies for being unable to attend your )Dost
important confe'ence. I am delighted that General Starry is able to speak to you because I
count him to be one of three senior officers in
the Army who understands your business thoroughly and uses your tslents effectively.
"Having been the consumer of OR/SA for 7'/,
straight years, I do have some strong opinions
on the subject 1 will not try to elaborste or even
defend my point of view hut pass on my judgment on several major issues,
"First, 1 believe we are just emerging - thank
God- from a period in which the process ofweapons systems acquisition was regarded as more
IDlportant than the product The analytical community must share the responsibility for that
tragic state of affairs.
"We have institutionalized the development,
testing, evalustion and analysis aspects of weapons systems acquisition until there is an instito tionsl bias toward prolonging and compJi.
catin!! the process, rather than changing and
simplifying it As a consequence, the Soviets are
running circles around us in development time
sod thus in the fielding of modern weapons.
·Secondly, and stemming from the first, we
must only use complex, expensive, time-con·
surning analysis when reaUy tough choices confront us which are not obvious on simple inspection sod the use of eighth grade arithmetic.
"Before we resort to full-scale soalyais, we
should strip out aU of the obvious conclusions
sod be strong enough and courageous enough to
assert the olivious. When we do go to analysis,
we should oniy go to that level of complexity
which is absolutely required. If a simple model
or stimulation or equation will do the Job, let uS
use it. I say this knowing that institutionalized,

PARTICIPANT8(L
rJ Dr. Alvin D. CO<D" Deputment oCB.tory, Sao DiegoStat.e UniYemty, Dr. CllntonJ. Anc.ker, D&
partm~Dt of loduatrial. SY8temt Entin_riD.. U Djv~itJt' of Southem California; D.vid H. Meier, .ympolrium chairman of
l.lT'alJI'emeDta, TRADOO 8M, WSMR; Diaana M. . .nga~ AORS XV eoordinator, TRADOC BAA; Dr. Ja.mee G. Tli.ylor. Department G't OR a Admin.t:r.tive SeieDce8r, Naval Pott Graduate Sehoo\ Phil Karber, direetor of Stnt.elit Stuu., BDM
Corp.j Dr.RoberlM'.cho~ Gndua.teSchool of Management. NOrthwet~mUDivemt)'.
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analytical agencies have some reason to go in
the opposite direction for institutional reasons.
"Thirdly, it seems to me, we spend more time
and money on the manipulation of bad data
than the accumulation of good data. This is
explainable organizationally. The coUection of
data through tests or other measurement procedures lies outside the authority of many
llJlIl1ytical agencies.
'This is where TRADOC should weigh in
heavily. I confess that it is not easy because of
the cost in time, troope, and test facilities to acquire data needed under realistic conditions.
"Lsstly, we have not yet surmounted the formidable problem of representing the effects of
night, poor visibility, smoke, or (fire) suppre&
sion in our models, although some progress has
been made on suppressiolL
"For example, the analytical community has
pressed the Army to multiply the TOW weapons on the battlefield, but models used did not
adequately reflect realistic attack tacticS, use of
smoke, nigh t operation or suppression.
"Weare now enl\aged in a crash program to
put armor protection around the TOW. Pre>liferating soft TOW aystems is probably not
cost-effective. And now, ss we look into the
future, with thermal sights which can see
through most kinds of smoke sod bad weather,
we realize that the trackers cannot do so. 1 have
to say that this state of affairs is the combined
responsibility of combat developers, decisionmakers and the analytical community.
"'1'0 the extent the ORSA community can cope
with these problems and produce results in less
time, at less cost- to that extent will the analyt,
ical community remain healthy and productive.
To the extent it cannot cope with these problems, to the extent that it extends and compJi.
cates wespons systems acquisition· to that extent will it lose support and credibility. This is s
good arens in which to address aU of theseenor·
mously im.porta.nt aspects of your business.
Have a good conference"
SYMPOSIUM CHAIRMAN Dr. Wilbur B.
Payne, director of the TRADOC S ys tems A nalysis Activity (SAA) at White Ssoda(NM) Missile

(Continued on page 12)
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15th Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium
Range, introduced MG Erwin M. Graham Jr.,
commander, U.S. Army Logistics Center at
Fort Lee, for welcoming remarks. MG Graham
and MG Dean Van Lydegraf, commander of the
Army Quartermaster Center, were coh06ts of
the symposium for the third straight year. C..
sponsors were TRADOC, the SAA and USA
Logistics Management Center.
LTG DONN STARRY, commander, V Corps,
U.S. Army Europe, gave the audience a broad
understanding of the organizatinnal problema
(the numerous optio.ns in the mix of strategic
forces and materien he must consider in mapping the European defense area of the V Corps.
Replete with many pictorial slides depicting
the poten tisL comhat area, including the critical
composition of terrain defensibility, LTG
Starry's address dealt with theoretical considerations of what tactics the potential aggressor might employ. The defense problem, he
stated, is that of using terrain factors with the
proper mix of comhat forces and materiel to
turn hack vastly superior numerical (quantitative) manpower and weapons.
Complicating any defense plan, he explained,
are the possible variable weather conditions, the
critical communications complexities in a combat situation often requiring e"tremely precise
mobility of materiel and manpower. and numerous other decisive factors contributory to victory or defeat. In modern warfare, he empba·
sized, the outcome of a major battle may be decided quickly-perhaps in less than an hour.
Operations research and systems analysis e,,perts. LTG Starry stressed, must deal with
real-world" combat factors in their efforts to
collect and consider in-depth the data essential
to prepare commanders with a conceptually
sound basis for important decisions. He concluded by stating
'We have to be honest in appraising all potentially critical factors in order to develop tactics
and the mix of weapons and manpower esse!>
tis I to victory."

Army Reeearch Institute (ARI) representatives included Dr. John E. Germas and Dr.
Joyce I. Shield8, who presented technical
papers, and James D. Baker. chairman of
Working Group J and chief, AnI Educational Technology, Training Simulation.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS. Under Secretary of
the Army for Operations Research David C.
Hardison, successor to Dr. Payne in that position, presented a 45-minute address dealing
with the symposium theme, The Complexity
Crisis and How to Avoid It, terming it "one that
warrants our best collective thoughts to frnd
new answers.... There is nO doubt as to where I
stand on the question of complexity - I am
sgsinstit!
"I can recall only a few cases where long, involved, compl"" studies have proved more fruitful than shorter. more narrow ~":.'UBed, simpler analysea... So I want to
and bury
needless complexity in our Army analytic
studies and to praise and encourage simplicity
in them.
"The push in this direction does not mean that
we should reject use of powerful analytical
tools, but it certainly does mean tha t, more than
in the past, our sophistication must be challenged to continue all the way to the usefully
simple. Simplicity can be the resnlt of maturation of our art Now- if not before- simplicity is
sol'histication is simplicity... ."
·under Secretary Hardison then turned to a
series of searching questions: "Do we indeed
have a complexity problem in our Army
analytic studies? Is the problem reachin~ crisis
proportions? Who thinks that our studIes are
becoming to comple,,?:. Are there examples
where simpler approaches clearly would have
been better?
'How can we, at the outset ofa study, selecta
simple but adequate approach? How can we
better determine what to leave out and what to
put in? Would our study resnlts be as credible if
they were generated by less complex methods?
Are we not in an age where complex systems
and comple" issues are commonplace, and do
these not result in complex studies?
"Do we not deal with sophisticated managers
who demand nothing less than study products
that are the best money can buy and computers
can compute? Is the concern for complexity narrow or broad? Do the concerns mainly reflect
disillusionment from past failures, or could it be
pique from past successes where our work
proved right but painfnl?"

t

Efforts to answer many of these gueations
consumed the remainder of Under Secretary
Hardison's programed time allotment. Many
military and civilian leaders, he conceded, are
convinced that Army analytic studies are too
comple,,-...
"I detect this feeling to be not far below the
surface of a clear majority of Our senior military
and defense managera To the ""tent that these
feelings are present, and due to some of the reasons I have stated, they concern me and cause
me to ask: How can we improve? ...Now is the
time for us to give greater emphasis to simpler
approaches. n
Analytical studies concerned with virtually
every phsaeof military requirements and operationsl capabilities, Hardison said. are currently
coating the Department ofDefeuse an estimated
$376 million annually(as ofl975-76l.
In using this statistic, he made the reservation: "It is fairly difficult to get an accurate
measure of the resources that are spent on Defense Studies. But r think you would not frnd
much argument that we are spending well over
113 billion dollars per year. You can quickly calculste that this is only a fraction of one percent
of the defense budget But any way you slice it,
$376 million is a lot of money. And there are
people who think they have a use for that
money that would have a payoff greater than
that which will result from tneatudiea...."
Even though the cost of Army ORiSA is "only
one-fifth to one-fourth" of the Department of
Defense total, Hardison said this cost must be of
CO.ncern. But he said the cost can be validated
by the need for services of competent OR/SA
specialists who are thinking deeply about how
to solve the complex problems related to the national defense posture - if the results aid decisio!>makers to achieve the purpose to which
studies are directed.
Re.lative to .the broad sc.ope of Army ORISA
studies. Hardison stated: Our I'rogram ...deals
with a full spectrum of objects. We study hardware systems such as tanks, helicopters and
missiles. We analyze tactical units such as the
mechanized infantry battalion and seek to improve its tactics, its organization and its equipmentmix.
'We conceptualize such functional entities as
the logistics systems and the intelligence syatems. We build and exercise enormously COrl>

representation - Front row (L to r.J: COL Allen F. Grum, aasociate professor of Systems &: Decision Analys:iB, Department of Engineering; Cadem Michael R. Chritton, Clarence
R.Koha, ThoDlll8M. Perrin, JosephF. Warlsk\, Stephen Morrow. Back row: M.AJ DavidR. E.
Hale, Department of Engineering; Cadets Walter V. Horstman, James R. Kline, Wesley F.
Walters, Stuart B. Alleman. COL Grum and USMA officers and some cadeta presented papers.

/
COL James G. Ton, OCE; Arthur C. Christman, scientific adviser,
TRADOC; Dr. Marion R. Bryson, scientific adviser. CDEC; Dr. J~
aeph Bruner, Institute of Defense Analysis; Floyd I. Hill, OTEA.
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Robert A. Cameron, ALe; Frank: B. May m, ALe; John C, Sjoberg.
ALEA; COL Reed E. Davia, CACDA; Elwood C. Hurford. Army
Logistics Management Center; Max Massengill, Missile Command.
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SOCIAL HOUR GROUPS Keith A. Myen, USAMSAA; Lynne
Arthur C. Christman, TRADOC; LTC Robert H. Lipinski, XM-l
Taylor, USAMMAA; LTC Kenneth E. Halleran, HQ DARCOM;
OPM; MAJ Karl S. Crosey, C&GSC; MAJ John A. DeReu; W. Allan
Patricia J. Randall, USAMSAA; Johnnie J. Shaw, USACC; Mary E.
Chavet, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Com.
Minor, USACC.
mand.
Soviet lessons of the 1973 Middle East War
plex computer models of theater forces and tell
source allocation and optimization theory (non.
our authorities just how many additional he<>
resulted in a "major reorientation of Soviet
linear and dynamic programing and optimal
tares of real estate would be lost in the first
ground foree tactical and 0p!:rational concepts,"
control).
he said. "Results have significantly destsbilized
three fortnill:hta of the next war if we were to
The title of his presentation was: A Tutorial
the European balance and portend a qualitative
subtract a billion dollars from procurement a<>
on Lanchester-T}'P" Models of Warfare. The
new threat to the U.S. and NATO forces decounts.
subject material, including many vugrapbs
Hardison concluded his address with a disployed in Europe. .. ."
depicting stochastic models pertinent to mili
CU88ion of "Seven Prerequisites to Admission to
Karber divided Soviet response into three setory 'problema, was baaed on a reprint from one
the Movement to Eradicate Needless Comquentisl stages, the first being political - "a
of hiS publications in proceedings of another
plexity in Army Analytic Studies," a movement
psychological victory demonstrating that the
Army OR symposium.
he said he had joined because he bas "full faith
Israelis were not infallible." An extensive disBANQUET SPEAKER Dr. Robert Macho~
cussion of the implication of antitank weapons
GraduateSchool of Management, Northwestern
in the fonnuls.
followed in 1974-75, based on extensive operaLESSONS OF VIETNAM in an Analytic
University, recounted many of his personal
Sense was the title of an address by LTG (USA,
tional testing of what they believed to be "the
experiences in an address titled Unforgettable
Ret.) Julian J. Ewell, currently a military conrealleasorui' of the war.
Moments in Operations Research. The address
sultant to organizations concerned with proThe third stsge, Karber said, has moved duro
was prepared to be laugh provoking, which it
blems related to Army tactics and ot>erations.
ing the past six montha from analysis and test,
was as indicated by audience reaction. rather
ing to implementation. involving"a major shift
ReJPmentsl commander of the lOlstA irborne
than to convey information. It provided an
in. .. tactical operational concepts, including
DivislOn during tha Battle of Bastogne in World
appropriste "light touch" to an otherwise
introduction of advanced teChnology, new
War n, andanlnfsntry officer in Korea., as well
serious conference.
as commander of the 9th Infantry Division snd
organizational concepta and a change in their
David Dare of the Defence Operational
II Field Force in Vietll8IIl, LTG Ewell is the
training emphasis....
Analysis Establishment in England discussed
The remBlDder of the address was devoted to
author of numerous publications.
NATO Operations Research Establishment, a
discussion of the portent of the changes now io
Judged by applause, conferees considered
comparison of differences in methodology and
progress, including"considerable interest in afLTG Ewella address outstandingly informative
areas of accent as well as types of organization
iillery-delivered mini-nuclear warheads for the
and intereatin¥ with respect to the doctrine.
and the staffing. strength for OR activities
fIrst time in 15 years.
tsctics, operations and analytic techniques inamong the NATO nations. His presentation
"However, in conventional operations, an
volved in the Vietnam conflict
made liberal use of vugrspbs to depict the difoption the Soviets wish to preserve, they are
Much of his tsIk was drawn from a book in
ferences.
VlSibly concerned over their ability to make a
the Army's Vietnam studies series: Sharpening
LESSONS LEARNED IN KOREA, A presenrapid penetration of a prepared defense...(and)
the Combat Edge, the Use of Analysis to Rein·
tstion by Prof. Alvin D. COOl<, Department of
increasing consideration of the merits of a preHistory, San Diego (CA) State University, was
force Military Judgment, which he coauthored
emptive conventional attack launched before
with General James Hunt.
based on documented studies of facts pertaining
the defender has bad time to mobilize and reinLTG Ewell discussed in detail his views of
to theJ apanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Similar
force with sufficient strength to establish a
lessons learned, including as a "primary lesson"
elements of surprise were involved, he stated, in
linear, prepared defense... ."
in an operational sense the use of helicopters in
the North Korean invasion of the sooth nine
tactical situations as well as in the great success
years later, despite numerous intelligence reLESSONS LEARNED in the Yom Kippur
of medical evacuation.
porta that such an iovasion was beinll' planned
War (Blue Viewpoint). The Honorable Chaim
He also listed other innovstive advances in
Prof. Coox reviewed in great detail the viewHerzog, Israeli Permanent Representative to
treatment that resulted in"a war in the tropics
l"'ints of many of the top leaders of the U.S.
the United Nations, was scheduled to address
in which medical problems were kept well under
Government and the military establishment rl>
this topic aa one of the concluding highlighta of
control for the ill'St time." Mentioned also wss
lIBrding the possibility of war in Southeast
AORS XV, but an important UN debate altered
the introduction of such advanced weapons sysAsia. The hOllJ'-long address was a fascinating
his plans. John Kramar, assistant director, Systems as the Jaaer.guided" smart:' bomb and the
historical account of the evolution and the reatems Effectiveness and Joint Services ActivTOW missile.
sons for the policy judgments that resulted in a
ities. Arm~ Materiel Systems A~;:~ Activity.
STATE OF THE ART SUMMARY (S tochastic
limited escalation of the conflict
Aberdeen PG, MD, spoke on his
.
Duels), a presentation by Dr. Clinton J. Ancker,
Included in the address were numerous comKramars presentation complemented
Department of Industrial and Systems Enginparisons, based on documented data from
Karbers address on the "Red Viewpoint:' of the
eering, University ofSouthern California, was a
analytical studies, of the effectiveness of
same ~'pic, and was based substantially on
highly technical discussion of a technique rated
various types of weapons and tactics and
Chaim Herzog's book. The address described the
among the more sophisticated empfoyed by
various mixes of combat forces and materiel
ground, air and nsval engagements of the6·day
OR/SA professionals. The presentation featured
Studies were made of Air Force and Navy ss
war in 1967, msnpower and weapons "mix"
a large number of slides depicting stochastic
well ssArmy combat operations.
changes that were made based on analyses, and
theory applications.
Prof. Coox also reported, io considerable dethe results as tested in the 1973 war.
Sinlilarly sophisticated was a presentation by
tail, the reasoning and the differing viewpoints
Using statistics on Arab and Israeli aircraft,
Dr. James G. Taylor, since 1968 associate proof U.S. leadera that resulted in a decision not to
tank. and other materiellosse8 during the 1973
feasor of operations research, Department oClnuse nuclear bombing to bring an early decisive
war, Kramar discussed the impact these losses
dustrial and Systems Engineering, Naval Postblow to bear in Vietnam, such as was made on
baa had in U.S. and Israeli thinking about
grsduateSchoo~ Monterey, CA. Much ofbis rl>
Hiroshima and Nagasaki to bring an abrupt end
changes that must be made in preparation for
search has been with the U.S. Army Combat
to World War II in J apall.
auccess in warfare that breaks out suddenly.
Developments Experimentation Command,
"In summary," he ststed, ·we of the materiel
SOVIET LESSONS OF MIDDLE EAST
Fort Ord, CA.
Dr. Taylor is known for expertise in combat
analysis community have learned some lessons
WAR: A TactU:o.l Revolution in Ground War·
from the 1973 Mid East War and have had
modela, systems effectiveness evaluation, com·
fare. Pbillip A. Karber, vice president for the
some of our thoughts crystalized. We are enIJUter simulstion applications to military OR,
National Security Program and director of stradeavoring to put as many of those lessons to use
field experimentation, applied statistics, quan·
tegic studies, BDM (Braddoc, Dunn and
as we can in our analysis of military materiel"
titative analysis of strategy and tactics, reMcDonald) Corp., spoke on this topic.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976
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CONCURRENT WORKING GROUPS

Chairmen or the 12 eGOCUrT'eot aeuioll8 are pictured,
along with title. of prdeoUatiOlUJ &It,d authors. The chairmell were: Fnlnk B. Ma,
deputy director, OpentioD8
AnaJ:y.18 DireclOl"8te. U.S. Army LotiItic8 Center; O. P.
SNao. U.S. Anny Mate'riel Sy.tetnl A.aa.ty•• Activity
(USAMSAAt,
Wayne Allen, direetor or COlt Analy.», Comptroller of
the Army, Penta.oo; MAJ JohD R. Statz, U.S. Anny CombiDed AJ'mI Combat Developments Activit;yj COL R. L
Wile., U.s. Army Concepts Analysis Areocy(CAA); Walter
HoD.is. U.s. A.MDY Operational Tef!lt a.nd EvahJ.ation
Aleocy;

m.

Alv&nJ. Hof(Dl&D, U.S. ArlJlyBaIlleUcReeeudaL..bQ~
torie__ David Priche.rd. CAA; Warren 0.00, U.S. Arnv
TRADOC SyBteau AnalJliI Activity; Jame8 Baker, U.S.
Arm)' Rtee.arehlli8titutA'l for tbeBeha.vioralaodSocialSci
f:ft,0M; RogerWilliJI. U.S. AnnyTRADOCSyttemsA...

A.edvit)'t .11dKdtb Myenlt USAMSAA.

Iy."

&BIliOIlA,' Logistic.
A M,&cl"OICopie Model tor
LogWtic Policy Guid~Une of
an Air-Mobile COmbat 8,.
tern, Huold Y. R Law, U.S.
Army Air Mobility Ra.D
Laboratory (AMRDL); Th.e
ReIat.1on of 'LOjiIbc Suppor\.
Opel"8doM to Combat. Effeodveneea (PaaeJ.N 0 Abrll:rRcO.
COL (ReLI Trevor Dupuy,
W..hiDiton. DC; Tbe Rata.
tion of Thr88t to LogiIticf
Support(Panel.no Abt.traet),
Anthony
Cordeaman,
WlI8hinrton. DC; Loptica
Support. AnB1}'aia Model
FfOMB. Maylll
(LOGSAM). Thom.asP. Hucze:k, JohnE. PhW.ip. aud Leiter
Q.JODetlJ:r., MlCVSy.t.emaPMO;
An Heurie& Approaeh to &n AirfOcea.o-VelI8el Unit A.
qnment Problem. Dr. Joe W. Knickmeyer and MAJ
TheOOore W. Mao.rew'eI.. Military Traffic Manalement
Command (MTMCJ; Tra:nsportability AnaJy" Reports
Generator (TARGE'n. Dr••Joe W. Knickmeyer, MTMC;
Hawk Operational Read:in~ Float (ORJi') Uaage Study,
MAJ Stephen J. P.ek. U.s. Aruly Air ~reD.Be School.

&uiDn B: Reliability, A t.IlIUabili£,y, andMaintninabiJity.
Procedurf18 for €atimatinr
Ez:pected Kill Probabilities
From SmaU Sa.mple S.\zee,
Dr. Larry R. Crow. U.S.
Army Materiel Sy.tems
An.ly.i.
Activity
(USAMSAA); Quanlita-live
Aueament or Residual S of"

..are

ProgramiD.

£rron

Through Appliealion of the
J e Uast UMora nda .M odel.
Eclwa-rd L Keezer, ARTILDS

PMO;
III Technique (or Monitoflo
iDl the ADA~tie81RelU.ltll of
a P. Bruno
RelillbWty Data tOT' Deciding
Whether to Scale Down OT.E Tel!It Requirements, LesUe
Lanc.uter. OTEA; Cost Optimizmg Sy.tem &0 Evaluate
Reliability (COSTER), J obo P. Solomood &Ad M.e. G nee A.
Mal."881lia. U.S. Ann)' Elec:troolce Comnumd(EOOM);
Application of RAM Concept. to P,roductioD Due
Mode:mhalion. LTC D. Dice 8Dd S. ,KarHn, OPM foJ' MuDidOM Produetion Bue Modernization and E][paDlIoD; The
Effect of Weapon Reliability and MalntainabDJty aD
Artille'ry Foree Availability and Effeeuven.... Robert
Cha.dler, USAMSAA.

Session C: Ruou-ruAnalys&...
An Anal;y•• of Interrelationships Among VarioUII
FYO-P Expenditurea, Dr.
Daniel A. NUMNUb\, CuI
Ba~ aDd J en')' Tbomas,
U.s. Army CODcep" A:nalya.
Ageaey(ACAA)j AltemaUVM
for MeetiDl Mobilintlon Re.
quiremeats, Dr. John G.
Barmby, U.s. General Aocounting Office (GA.O~ Computer Graphics Fundina
ADal,yzer. D&DielJ. SbedlotIV·

• l Geo.ra:e T. Hawkins.
"CAA;
ADP Reeou1"Ce E.tim.atin~

Wa)lIl~AUeIl
A MACRC).Level FOl"(l(:Mtirtl MetbodoloiY (or Software
De.velopmeat, OOL Lawrence A. Puwm. U.8. Army

Compu terS)FlItemlf COlDDland(AC8C)j Offk:er Dual Spec. J.
f;)' Alloeation SY*tem, MAJ J oeeph D. Tbomu. ACAA;
:8eoaomJe JUpeeti of Solar Energy Ut.ilhation at V.S.
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Army Yuma Proving Grou.nd (YPG) tor Wat.er Head.n,.
HarryA. GreveritlandWillardC. Robin80p, YP(},
A Technique to Develop lndepeDdeot Coate for
Equipment WltbIn a. Genetie Sarie-g, COL Kermit G-a~ and
MAJ Anthony Holtry, ACAA: Enk1atine the Impaet of'
ReUabWty, AvallabUity and Ham ....illabUlLy (RAM) Com-

ple:a:ltiel in OperatlDa: Bnd Support COlli Analy•• of Army
Aircraft Systel:l':llt GUDtiI Sraden .nd M.AJ August. L
Key,*, OWce of theComptroUeT of the Army(OCA);
DetigD to COlt Opt.imal Trade-Off Methodology (DOTMl,
David FenlUlglieb, ECOM. Life Cycle Cost Procurement
Without Complexity, Lym..a.n SeMen, V.S. Army CommunJeadOM Syate:m A,eacy(ACSA); WeapoD Sy.tern C08t
Eatimatingand Price IDdioes, Truman W.lloward fit U.S.
Army Loaietics MaD&l'ementCenter(ALMC).

SeseionD:Micro-CombotAtIlJlysis.
War Games and Combat r---~ !lI!I~--"
ModeJ&.Can. We Rave t.be Best
aI Both Workls'l, COL Reed
Eo DavillJr., Rould.G. M.gee
and Dr. Lawrence G.
Pfortrniller, U.S. ArIn.1 Combined Af'lUCombat Develop.
ment Activity (CACDA);
Some Bounds on Optima I
T8..I'Jet Maneuven, Harry L
J!e<ld Jr_ U.s. Army BaW.1ie
ReeearchLaborawriE!fJ(8BL}i
Opera-tlooal Erreettl OD
Antitank Guided Mi8¥ilM,
CPT Robert J. LeM a.M
j
Michael
R.
Anderlo,ft,
'MMJoMR.St4tt
CACDA;
STAGS Inte:rvisibilily Study, Jack Low Jr. and SUMtl J.
Wrigbt. CACDA; Tbe Application 01 Graphical Display
TechWq... to the Aoa\y" of Sm.oll UaiI. Comha~ MAJ
John R. Sta t:I: llnd Don P.tte-rsoo., CAC.OA.;
A Simp18 Vulnerability Ana.l,ya. of Combat Vehicles, Dr.
~oyU Muaitil,. Gl80rJe C. F'nlntilla.ndViola Woodw..rd,
BRL; The Uae of Small A'I'DlI in Air Defeue. P. J. Sho",
U.S. Army White Sand> M~ Ro.,. (WSMR~ Survival
Distributions in Crouiag Fields ContaiDiDg Clust.en of
Absorption Poin,ta With P088ibIe DeLecdoD aDd Uncertain
Activation or AbsorptioIlt Prot. SheJemyabu Zaeb Case
Wee:teruRe8erve Univenlty.

Se81Iion E: MacroComoot A ""lyRis.
Comphsity
Equals
Realism: Th.e Dangerou,
Myth, CPT Paul J. B.....
Naval
Put Graduate
ScboolJField
Artillery
Schoo~
Combined. Army
Simu lutoa ModellCASM), R.
F. Rob""''' LTC R. M.

J...... . . .

CPT H.

Combal Vehlt1e AlI&\1'liI
of 19'73 Yom Kippur War,
Philip J. Murphy, U.s. Army
Tank.Automotive R&D
Command (TA.RADCOM);
The
Survivability of
Antitank POIitioDl &G Pr&
s-ratory A.r1iIlery Fire, D, P.

---"1"'..,.-1'""'1

....

Kirk, USAMSAA; U,. otS".
thelie Materials for PrateadOD AIII_inat Fngmeat.,
MaTt Rechetl and Roberl
BaQay, USAMSAA;

The Ute of Simple Modell
A\lold Complexity in
Lethality and
Alua.nJ.Hoffman
Vulnerability Studies, Larry Sturdlvan, U.S. A.rm,y
Cbemical Systems Laboraf,ory (ACSLI; P~noDDel
VulnerabiUf,y Modeline. CPT Walter R. Cooper, WWiam J.
BrucheyJ r, and WllliBmKotl.1la.kil. BRL; A Comparllon at
Grid Cell VeJ'8U' EIpODeDtial-Dec&y (Ditru&e Target)
EftectivenessMocIelt, WilliamJ. Nlebol!lon, USAMSAA.
&0

Human

SeMitJn H' r"telli,ence, Comf7Wn;cIlDo1l8o COmlMM and
COnlrot

On the De8,igo. of 8
Worldwide
Millhry
Comm.B.nd and Control Sy.
tem (WWMCCS)
EntT)'
Network, MAd David W.
LeJeune and George C.

MOD8flr, U.s. Arm,y Commuaiea1ioDs Command
(Ace); D..1gn ood Aoaly" ot
the U.S. Army TelecommUDicatioDl M',Df;lelll,ent
Data B8M, Lawre~ W.
Auchard Sr... Ma. Mary E.
MiDor, Are
On the Application or the
Model to Large-Sale
David Prichorr/
Commuoicat1oDIJ Networks, MAJ David LeJeun.~ ACe;
TargelAequiJitionStudy(TAS), MAJ AllanD. Graham an.d
MAd Prank Smor. Army Concepts Ana'lya. Activity
(ACAA); Comm.a.nd and Control Performance Modeling
With Test Validation, Jerry Lyman, Joe Provenza.Do and
TimothT Linn, TRADOC Syatem8 Ana.lYs. Activity
(TSAA).

&uionl: N6turolEnuironnumt.

.

COLR./. Wiles

dOD".O Aid in Anaqzlng DYNTA($X Re.uIt8t De:n.n.iI

B«btlotft.nd Robert Wiley, TSAA;. Army Force Derden:
Tbe Multi-Attribute Problem. COL Allen F. Grum, M.AJ

bavid R. E. Bate, andCade1.David W. Hutchison. U.S. M.ilitar)' Aeademy(USMAI; Aa.a.l,ylia ofCombatUDd~rRed'uced
ViBibWty Vainlll AMSWAG GamiDe Mode~ Berthold
Za.rwyn. KDL. J OIepb Uawkinl, HerbertFaDin, AMSAA; A
Method Cor Quantificl.tion of Morale, Leadership and
Tra.ininlo MAJ David R. E. llale and MAJ Davkl M.

M.c.. Il.a.. USMA;

The Utillzationof 8n Historical Due in. tbeEu.min.aUoD
of MW:tary OperatiolUl in Ddt-Up Azeu, E).l.Rworth B.
Shaak, U.s. Army n.ma. Eogineering Lahoratory (1lELl.
AberdeeD Provinl Ground. MD; Direet Fire Engagement
Al5eBsmeot8 ill & Manual Land Fo~ Wu G.me. Dr. A. C.
Lauriiton. Directorate or LaDd Operational Re.earch
(Canada).

8eJllion F: TaMgcndEooJuatiolL
PrMeription for the CrilJiI::
Prepare fo.,. Comp1e.J:ity,
W.ldo.... PlDdley, WSMR;
Computer Simulation Utility
in Development Phaae Te8l
P1a.DniDg, E. L. Morrison Jr.,
U.S. Deparlment of
Commerce; Concept for
Teltm.g and E~atiDg the
htriot System. G&lTY W.
Ba.manl and Dr. WWiam D.
Bu.ting. WSMR;
COD trol Elemon tI
in
Aoo\Ylio ..... TOItiog. F. L
Hill, U.s. Army Opera.doDal
Tnt ud Evaluation A,ency
W(JllerHoIlls
(OTEA~ Slm.lallo.Alded F ..ld Esperimentad... Howard
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&s8ion G: Lelhafityond Vulnembility.

c..e

C.

Andel'lfOD, Office of the
Aosiolant Chie[ ot Staft. HQ
USAF; DYNTACSX, '" It
Worth the Price, C. A.
Burnham, TRADOC Systems
AnaIy. . Acuvity(TSAA);
Visual Data Representa-

M. Bra", AMRDL; Intel'f'808 Computer Simulation With
Fiek! Teeting, Jam. W. Brown. USAM8AA;
Field. Ez-perimeotll in Support of the Hellfire COEA,
JaM J. McKinney, CACDA; DMigDina a Field EIperbnent
Within COrdltraiDg, Dr. Marioa R. 'Bl')'~n. U.s. A.-rmy
Combat Developments EIperi:m.eoC&&loa Command.

Environmental Chine>
terlntion for Sb:r:!:ulation
Stodleo, J. R. Lund.,.. U.S.
Army £:ag.i:n.eer Waterway.
Esperbnent Statio. (WES);
Modeling of Te1"J'"'8.in In
Me.nual
Board
Game"
ThOm&.f J. Thompson and
Trueman R. T1'emble Jr..
U.S. Arm'y Research I:ud.&ute.
AD. Application of' Com.
puter Graphiclil to tbe
Preparation of Inputs to the
TRASANA·AMSAA Combat
Model (TRACOM), G iIbflrto
Wal"/Vl 06ron
Zuniga, 1'SAA; Recent Advances in RelatiD, Terrain.
Exposure Cba.r&Clteri!ltic8 to Predicted Combat.Out.cotne8,

Robert L F.rren, Vector R_rcll, Ino.; Targ..Background Lu.mmance ContnLlt Measurement MethDdoloJy. A
Djasn-metric tnterpre18Uoa, GU')' G. Love, and D r. Nelson
J.1rvlDJ, USACDEC;
Report 00 TETAM lnUlrvilfbillty Data Efteet of ATM
POliticDol' OD tntervisibility ParameUl:n, Dr. Ray Marcll\
BOM Corp.; A Method for EIiIUmaliD.. the ContmuOUl O.
tribU.UoD of Vidble PathSegment8From Dlscre1.e OaUil and
the El'tecl of Vioibilily, Dr. H. Fallio, USAMSAA, H.
MoCo., TaAA;
ParameteriutiOD or Ten'&io in Arz:qy Combat AnaIy8~
Dr. Samuel 8. Parry, :MAJ Cbriltopher J. Needels, Naval
P...t Gnduate School (NPGS); An Approach to Terrain
Reprete.l:l.tatioa (SyntbelX Te:lT8ln) for Applicatioo to
Comba.t Simulation Mode.. Dr. H.elmut M. SBNeweld.
TSAA;
A Quantification ofMobillty aDd Agility, Dr. Samuel H.
Parry, CPT M. SeiviteUe end W. D. Hahn, NPGS; Tbe Et·
feet of Ve,etative EnvirODmellta aD the Lethality ofFreit
IDIlntatioa Munitions A Summary of the Degn~tion Ef.
recti PrDJr&m (DEP), Geol'le M. GaydOl, us. Army

PIcotlnoyAneoal

(Continued onpoge 15)
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Annual Usting of Highlight Articles in Army R&D Newsmagazine
The following headline Uat of' articlel publiahed in the Army
&MGJ't:h a.rul Dewlopment New,mogozilIe duriDg- the put year
ill believed to represent aubjectaof'broadeBtintel'@8l

NOVEMBER·DECEMBER 1975 . 15th

Anniversuy Edition
Army-Industry Misailell MeetOpens Drive for Materiel 'ManuCacturing CoetSavingl.
Deputy Secretary or Defenae Speaks OD Ma.nuIacluriDg TechDOlogy Gain.: Teamwork Viewed Vital to MAteriel Goa~.
Amy Rtt8ell.rch Orrtee 8uildmgDedicated as Weiss MemorillL
Nigh.t Vision Laboratory Awa.rdll Contract (01" Deve.lopment

T..l10......tional T... II Sigh...
Army Expanding Blast Suppre88iveSb.ielding Technology
ANrr~6. ANrr~7 Test. Termed 'Specta<:u~r.'
Fialry DialOOodLabo Seek to Upgrade RoekelLethalily.
AnalYsis orRocke~A",iat lnliu>tzy Antitenk Wee""...
Natick FY76 Posture Report Lists R&D Achievements.
Air Mobility R&D wboratory ruuesFY75 Annu"IRepori.,
14th Annual A.OR$: Leaden Stress Role of Operations Reo

8UtCh, Sy.stern.l Analyais in Decisions.
D9.ta for Critiea..l DeciA~la: Operatiods &8e6tth aod the Next
Wer.
Materiel

Command

Creates

lnLemal.ional

Logistics

Command.
LTG George Sammet Jr. Details Materiel Cost,.Cutting Goals .
ECOM·Deve1oped EQUATE Elec:bon;" Teet System Pro,..
'J'ri.Service CapabWtie•.
Ammunition S)'8temB (or Future Ta.nks..
Natie.k DeveJopmentCMter HOlits lntemation.sl Food Meet..
Directive A.8signI: Army u Conventional Ammunition Mao.·
oger.
Army 5-YearProgram: $14 Million fOT Antipollution.

WaJ.t.er Reed Army Inslitute of Research SeJeeted ae 'Laboratory of the Year.'

AUSA Annual Meeting F0eu&e8 on Ch.a.nging StaU&of Army.
Nuclee.r EffecbJ Knowledge Advanct!8 in Project ESSEX.

JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1976
u.s. Army

Engineer Topogr1l;pbic Laboratorie. Serve
De!enee, Civil Works Needs.
SpeakiDg On: Budget:: Materiel Acquisition Coat Red.uction.
Organiutional Changes Continue

ll.fl;

MaterieJ Development

andReecfin.... CommandS,coeedsAMC.
DepartmentofDefeoBe Budget-Report Goes to Congress.
Braille Calculator Invention Eams Human Engineering Lab
Engioeer'Outatanding Young Men' Selection.
96 Papen SelecWd From Over 400 Prop0&8" Jor Presents lioo
• tBie~1 Army Science Confe.renCtl.
Army Air Mobility R&D LsboTBtoryStudyingComposit.es.
Anny Re8earehwtitutl!: Reporta AchievemenbJ ofWomen.

ArmySclentiflc Ad~ory Plll1el Reviews Aviation R&D.
Wor.kiDg ConditioDJ!l ofSovietScienti5t8.
NlitionalScienoe Foundation RANN ParleyGivesSm.e.U Businessmen View of 15 Agencio!.
Army lseuee Procedures to Stimulate Product.lmprovement.
Single Contnletor Seleetion Set for FuD-BcaJe Engineering of
XM·l Main Battle TankProtot)'pee.
Edgewood Anenal Reporte on Productivity of Scientific and
Engineering A"5ist,.nt:e.
DARCOM EstabliAhM Materiel Al;:quwition and ~adine8S

Sette-tary of the Army Speaks

O.D

Army ReadineM Poeblre;

Requirementll to Meet ForeaeeableThreat..
Development and Reamn8lll Command Office of Manu(.acturingTechno.logyCreated to CutCouts.
CH-47 Flight Sim\,llatorTeeteJmpret18 Oignibriea.
Utility Tactical Tramport Aircraft System Competitor'll
Begin 9 MonthJofTesling Prototype.Models.

ACCORD: A New Dimension in InformationSystemB.
Test and Evaluation Command Realignments Keyed to Progrellllive Return on loveliitment.

Simu.1llting Vehicle OpentioDi at Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Biological Studiea ofE1ectromagnetic Pulse.
Automation in BaB.iAtic Munition TMting.
Tank·Automotive Command's Land Mobility Technology

Rate.

Anny MAterials and Mecha.nica R.eeeuch Ce.nter'e LeAd

Laboratory Role.
Speaking On .. _DerenseAdvanced Reeearch Projects Agency
Mission: [nveetment Strategy. Advanced R&D ProgmmB.
White Sands Missile Range Group ViewaSolar Energy.
Guide tor Military StaDdanlli.ation; ABCA Annie,' Operationtll Concept, 1986-95.
Air Mobility R&D Laboratory$e18 C08.t.-Cutting Example.
~ur£lIoe Launched Unit Fuel Air EJ:ploaive Minef.eld Neutraliu. tion 5yttern Tetted.
£ffect8 of ACV: AnnyStudies Ecologieallm.pacL
Ansl;y'Dcsl Photogrammetric Positioning System Enhancee

Auia I Photography Mapping.
BaUistlc Reaea.rch Laboratories Provide Anatysia Model tor
Amy Suppreeaive SlUekling Program;
&vieiFiber·Reinforctd Metal Matrix Composite Technology.
StimulatingSpeaken Addf1!8S 14th NationalJSHS.
Defense Advanced Regearcb Projects Agency Report to
Senate UrLil Linl,'Y76 Aehievementa

Atlanbl ill Cot1le-renee ContinuesArmy-lndustJ1· Effort..
8RL Pulse Radiation FecilityTr&nBfemld toTECOM,
Cold Regiol18 Research and Engineering Laboratory Constl1u:ting $5 Million Ice Engineering Lab.
Air Navigation Systems Undergo Developmenta.! Testa.
Solar Pbotovoltaic Military AppliclitionSStv.died,
Aberdeen Proving Grwnd Conducting Improved UETTesl
Repreeeotativl!8 of 6 Nations VieW LANDFAE Capabilities
for LandMinc Neutralization.

JULY·AUGUST 1976

Reeearch Management..

In·HoUle Peer Review: An Effective MeehnnJ8.m forScaentific

AORS XV Working Group Sessions
SeAwnJ: TroiningAnolyais.
TraiDl:Dg D e.li'very S yateuut.

MAJ Richard Ladd, I'IlAJ
Jared Eut and CPT Michael
Clo""'D, TRADOC Combined
ArD1Jl Testing Adivitielll
(TeATA);: C08t Training Ef.
fectivene81 Analyais tor
AJmy Tn.iniDg SysteM The
Proce88t Or. GObert. L. Ne.al,
'I'SAA;
Applleation of C08t. Tram..
EffeetivellC88 Analysis
Study Proeedure80 Dr. Lind.)' Phillip. and Dr. G. NeaL
'I'SAAo Training Technolop
Transfer, Dr. Joyee Sbields,
ARlo Constr&lned Readine8!l Optimization, LTC J.mes P.
McCloy, U.s. Army Command and General Staff Colleg-e

in,

I~GSCl:

Some DemOlT'8pMc Variable. Whicb Should be Con.
sidered in Field Teste of Training Syatema. Dr. TbomaJI J.

Ti.emey, Dr. Jobn A. Cartner ~and CPT Michael Clayton,
ARI; Analy,. of T.Dk Crew Training, Virgil A. HeD80n,
TCATA;. Embedded Training Utilization of Tactical Com.
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54 Project Manager Development Program Majo... Seloelbd
for Promotion.
Fort BnggTestin.g 160-Foot-Long Medium Girder Bridge.

MAY·JUNE 1976

North Strategic Defense. Many Civil Programs.

(Continued from page 14)

I!iveaTechnoJogy to ProtectHilo From Threat.ofVolcano.
Development8rut Reedine:ti6 Command CreateaOffice of Project MIlWig6t (Or Smoke.

8w;entennial Science EXJXI6ition Scheduled (or JobnF. Ken·
nedySpaceCenter.
Attny Type ClaMiI"1&J M732 Prorimll} Fu:r.e (or Artillery.

&at DevclopmentProgram.
Army A.nnounces Select.ces ror 4 Top Senior Service ~neges.
Research Philo8OPhy of Ballistic Research Labom tones.
MICOM Dedicata S40MilliOD Advanced SimulatiOD Center.
Anny Science Conference PriDcipal Speakers, Panel Membe...

MARCH·APRIL 1976

CRREL Past.. Preeent and Future: Miaaion Related to Fu

Near Rul-TlmeGeneratM)D 0(3·0 Terrain Oispi«ya.
27th PowerSoureeaSympaeium Drawa MO[1l) Than 600 Parti·
cipantB (or Reports on Electrochemical DevebpmentB.
Waterwaya Experiment StatJon Researchers Study ExpJo..

Ba.Iliatic Nylon Adds Protection [or Tube-Launched Opticany
'ITacked WireGuided Miaaile Operators.
13 DARCOM EmpktyEll'J Complete Computer·Aided Detlign
and EngineeringCoune.
Morris SucceedJI Gribble 811 Chief, Army Corps ofEnginetrs..
94 Scle<:ted (Of" DARCOM Materiel Acqui8ilion and Readiness
~ecuti.ve Development Program.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Convenes
GroundSenBOrTechnolo~Meeting.
Spring Technical CooIerence Participanfi. Review SRL Re~nse to U.8. Army Reqlliremenw.
Picatinny Fuzing Concept May Iol;:reue Projectile Firing

Army Armament Col'DJDAnd MiAaion: Providing Superior
F'irepower for AU Combat Conditions.
Speaking On ... The EJ::port or Technology: A 'Handle With
Care' Commodity.
lOth Army Science Conference: 52 Researchers Earn AwaniB.
Panel Views TechnologyTransfer.
Annual R&D Achievement Awards IWcogni.w 78 Army In·
Hou.ee SeienW:bI Engineers.
Geograpmc ApplicationB of Multiband Aeria~Photogra'ph)':

Elecutive.DevelopmentProgram_

Interactive Graphic.Techniques fol" Structunl Analysis.

~ters to Train
Cennas,AR~

Tactical Computer Operators, Dr. John E.

Developing a Set of Learning Objective8 for UTTAS
Pilot: A SbJd,y in I o.atructionalSyete.lllI OeveJQpme:nt, G"ry
G. Bunting. U.S. Arm;y Avis.tion Center Bnd Fort Rucker,
AI..; Tbe Developmeftl o( a Map I luerpretatioft and Terrain
Analylria Coone to Support Nap'0(.th&Earth Navigation,

Dr. Garvin L. Holman. ARlFieldUnh. Fan Rueker.

SeMionK: New ORISA Techniques.

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1976
u.s. Army Tank·Automotive Command Realignment Separ-steaReeeareb and Deyelopment From Logistics Function&.
Speaking Oil; 1976 Army ScienCtlConference Panel Discuaees
Technology Tral18f'er.

UB. Anny Reaearch Office Sponton Buntenn.ial of Ameri·
can Science Prognm..
Army Delays Activation of Armament R&D Command.

Ba1.I.i.stic: Reaeareh Labs Simulate Nuclesr Burat Thermal
Layer_
Soviet Advances in Ionospheric and Magnetospheric R&D.
Laboratory CI'09B Section Meuure.ment and Imaging Radar.
Army Matariala and MeclwUcs Research Center Er;paDdI
Fracture MecluuUcl Ttdmology Applications..
Deputy Secrelary of DefeOBe Selects Army asSlngle Mal18get"

(Or Coo\'entional Ammunition.
DC:SRDA, Development. and ReadineM Command Leaden.

Addte86Reeerve R&D Update.
Cold Regione.Reaearcb and EngineeringLaboratory [.aysCor·

nerswne (oriS M,illioD Ice EngineeriDg Facility.
$425 Million Contract Ordera PatriotMisaile Engineering.
Cannon Artillery Weapone.SYltem6 Project Mal18ger's OfflCe.
White PhOlPborul Loading Method May Ea8e MunitiollJ:'
Handliog.
Environments.! PrOtection Agency. Corpe of

Engin~ Sign

Interagenq W.mwa~rA~t.
Combat Developments Experimentlltion Command Euminee
Optione oflmproved. Fos-hole Protel;:tion.
. .
Corpe ofEogineers'CivU Works Budgeted alS2.4 7 Billion.
Co.ast Guard Adopts Army's Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Protective Clothing.
2 LACV 308 UodelllOOper1ltione.UDevelopment Testing_
Mobility Equipment Re8e:a.reh and Development Command
Worb to rmprove M60Al Tank Coneea.bnent.
Harry Diamond Labontoriu (HDL:li Study of Weapon
Worth Concepte (or DeLerM..iftlng the Value or Dlveree
Weapon Syate.1'D8 in Combined !.-rrm Battles, Herbert N.
Cohen, ACAA;

A Deeompoeed Goal Programing 'Model of Weapon 8y.
teml Artonh.bUity, n ..vid V. StrisnlUtr. U.S. Army Armor
Center Bnd Fort KDO%, KY; Application.- of the Fu,nda.
mental Tbeorum of Multidimemrional Contingency Table
Analysis to Operational Teet Data, Langhorne P. W ithera.
0TEA0 Differential Modoll of Comb&t and Alternative
Measutelo(EC(eetiveness., RogerF. Willis, TSAA.

Se3SionL: ONSA Applications.
Interrat.ed

Data

Base

Combo. Modelo. William A.
Bayee, Charles S. Ma&h.eny
Bod CPT Deon P, BiBoeeuw.
ACAA.; A SyatelWl Appra.ch
for TOMSS Study. MAJ

a Military Foree, CM James
T. Baird and. Dr. RUMen G.
Heiket. U.S. Arm.)' Infantry
Command, Fort Benning, GAi
De8Crlptlon of a. Shortest.
Path Algorithm ror & Sparse
AaBignmen& Matri:l. Robert

..
Principletl of
Roger WiUis
Nonequilibn.a.m Tbermodynamiell, Dr. Berthold Z8J'W)'D,

Variational

Army Deactivates 'Super Dog'Cross-BreedingProgram.
Million Cont:r&ctOrden ANIl'PQ ['imited Produetion.
Departm8Dt of Defenae Safety Board Approvefl 5 Ammun'"
lion Plant Suppreesive Shields.
Yuma ProvingGround Unveils "Recoil Device £orTube te8\8.

Coneepts and StnlClturee for

Au Appliution of Mult..
~ri.te
StatiBt:ieal TuboiqUM to tbe AnaJya. of the
()pe.r$tioftal ErIectiveneu of

l. McMullen, ARI Field Unl~
FortBe.on1Dg.
New Op,lmal Design and
Analyais Techniques U,iDg

'28

Rizwan M. Noma:n:l. Academy
of Health Selen"" YBI1d.
lion of an Air Defenae Gu.n
Simul8tioo Mode~ Bradley
Lufkin,
USAMSAA,
A
MethodololY for the A. . . .
IIlent of the Military Worth
of Camouflage in u, Indirect
. .
Fire Envlronmellt, GAl)' L.
Ke,'hMyert
Page, 80M Corp.; The Complex:ity Crili8 and Applitations
Software. ClintonB. Petry II., ACSC.
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Seventh Annual U.S. Army Project Managers Conference ...

Speakers Stress Key Roles of PMs in National Defense Materiel Development
Essentiality of superlatively competent and
totally dediCJJted performance in one of the
most challenl(ing assignmenta to aid in structuring an adequate national defense readinesa
for any emergency was stressed at the U.S.
Army Project Managers' Conference.
Secretary of the Army Martin R HoITmann
and former Uoder Secretary of the Army Herman R Staudt were the principal speakers in
emphasizing importance of responsibilities of
U.S. Anny Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) PMa· charged with
projects budgeted inFY 1976 at$3.3 billion.
One of the conference highlights was Hoff·
mann's presentation, as dinner speaker. of the
Secretary of Army's first annual Project Mana·
ger Award to MG Robert J. Baer. The CertifiCJJte of Commendstion engraved on the large
wall plaque reads:
MAJOR GENERAL ROBERT J. BAER is
cited for outstanding performance as project
manager of the XM1 tank development prr;
gram during the critical period July 1976
through. June 1976. Through his initiative,
technical competence. exceUent judgment, astute managerial ability. thoroughness and prr;
fessionolism, the XMl project completed the advanced development phase within cost and
schedule constraints, an achievement of great
distinction. GeneralBaer's performance reflects
great credit upon himself, the XM1 project. and
the UnitedStatesArmy.
DARCOM Deputy Commander for Materiel
Development LTG George Sammet Jr.• DARCOM DC for Materiel Resdinesa LTG Eugene J.
D'Ambf08io and Director for Materiel Plans and
Programs MG Ernest D. Peixotto. Office of the
Deputy Chief of Steff for Research, Development, and Acquisition, DA, joined with MG
Jerry B. Lauer. the dinner speaker. in paying
tribute to and discussing competence and dedication to duty requirements of material development PMa. COL Lauria M. Eek Jr., chief,
Office of Project Management, DARCOM, wss
Jresiding chairman for all sessions and cohost
of the conference. with COL Leland Wilson, PM
for TRADE. in Orlando. FL.
SECRETARY HOFFMANN indicated his
pride in tbe highly profesaional qualifications of
DARCOM PMa when he ststed early in his add-

PM CONFEREES and wifes during social bour activities include (from left) Viper PM Col
Hubert W. Lacquement and Mrs. Lacquement; GSRS PM COL Kenneth S. Heitzke and Mrs.
Heitzke: M60TD PM COL RobertE. Butler and Mrs. Butler; COL James F. Bleeker,DARCOM
Directorate of Development and Engineering; REMBASS PM, COLL.C. & Mrs. Friedersdorff.
ress; " ... The project managers that we have in
the Army I consider competent for similarly d..
manding duties anywhere in the Department of
Defense or in industry _.. ."
One of the requirements of a competent project manager. Secretary Hoffmann stated, is to
•exercise exceptional initiative snd enterprise,

LTG GeorpSammelJr.
DARCOMDe1*9ComlJllllldf:r
Afote~lDew:lDpmellJ

INFORMAL social gatherings were prevalent at PM conference. Pictured above (1. to r.) are
COL Henry R. Shelton, PM Smoke; Dr. Richard L. Haley, deputy director, Development and
Engineering, DARCOM; Walter W. Hollis, scientific adviser, U.S. Army Operational Test and
Evaluation Agency; COL Edward M. Browne, PM for AAH; Sally Clements, acting deputy for
Materiel Acquisition, OASA (lolL); COL Robert W. Huntzinger. PM for TOW missile system.
16
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including decisiveness in taking carefully calc~
lated risks to perfo.rm his function within time
and costconstraints." He also stated, in part
"...One of the thinga we are all interested in
doing is to increase the degree of speculation
(risk taking) that we can afford in the materiel
development and acquisition process ... With·
out using competent judgment in decision risks
to meet requirements, we would not be able to
maintain our technological edge against an ad·
versary who is outspending us and has the timesaving advantage of centralized control of
materiel development ..."
Secretary Hoffmann devoted much of his ad·
dress to the difficulties a project manager often
experiencea in distinguishing between the responsibilitiea his mission involves as an "om·
budsman at times and as an advocate in some
situations." Despite the need for serving as an
advocate in the competition for necessary resourcea. both human and material, he cautioned
that PMs should be careful to avoid the pitfalls
ofadvocacy.
Amplifying on the advocacy problem for
PMs. he explained that too much advocacy may
tend to decrease flexibility in adjusting to essential innovations in the materiel development
proceaa. Flexibility is necessary if we are to
shorten the time it takes to develop weapon systema. hesaid.
With respect to Army relations with Congress in materiel development budgetary considerations, Secretary Hoffmann said PM advoCJJcy must relate properly to integrity of the
developmental process _..(and) for the right
solution to projectprohlems.
"I am not sure that we have arrived at the
point where the project manager has the degree
of freedom in risk-taking that he ought to have.
"We should address ourselves very seriously
to the question of how we can take more risk,
how we live with it. how we accommodate it,
and leverage we get from it to save time."
HERMAN R. STAUDTs address is carried in
condensed form, beginning on the inside front
cover, under the heading: SPEAKING
ON ...The Challenge to U.S_ Army Program/Project Managers (witb his biographical
information).
DARCOM Deputy Commander for Materiel
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976
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Development LTG George Sammet Jr. presenting from reductions in force, reductions in
ed welcoming remarks following COL Eek's.......- grade, and changes in functions that require rl>
introductory comments as presiding chairman. ~ting of job descriptions. Much of the discusLTG Sammet commended DARCOM's 56 pro;'
sion pertained to regulatory restriction that
ect managers as a "selectively elite corps of
may hamper top quality personnel recruitment
highly quaMiOO professionals," ststing tbat
DARCOM Deputy Commander for Materiel
Readiness LTG Eugene D'Amhrosio offered
theyhave"come a long way during the past two
comments from the floor, along with DARCOM
years in improving management policies" in the
materiel development and acquisition process.
Deputy Director for Developmentand Engin......
Program managers of general rank are now
ing Dr. R icbard L. Haley, on how industry copes
with similar personnel problems incident to
selected by the Army Chief of Staff, he pointed
major reorganizational changes - or transition
out, to assure the desired stBndards ofqualification. A Department of the Army Board selects
problema related to phasing out one project and
PMa in the grade of colonel LTG Sammet also
starting another.
discussed the intensive training program that
LTG D'Ambrosio later addressed an executive
session on materiel readiness problems.
has b<>en established for early development of
Other opening day speakers. MG Ernes t D.
potential PMs and continnal upgrading the
qualifications of PM selectees, including yearPeixotto discussed TRACE (Total Risk Assesslong industrial assignments for experience.
ing Cost Estimate) Management and DisperseCOL Robert W. Huntringer was singled out
ment, a topic of major concern to PMs continby LTG Sammet as an outstanding example to
ually trying to cope with avoiding cost ove...
continuous car<>er development in PM offices, a
runs on their projects despite changes in inflation of cost fsctors.
total of 9% years experience as PM for a major
system. Currently he is PM for the TOW (TubeTRACE, he explained, can be used effectively
launched, Optically-tracked, W>re-guided)
only On a project for which it is properly promissile system.
gramed. The objective is better program and
One of the reasons for selecting Orlando,
problem visibility, improved credibility of cost
FL, as the site for the Seventh Annnal Project
estimates, and a s-ound basis for affordsbility
Manager's M...ting, Sammet explained, was to
decisions on materiel systems. Project
managers, he stressed, must redouble their efvisit the U.S. Naval Equipment Training Center. The NETC is now in its 27th year of operaforts to guarantee that systems development
progresses within TRACE constraints.
tion in developing sophisticated training sy...
terns, including an advanced Synthetic Flight
Seymour J. Lorber, head of the DARCOM
Directorate for Quality Assurance, joined with
Training System (SFI'Sl credited with huge eCOL Edward M. Browne, PM for the Advanced
conomies in training pilots.
Another device tbat project managers bad an
Attsck Helicopter, in a presentation titled
Metrication - Trends, Policies and Consideraopportunity to try out during a series of briefings on capabilities of NETC is a laser marks-tions for Implementation. This topic involved
manship rifle trainer which f>res a laser beam
problems of PMs in the changeover now in
recorded on a target to indicate accuracy of fire,
progress to the metric system of weights and
again at a big saving in cost. Numerous other
measures used in most countries.
COL James F. Bleecker, chief of the Systems
training devices were viewed by PMs.
LTG Sammet concluded his initisl presentaEvaluation and Test Office, Directorate of
Development and Engin<>ering, HQ DARCOM,
tion (he spoke on a number of topics related to
discussed the impact of conversion to the metric
improvement of project management at subs&
quent sessionsl by conveying a message from
system as related to testing of materiel
COL John F. Wassenberg, HQ DARCOM,
DARCOMCommanderGEN JohnR_ DeaneJr.
PMs are regarded by GEN Deane, Sammet
spoke on Department of Defense Directive
said. as the vital interface betw...n the Army
5000.29, Management of Computer Resources
and industry to produce the best pOBBible mate...
in Major Defe~ Systems His presentation
d~t :with prob~ms of implementation of the
iel for all military requirements at the lowest
directive tllroughout U.S. Army Matenel
practicable COSL He puts continuing empbasis
Development and Readiness Command ell>
on update reports on the progress of PMa' ef.
forts; alao, on achieving maximum combat efments.
fectiveness of materiel designed for continual
James F,. Macu"! DARCOM assistant depu.ty
readiness through consideration of reliability,
for MaterIel Resdiness, presented The Materiel
avs.ilability and maintainability requirements.
Readiness Role of the Project Manager. This
An hOUl'long presentation on the Army Orpresentstion covered many of the progressive
actions ~d .maJor. policy and procedural
ganizational Effl>Ctiveness Program was given
changes being unplemented to achieve constant
by LTC Carl E. Tolbert, a cbaplain a88igned to
the Organizational Effectiveness Division, Comreadiness of materiel
bat Development Directorate, U.S. Army AdDinner Speaker MG Jerry B. Lauer, director
of Wespons Systems. Omce of the Deputy
ministrative Center, Fort Benjamin Harrison,
IN.
Chief of Staff for Research. Development, and
Acquisition, spoke amusingly of some of his
Much of the address reported on various
studies, including several in progress, to del.el'
early "trials and tribulations" as a PM. Spiced
mine maximum effectiveness factors based on a
with anecdotes, the talk reviewed some of his
experiences including his first briefing to and
continuing series of surveyS; also. motivstion
and morale considerations.
interrogation by a subcommittee of the Senate
Armed Forces Committee, schedule slippages,
Gordon N. Kellett, chief of the Civilian Pe...
sonnel Division, HQ DARCOM, closed the ope~
"flak" reports, over-run and termination costs
ing session with a discussion of Personnel Isand many other problems.
sues, Trends and Policies, a topic tbat prompted
"Finally, as you are about to leave your asa lively questions and answers aftermath.
signment," he said, 'you feel very gratified hy
Project managers had numerous queries rl>
what you have b...n able to sccomplish. The PM
garding effects on their operations - particubusiness is one of the toughest assignments a
larly in maintaining progress schedules- resultmilitary man can get, but it is also one of the
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976

most challenging and, eventually, gratifying to
your pride."
Four Working Group sessions opened the senond dsy of the conference. Grady H. Banister
Jr., ARTADS deputy PM, chaired a group discussion of Testing, a Lessons Learned A po
proach. COL Charles F. Drenz, PM for COBRA,
led a group discuBBion of Materiel Fielding
Plans, Theory and Practices. COL Wsssenberg
headed a group thet considered Computer RI>
source Management and W. Allan Cbavet,
deputy chief, DARCOM Cost Analysis Division,
was the leader of a graup discussion of Life
Cycle Cost Estimating, Theory and Practice.
Congressional Interface with Project
Managers, as discussed by Anthony R. Battista,
professional staff member of the House Armed
Services Committee, provided one of the co~
ference highlights. Following his presentation,
he engaged in a fre&wheeling questions and answers session that churned up a considerable
amount of laughter despite some penetrsting
questions and straightforward response.
How to A void Controct Protes4 a presentation by DARCOM General Counsel Francis X.
McKenna, also was followed hy spirited discussion. Charles T_ Patterson, deputy ""ecutive
director, Procurement and Production, Defense
Supply Agency, followed with a tslk on DCASSupport ofPMs, Capabilities and Lim itations.
The final second-day presentation WBB on Innovative Program Contracting Techniques, by
COL Leland A. Wilson who WBB host the oext
morning for briefmgB and the tour of the U.S.
Naval Equipment Training Center.
LTG Sammet concluded the conference with
an hour-long executive session with Development and Readiness Proj<>et Managers_ He
stated strongly his confidence in their competence, his understanding of their problems, his
desire to be kept advised of requirements for
aid in shortening development time, the demanding urgency for successful completion of
their assignments, and his pride in their accomplishments.

Promotion List Accents Caliber
Of DARCOM Project Managers
Just 88 this :i88ue W88 going to press, the
Department of the Army released names of
officers sel<>eted for promotion to General
orficer grades. DARCOM project mBllllgera
selected for promotion to Brigadier General

are:
COL Patrick H. Roddy, PM Hawk, COL
Edward M. Browne, PM AAH, and COL Don-

ald R. Lasher, PM MSCS. Also selected for
promotion are COL Philip L. Bolte, 888iBtant
PM for Tank Gun Development, JOI·l Tank
System. BG William J. HUsman, PM
ARTADS, is selected for promotion to 2... tar
rank.
Noteworthy .alao is the fad that six briga·
dier generals selected for promotion to major general are graduates of the DARCOM
PM eyatem, namely: BG Sampson H. BlI88,
Jr., former PM for
BG Robert L.
Bergquist, former PM for Gama Goat; BG
Donald M, Babers, former PM for M-60 tank
production; BG Alan A. Nord, former PM
for Safeguard ABM System; BG Tom H.
Brain, former PM for VRFWS: and BG Jere
W. Sharp, former PM forGOER vehicles.
(I'um to top of page I for glossary of
ocronyms used to designate the mate.ul
development projects here listed.)
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Speak i ng On .. (Continued from inside front couer)

with because it's 80 difflcult and/or unpleasant to get the problem
oorrected?
• Or do you have a buddin~ young or older competent executive
whom you have hobbled into IIDPOtence via the absence of a mean·
ingful charter, thereby reducing him to little more thaD a glorified
horaeholder? How does he spend his time, versus how he should?
Why?
In a simiIsr manner, examine and appraise objectively what type
of engineering support you have, or your procurement support, or
your logistics support, or your program management team, etc., etc.
Have you, within the last 6 to 12 months, taken the time to prepare formal summaries of strengths and weaknesses of each of the
key members of your team, using some of their peers for inputs?
Have you received the summaries with each principal personally,
and constructively, using a mutually agreed upon scope of authority
and responsibility 88 the yardstick for subjective measurement?
What kind of interface and relationship do you have with the in·
dustrial counterparts on your team? Is it polite, remote but proper
relationship or a deep, broad and close human as well as professional
relationship conducted with full, mutual and open communication·
with respect for the fact that you both labor toward a common objec·
tive, but for two different masters?
There is little doubt in my mind that each of the good·sized companies working with you has better and poorer people available for
888ignment to your program. Are you cultivating, gyowing, maturing all of you colleagues properly, by recognizing their strengths and
weaknesses on a continuing, fair and unemotional basis?
Do you praise in writing as well as criticize? Do you seek construe·
tive criticism and feedhack from colleagues about your operation?
Are you among colleagues as a partner or the fickle tyrant among
the oppressed?
What part-time but highly skilled resources have you developed.
and arranged to be brought in as a check and balance at key mile·
po8ts on your program. Do you have periodic and in-depth reviews of
the design, quality, production disciplines, reliability, mslntainability and financial aspects of your evolving product by others thaD
those responsible for its evolution?
You owe it to yourself to audit periodically your operation, evaluate your resources and plan the strategy needed to strengthen areas
which are deficient.
If after careful considerationyou conclude you don't have the right
team, you must tskecorrectiveaction. No one elae will. Do not suffer
a poor team. Butdo remember that most teams are made up of 5 foot
to-inch type "sinners," and that 8-foot "saints" are few and far between here on earth, and even harder to come by. You could be
amazed by what a good coach can get out of a truly integyated team
of "average" players.
In.House vs. Contract Capabilities. Achieving the most effec·
tive blend of these capabilities is an age-old problem that has and
will continue to beaehome of you and your programs. If the Army is
to have competent in-house technically oriented personnel, they
must get their hands dirty in the hardware design effort of their
technical disciplines, now and then, to avoid becoming sterile.
In-house money alone is uauaIly inadequate or faila to provide a
useful vehicle to meet these needs. In-house developments will, on
occasion, reach out for progyam aupport for mainstream effort.
Should this occur during your assignment, I would urge that you
be sympathetic and supportive with certain cautions which, if ignored, can create great dangers for your career and your program.
The commodity oommands, with headquarters approval, really
need to carefully choose those in-house program elements wherein
internal developments will be utilized, either as the primary or backup approach to a correlated industry approach early in the game.
Should your progyam be the maturing ground for lilly prior inhouse development effort, you will have to go to great lengths toseparate the internal group responsible for the developmental effortsthose who must be considered as proponents of their "baby' engaged
in the nonna! "tender loving care" typically associated with giving
birth to a new product subsystem or hardware design. from your internal program management technical support group, which must
serve the program and your hest interests first and foremost.
Separating weakness in these groupa clearly, and providing arm's
length checks and balances, is a clear invitation to the fox to enter
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the chicken coop. The rooord is full of progyarns that have run afoul
of the diffICulties, technical "hangnaila," delays and even total failures that can result.
Major progyarns frequently become the vehicle for procuring expensive baubles for the laboratories to play technical "catch up ball"
with the rest of the field. This practioe I have seen grow expensive
and frustrating to both the military program management team and
the industrial team involved, with very marginal, if in fact reasonable, retumon the investment from a progyam point of view.
Consequently, I would suggest that this type of objective oould be
far better schievedby working out with the industrial team involved
an open and honest on-the-job training or educational progyam in
which government engineers are integrated at operating levels of
the contractor's team.
This integystion would be under the contractor's middle management supervision. rather than trying to accomplish the same objective while government engineers are serving ostensibly as the contractor's technical supervisors and customers. This leads to masterful buffoonery on both sides.
As a general rule, I would suggest that you start out on your assignment, assuming that the members of both your in-house and the
industry team are basically honest, competent and hard working,
and share your objectives (assuming you have spelled them out carefully with all, clearly and convincingly)_
A contractor who does not have adequate time, talent or treasure
to do a given asslgTlIDent is no more or 00 less vulnerable than an intemal laboratory whose gun control, guidance system, or fuzing and
arming scheme is not performing to the long-standing advertised
claims. Both require the same determined, objective analysis of tbe
real problem and application of meaningful corrective action.
Simply put, trust all or trust none until you have data to modify
your position, individual by individual But play no favorites!
Remember that your primary purpose is to produce and succeesfully field a usefuJ weapon system necessary to the defense of this
country - and/or in support of its foreign policy where, when, or as
needed. I t is not to:
• Provide a source of continuing employment for in-house or contractor personnel
• Strengthen the economic well-being of certain sections.
• Help keep 88trong small business base visble in the U.8_
• Keep a major aerospace contractor from going under.
• Generate increased respectability for your progyam by raising
the investment level in your progyam from the $50 to $100 million
"minor leagues" to the billion dollar "major leagues" ststus.
The Army and the nation anxiously await the emergence of more
and more program and project management teams which produce
merely that which was agyeed to, approximately on time for the resources projected, with relatively dependsble products that perform
as expected in the hands ofrepresentstive troops for a reasonable period of time, without undue downtime or maintenance cost - a relatively rare occurance today.
User-Developer Relationship. Within the Army this is one of
our most difficult and most vulnerable challenges and relationships
to detwe, understand and satisfactorily implement. Many fwe
minds have directed major effom to strengthen, improve, integrate,
separate, refine and correct this relation3hip - snd I'm certain many
more efforts will come in the future.
While your principal concern is the development of your weapon
system, you simply cannot produce an effective product without a
deep concern for and a continuing effort to understand the needs,
viewpoints and attitudes of the ever~hanginguser_
Just as the stste-of-the-art is constantly evolving in the disciplines,thinking and approaches to the solution of sensing, guidance,
propulsion, communication and mobility types of technical problems, so the stste-of-the-art is alao constantly evolving on what
abould be the tecticsl doctrine, operational and maintenance philos~
phies to be followed.
Flexibility within reason is always a most desirable continuing
trait to have in the man-machine operational relationship. But just
as you must be tightly plugged into the technicsl world of the engineer, and aware of what is evolving in design state-of-the-art during
materiel development, so you must stay tightly plugged into the
thinking of the tactical user in that same time period.
A design cut.off point must naturally occur if production hard.ware is ever to emerge, but the closer developer-user thinking is at
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---------***---------the moment of cut-off, the higher is the probability of success.
Thinking that either you (as a former user perhaps) or the comm",
dity command personnel (who have been involved in a given area for
many years) can serve as substitute for an ever-eurrent user ex·
change snd input is naive a nd can often lead to disaster.
Openly inviting and encouraging realistic user participation from
the beginning, as a full-fledged partner, will bear early and continuing dividends throughout any program.
It is recognized that often there appear to be as many "official user
viewpoints" as there are tsctical officers to be interviewed. Nevertheless, striving to develop, consolidate and relate frequently to "the
user view' during the development cycle will payoff.
I would also parenthetically suggest that "as ye sow' during the
development phase, "so shall ye reap' during the user test evalustion, and the subsequent production decision-support phases.
I have always been somewhat disappointed a t the relative isola tion
and insularity that exists between the various military/industrial
program management teams and their respective efforts. Consequently one finds some programs continuing to experience avoidable
problems for which expensive solutiona were previously developed.
I believe that there is too little management transfusion of experi·
ences encountered and handed down from one generation of pr",
gram management to the next, both the Army and in industry.
Hence, we relive, over and over again, that which has been foretoldthat those who will not examine, ponder and try to understand
history are doomed to repeat it.
In our case it maybeat tremendous and wasteful costs thatwecan
ill afford. The need for corrective action in this area is self apparent
but goes neglected due to being "too busy."
Finally, I come to one of the greatest and as yet unsolved
mysteries of program management· namely the art or science of
bringing your program to an end.

Sheridan Product Improvement . ..

Places Strong Emphasis on RAM Criteria
By Robert Kaczmarek and MAl David Baron
Management improvement goals consonant with the U.S. Army Materiel Development snd Readiness Command "new wsy of doing business'
under reorganizstion objectives have placed strong emphasis on materiel
reliability, availability and maintsinability (RAM).
One of the modernization programs of considerable magnitude currently being pursued is the RAM Product Improvement Program for the
M551 General Sheridan vehicle, first issued to the field in 1967. The last
of 1,662 vehicles produced was fielded in 1970. After nearly a decade of
field use. numeroua improvements have been suggested.
One of the first improvements made to the Sheridan vehicle was to outfit it with s Laser Rangefmder. This new configurstion in 1975 resulted
• in a nomenclature change, making it the M551Al.
The consolidated Product I mprovement Program (pIP) for the Sheridan
vehicle was developed in 1975 in conjunction with HQ DARCOM and
users in the field. Between February and July 1976, the Cooling PIP was
tested at Yuma (AZ) Proving Ground. The purpose was to separate engine
oooling from transmission cooling.
When the concept for the Sheridan vehicle was first approved, program
management was assigned to the U.S. Army Tank-A utomotive Command
(USATACOM). The U.S. Army Materiel Commsnd (now DARCOM) was
designated project manager when it was sctivsted in AUgDstl962. Depr",
jectized in 1971 snd placed under the Army Wespon Command (now
USARRADCOM), the program returned to TACOM for management in
1972.
Since July 1, 1976, TARADCOM (Tank·Automotive Research and
Development Command), Warren, MI, has estsblished the System Project
Office M551 PIP for consolidati.on of program management. MAJ David
Baron heads this office, charged with following the project through field
application of automotive and turret-related improvemente.
The Product Improvement PrOgram is directed at making the Sheridan
a aturdier system and RAM improvement to increase user confidence is
the primary goal within realistic constraints of time and money.
Current PIPs included in the consolidated PIP program will'be tested in
Phases I and II at Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground, Phase ill tests will be
perform.ed at HQ Army Missile Command (MICOM), Redstone, AL.
During Phase I testing scheduled for completion in November 1976,
31 sub-PIRs will be tested. Nineteen - items are automotive-related
(TARADCOM) improvements and 12 sre turret(ARMCOM)efforts.
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Far too often programs have been spawned to meet 8 given set of
objectives. After respectsble time periods have passed, and sj!tDi!icant investments accomplished, it sppears, for one reason or an·
other, that many programs evolve into at least a second or third developments! and/or production evolutionary phase. On occasion
these may become necessary because of a change in the threat, or a
breakout in theatate-of-the-art, or a revision of tactical doctrine.
Too often, I would suggest, the perceived need for a "second generation" materiel development can best be described, in retrospect, as
the second sttempt to do the original job correctly. albeit some im·
provement in capabilities typically can and is demonstrsted. It is often these evolutions that contribute so mightily to overruns in time
or funds and lead to onerous contro~ checks and balances by higher
commands, "fly before buy" type policies, etc.
I would close by leaving you with this thought. If you suoceed
in obtaining significantly more resources for your program than
those originally contracted for when the program began, it is little
more than s hollow, pyrrhic victory for the Army. It is more than
likely, as a result, that one Or mOre other Army program management efforts will be terminated or die aboruing, and the Army
denied the fruits of those efforts to sccommodate your excesses.
The charm and chsllenge of successful program managementis:
• To develop, understend and articulate properly a chsllenge to be
undertaken. • Marshsll the minimum resources needed to imple.
ment properly the program thus developed. • Continuously audit
and monitor progress. " When problems sppear, to develop alternsti...es available. • Provide corrective action on a timely basis
until the capability sought is in being in the Army in the field.
To labor in this vineyard at all is in my view an opportunity offered to few. To manage such an effort successfully is as rare and as
rewarding to a program manager as the taste of 8 rare vintsge wine
is to the palate of the connoisseur.

The Phase II program at APG will test 15 additional sub-PIPs, plus
whatever items are selected during the Test Integrated Work Group
(TIWG) to remain on vehicles for test from Phase I. Eight items are autDo
motive related sub-pips and Seven sre turret (ARMCOM) improvements.
Phase ill testing at MICOM will test and evaluate the Missile and Gui·
dance Control System for the Sheridan vehicle. The Missile Guidsnce and
Control system application is the highest priority item and one from
which we expect the single biggest payoff in impro...ed reliability.
Current plans require that application of all PIPs be made by depot
teams in the field or by introducing improved parts in the system though
supply attrition. Using units are not expected to modify the vehicle.
As we overview the tots! M551 PIP, what return can we anticipate
upon completion? Above all, the program will upgrade approximately
1,550 M551 Sheridan vehicles with highly desired improvements.
The M551 was procured originally at ahout a $313,000 unit cost. It is
roughly estimated that acquisition of upgraded new vehicles in todays
highly inflated market could almost double this figure. Tots! PIP cost, including research, development, test and evaluation, along with procurement and use of modification kits, is estimated at $81,300, a vehicle.
The end product is expected to be vehicle exemplary of RAM (Reliabil.
ity, Availability and Maintsinability) objectives of the U.S. Army Materiel Development snd Readiness Command (DARCOM).

a

MAJ DA VID BAIl.ON is chief of the Systems Project Office for the
M551 Product Improvement Progrom. He has a BS degree in industrial
engineering from Western Michigan University and anMA degree inpsychology from the University ofDetroit.
ROBERT KACZMAREK, deputy toMAJ Baron, received his BS degree
in mecMniJ:al engineering from Western Michigan University and his MA
degree in industrial manngement from CentrolMichigan University.
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Army Computer Systems Commander ...

Discusses Computer Technology Progress to Meet User Needs
Wlu!n MG (recently promoted)
.lad L Hancock commander of
tlu! U.S. Army Cdmputer SystemJJ
LJ was "
t e.d t 0 glUe
. t f"f:
tnPI
Commanu,
nm address at the fourth allr
~l C~mputer Aided Technology
Semmar at the United States
MiJita
Academy (USMA), his
sekc;;;;' W/I8 based on a long as. t'IOn WI'th tLb r{
BOCIa
fM: pro -..::ms 0
management in impkmentmg tlu!
ArmY's computer sys tems
network MGHancock has served
in the Management Information
SystemJJ Directorate, Office of the Army Assi8tant Vu:e Ch~fofStaff; as
commander, U.S. Army Computer Sys tems SupportandEooUuJtinn Com.
mand; and commander, Jomt Technu:al Support Activity, Defense Com·
munU:alionsAgenoy.
.
Sponsored by the U.S. Army Mate""l Development and Read",e88
Command and the USMA tlu! 8emmar was concerned WIth adoonoed
computer technology, i:U:luding interactive proce880rs. 80ftware
programs, data di8tributinn probkms, arui computeras8istance geared to
needs of indivillual managers and enginee....
• • •
.
I was particularly pleased to be invited as the first speaker for this
seminar, dealing with the new computer technologies-hardware and
software, miA:ro and mini computers, networks, structured programmg,
and many other progressIVe illnovations.
The seminar will also deal with the problems which will be created by
these new technologies, and it will explore the management control neceB·
aary for their effective exploitation. I hope that the meeting will raise
warning flags in those areas where the promised opportunities are likely
to be greater than realizable.
..
10 discuaaing "Exploitation of Computer Technology as an Eng;neermg
and Management Tool," I hope to set the st.<ge for the presentations and
'"
demonstrations that w.ill follow.
I Wive always been unpressed by the way histo~, particularly economic historians, are able to explain ·their points of VieW of past eventa
llnd to facilitste an llDderstanding ofprobable future events by neatly, of·
ten too neatly, dividing time into ages, or phases, or periods, or stages.
Think for a moment about Karl Marx's division of history and the future into seven atages of economic growth. It did not add to his theory,
but simply facilitated the explanation of his theoriea. It provided a ra·
tionale for his projection of the future economy of the :"orld. W.W. Rostow divided history into five stages for the same pedantic purposes.
You are all familiar with the way that history texts divide civilization
into such periods aa the stone age, the brol12e age, the iron age, the age of
the industrial revolution, the atomic age, and now the age of the post·in·
dustrial society.
We did the same with computer hardware when we divided the periods
of growth by generations of equipment-the first generation, the second.
the third, and now the fourth. BG Bill HilBman (project manager, Army
Tactical Data Systems) and I, in seminars we used to conduct a n1lIDber of
years ago, diVIded software development illto the perwda of machine languall'e, assembly language and oompiler language. Now, I would say, we
are in the age of the higher order language. . . .
Today, I will divide the modern history of computer aciences inf:O four
distinct periods. the fu: st being the age of the technU:ian. This begm"!n,g
of modern computer SCIence dates around the early 1940. WIth Dr. Akin •
work at Harvard on automatic calculating machines.
10 1944 Dr. John W. Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert Jr. pioneered the
development of ENIAC as the first large-scale electrunic computer, completed in 1945, under a U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories con·
tract with the University of Pennsylvanis. The first stored-program eleetronic computer was finished in 1949. A lot happened in the 40s-the
oomputer induatry'a embryonic development period.
Why do 1 call this the age of the technician? ~ecause those who ~?ve
the oomputer SCIences efforta were truly techniCl8Ds. They were building
a new and revolutionary machine. 10 general, they Wid no users other
than themselves in mind. It was an era of designing and building equip·
ment which was intended for use by the technician.
Then there was no management involved except project management.
There was no ADP industry. There was no marketing. It was aimply a
technical era-a very blissful time, indeed.
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That evolutionary e~a chang~ rapIdly. In 1950 we Witnessed the great·
ly accelerated beginning of an mdustry which was ~ grow ~d exceed
anything ~yond the wildest dr~ of th~ techniCl8Ds. Tlris penod,
which I will call tlu! age of snake oil, began m the early 1950s and con·
tin ued through about1968 or 1969.
' . .
10 retrospect, it is difficult now. to imagine th~ kinds of prolll.lSe8 that
,,:eremade by the emergmg ADP lIlduatry, by bnght young computerologISts, consultants, and by the surrogate users of what ADP would do. A
very large group of young, aggressIVe co~ege gr!'duate9 assll;l'e manag·
ers there, I was virtually nothing that was lIDp<lSsible-if you Just had a
computer.
Who do you think "peopled" the age of snake oil? They were truly the
'prima donnas." For the moat part, unfortunately,. ~hey Wid not yet
learned to dance through the maze of early compleJUbes, Still management was dazzled by fancy footwork and fantastic f":lt talk.
..
Vast s~s o~ money were spent, as a result,ill trymg to accomp~sb~possible objectives WIth lIDprscticai spproaches.ln fact, durmg this pel';"
~, the :"holl; ~f computer sciences could ~ defmed as a "bottomless Pit
mto~hichmillionaofdoUm:awerepoured...
."
.
Tlris age can he characterized as a tlIDe durmg which nothing succeeds
like excess.· It was a time when the beat way was always t~~ enemy of the
good. We had masSive starts an~ r~tarta-b,:,t rarely a fUllshed product
which looked anything like the orlgmal blueprmt.
I recently attended a presents.tion by Dr. Fred Brooks, who waa the
senior architect for the ruM (International Business Machines) 360 software effort. He made the statement that any large software development
during the period of 1960-65, if flow-<:.harted, would look like: atart, reor·
ganize increase budget, get more people, branch to step one.
Art Buchwald. syndicated columnist for the Wll.'lhingtonP08t, in one of
his columna said that he once began a book on pornography but got so excited he nev;" finished. I think that summarizes very well moat of the systems efforta during the age of the snake oil.
That age rose like a rocket and fell like a plummet. We went into the age
of frustration in ·the late 196Os. Tlris was a period in which management
and the senior, more experienced computer scientista began to ssk: "How
do we get out of the measinto.which we have puto.ur~lves?· .
.
There was, sa you can imagme, s lot of hand wrmgmg and f':figer pomlr
ing and the like, but, over-all, I think that cooler heads prevailed, result·
ing in a rather concentrated, though certainly not organized, effort to rsview the entire field of computer sciences.
The review is proving to be effective, because of lessons learned during
the age of snake oil and,let's face it, because of business conditions. Bud·
gets have been cut and ADP people have been made to begin to produce as
they have promised. Iodustry has been pared down by a tremendous
shakeup. Many of the smaller companies are out of business.
We began to experience a period in which rational thinking was hrought
into the equation. The term of cosHffectiveness was taken seriously.
Above all, the user began to make himself felt. The user, of course, Wid
learned from biaexperiencea that ADP was no longer a mystery.
In fact at thia United States Military Academy, in the early 1960.,
COL Bill'Luebbert (head of the USMA Computer Science Department),
BG Bill Hilaman, myself and some others conducted a seminar for senior
managers in the Army during which we talked of aubjecte that are today
oonsidered so basic that all managers know them.
I often hear people (the ADP people) say that management doesn't
understand ADP. Well, it is all relative. !submit to you that as a result of
the periods through which management has progressed, senior managers
in induatry and in the Federal Government (specifically the military) now
do understand ADP theoretically and practicably. In fact, they usually
understand far beUer than the computer experts would like them to
understand.
Senior management took us through the age of frustratinn. In 1973.74
we began the age of engineeMg. We are certainly not there yet, but it is
beginning. Tlris period, intu which we are now entering, might also be
called the age o{the user.
We are for the first time, beginning to see an indication that ADP com·
puter sy;tems are being engineered for users. We are beginning to hav~
toola software tools, which have been engmeered (and I stress thst), engJ.'
neer~fortheuser.Manyofthesetoolswillbediscuasedwithyouduring
the remainder of tbia conference.
People are beginning to llDderatand the terms "user and systems inter.
fsce.· We are for the first time, seeing computer languages designed with
the real user mind_
During the age of snake oil, we undertook mammoth systems projects.
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We wrote "great" SpecitlC8tiOnB citing user "final" requirements. We
spent millions of dollars trying to program those systems. We found thst
they were far too large and would take years to complete. Much more
serious. we found that, even if completed, the computer system would not
meet the user's real requirements.
The user community now recognizes what one ADP futurologist has
called "the myth of optimally designed software systems." This myth
holds that we cannot, in fact, design at the beginning the optimum
aystem. The truth is that systems design is an inductive process. It is an
iterative process in which software products are never completed in one
cycle of development.
Instead of the traditional "build, find it doeen't meet requirements, snd
patch," our new tools-such as structured programing, modular design,
and user-designed langnage&-pennit us to take smaIl bytee of a package,
program it, teet it,let the user try it, and then make additions to thatSYBtern hased on user opinion.
For 20 years, I have heard ADP people and computer systems designers
complain that the problem is that the user "can't defme his requirements." In my view, that is too often a true statement. The user his·
torically could not, cannot, and will not defme his requirements as well as
we ADP people would like. I aay that for 20 years this has been a fact of
life and it probahIY will not change much.
While we obviously need to help the user understand and express his requirements better, we need to concentrate on the development of tools
which will facilitste ayatems design in the absence of f1rlll user needs.
This means f1exlble design toola of all sorts and many types are available.
We now have dats base management systems which permit the user to
main tsin files in a very orderly and useful way. We have query languages
which are simple enougb for anyone to use. Of great importance, I think,
is the concept of structured programing-top-<iown design, in which the
user becomes intimately involved with the requirements very early in the
developmentcyc1e - something he was never able to do in the past.
The snake oil age, or era, has had many serious, deleterious effects on

us. Perhap9 most critical was during that time we advertised capability
that was not producible. Thus, managers and users became soured on
many of the techniques which are available today.
As an eumple. during the 19608 it became very fashiooable (a true
ststus symbol!) to have cathode ray tube terminals in manager's-oWces
for use in information system&-something new for engineers to design.
When installed, however. the computers and the displays were simply not
capable of meeting the requirements, Or meeting descriptions of w hat had
been sold. Usually the terminals were soon removed. Virtually no managershad terminaIs in their offices by 1970.
Now we are in the age of engineering. We do have products, tools and
software that permit us to use, effectively, interactive computer display
capabilities. These tools permit you engineers to use computerized design
techniques in your daily operations. By time-pressure necessity, it is ineumbent upon you to use such systems.
However, as a reeu1t offrustrating "lessons learned" in the age ofsnake
oil, managers are much better informed and are elm08t certain to be
realistic in what they will buy from the computer salesman-whether he
comes from within the organization or from outlride. Nothing could be
healthier for all of us.
This is my mesaage. We have come along way by a tortuons route. We
now have capabilities to provide many of the kinds of toola and the capabilities that were promised in the 1960s. They are now deliverable and
will become increasingly deliverable. We are truly in the age of engineering-the age ofthe user.
I will close by characterizing this age in a way that I recently read in a
technical report from Europe. We are in the age of soundlY be.sed user
confidence in systems thst will do the job they are designed to do.
Computer-Aided Design Engineering (CAD-E). supported by many related new technologies, has opened up a potential for achieving user satisfaction to a degree impoBBible onlY a few short years ago. You now have
the potential of having ADP work for you rather than the reverse. You
must exploit that potential, but in a wise and cautious way.

Combat Development's Experimentation Command...

ability in correlatiog subjective with other forms of empirical data.
The new device's electrical states will be monitored and transmitted via
a digital signs! through a radio link-back to a central computer. Results
will indicate whether a soldier is standing, is in s prone position with his
hesd up, has one-third of the body exposed with the head up, or bas twothirds of the body exposed.
Scheduled for integration into CDEC's "Instrumented Man" program
for coUection of data during sim ulated combat in field experimentation,
the system also will indicate if the soldisr-player has been "hit" and,
through a random number probability application. when he becomes a
casualty.
The computer will record the number of shots fired by the soldier. Employed in the total Instrumented Man package are laser sensors mounted
on the soldier's body and helmet. P08ture indication pads are placed on
the soldier's clothing and the calves of legs, thighs and back.

Adds Reliability to Collection of Field Data
Electrical instrumentstion, in the form of viscous dampened mercury
switches attached to several parts of the body, can now indicate to a
remote observer the soldier's posture for simulated comhat in field tests.
The U.S. Army Combe.t Developments Experimentation Command
(CDEC), headquartered at Fort Old, CA, announced development of the
system in mid-November. Research and engineering was performed under
oontract hy Georgia Tech University. Use of the system is scheduled in
upcoming experiments.
CDEC scientists said the system is expected to prove "an extremely u....
ful addition" to capabilities of the Fort Hunter Ligget flBld laboratory
during collection of exposure and firlHluppreaaion data.
The current method of collecting data by use of observers at various
points of fteld experimentation bas had the inherent weakness of reliPHOTOS show viscoU8-damped
mercury switches. fsstened under
the soldier's cl.othing at various
points of his hOOy I and three
frames .of motion picture film .....
cording the s.oldier's c.omputercoded po8ture changes tr&ll&mitted through a telemetry link.
C.ode numbers shown near the bot.
tom of film data block, at right,
Indicate po8ture as two-thirds
lIEPOSed, prone, and standing.
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Picatinny Receives 1976 GIDEP Achievement Award
j

1978 GIDEP ACIDEVEMENT A WADD is preeenUld to Picatinny Arlienal Commander COL Peter B. Kenyon (left) by CPT William B.
Walker, U.S. Na\l)' GIDEP
lIW1IlII'er. PartieipatinJl in the
ceremonies are (cenler left Ismail Haznedari, Anthony M"Ollcicki.
GIDEP, a U.S. Government and industry cooperative data exchange
program compoeed of more thIlD 500 psrticipants, has presented Picstinny Arsenal its 1976 AchievementAward for Ilovernment agencies.
Picatinny .Arsenal Commander COL Peter B. Kenyon accepted the
award at the IlDDnal GIDEP dinner in Hartford, CT. Two such awarda,
OIle to government, one to industry, have been preaeoted since 1967.
Picatinny WIl8 cited specifically for "outatllDding GIDEP support
througb voluntary and timely exchange of test, reliability and other technical datil, effective use ofGIDEP data and active participation .. ."
GIDEP provides for the ex.change of technical mformation in order to
lDIlIimize use of available knowledge and avoid needless. costly duplica·
tion of research and engineering effort.
The data includes test reports and engineering data on parts and mao
terials, calibration jlrocedures, failure and rate data experience. The
GIDEP Operations Center diatributes the data on microfilm to each participantso that the information is readily available to the user.
Centrally managed and funded by the U.S. Government, GIDEP participants include the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corpe, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Canadian Department of Defense, other government agencies and numerous industrial firms.
Picatinny Arsenal has participated since 1960 in GIDEP and its forerunner, the Interagency Data Exchange Program (IDEP), and haa been
recognized as deeply involved in all aspects of the program.

yrogram

Conferences & Symposia

l

BAD ASSOCIATES FOR MJLlTARY FOOD and Packaging Syslems
principal conferees at the Nov. 9·11 fall meeting at HQ U.S, Army
Natick (MAl R&D Command included (left to right) BG Emmett W.
BoWer&, commander, U.S. Army Troop Support Agency, Fort Lee,
VA; Dr. Dale Sieling, NARADCOM technical director; keynOle
speaker MG Harry A. Griffith, director for Development and
Engineering, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command, Alexandria, VA: COL Rufus E. Lester Jr., NARADCOM
commander and conference host; RAdm John C. Shepard,
commander, Defense Peraoonel Support Cenler, Philadelphia; Dr.
Fdward E. Anderson, special assistant to DoD Food Program,
NARADCOM; and Dr, Frank R. Fieber, executive, National
Researcb Council.
More than 300 military and civilian scientists and technologiata
engaged in food and food packaging research, attended a workshop con·
ference, Nov. 9-11, at HQ U.S. Army Natick Research and Development
Command (NARADCOMl, Natick, MA.
The semi·annual conference was sponsored jointly by the Research and
Development Associates for Military Food and PacksgingSystems lnc., a
nonprofit organization, and N ARADCOM.
Among the many representative firma attending were General M.ilIs,
General Foods, CampbeD Soup Co., MorreD and Co., Stouffer Foods,
Swift and Co., aa weD as members of the American Frozen Food Institute
and National CllDDer& Association.
Keynote speaker was MG Harry A. Griffith, director, Development and
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Engineering, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development and Resdiness Command, Alexandria, VA. He diacussed "problems that are going to have to
be solved to make the progress we expect to moke in food service.
"The Army, he aaid," hll8led industry in food research because we have
to work to get to the individual soldier the food he needs in a form that he
will eat. It isn't always economical to do that but our work in food R&D is
beaed on urgency and miasion. and not economys.... Freeze drying and
reversible compression processes, for example, were developed for military use sod are used right now by the military for a variety of foods ....
Some of these foods are found in campers and hikers specialty stores.
"The reIl80n you don't see a great variety of freeze-dried or compressed
fooda on supermarket sbelvea ia that processing is expensive and no com·
pany can invest a lot of capital in equipment unless there is a proven mar·
ket for the product.... What we in the military would like is for industry
to find those markets so that it will be profitable to develop a more effi·
cient and less costly freere<lrying process. That will benefit industry and
it will benefit us."
MG Griffith concluded by stating: U Adequate food service is going to be
as vital to the soldier in 1990 or in the year 2000 as it is now. Some of the
problem solutions you identify during t.hia meeting will help us toward
keeping up the progress by Department of Defense in food service."
Future needs and objectives of the individual services were expressed in
presentations by CPT Thomas Piazza, commander, Navy Food Systems
Omce; Roger Merwin, chief, Food Service Branch, U.S. Air Force; BG
Emmett W. Bowers, commander, U.S. Army Troop Support Agency, Fort
Lee, VA, who concentrated on R&D progress achieved and envisioned in
food for combat con.ditions and garrison feeding; MAJ E. V. Cox, HQ U.S.
Marine Corps, Washington, DC; and RAdm John C. Shepard, commander, Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia.
Eight concurrent workshops and panel diacU88ions and presentations
were targeted on eight phsses of research endeavor and progress being
made by the Armed Forces. Speakers and panelists were top ranking in·
dustrie1 and academic leaders and Departmentof Defense agencies.

ASAP Considers Infantry Soldier's Requirements
Requirementa of "The Modern Soldier in the Infantry Environment"
with respect to training, equipment, motivation and relsted considerations were discU88ed during the U.S. Army Scientific Advisory Panel fan
meeting, hosted by the U.S. Army Infantry Center, Fort Benning, GA.
USAlC Commander MG Willard Latham presented welcoming remarks
to more than 60 ASAP members, consultants and invited guests.
Attending dignitaries included AssiBtIlDt Secretary of the Army (R&D)
Edward A. Miller: Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and
Acquiaition LTG Howard H. Cooksey; Dr. Bruce Reese and Dr. Harry
Delaney, ASAP chairman and vice chairman; Dr. K. C. Emerson, deputy
for Science and Technology on ASA (R&D) Miller's staff; and Dr. Marvin
E. WB<U:, U.S. Army chief scientiat, director of Army Research, and
ASAP executive director.
Presentationa included ASAP Summer Study 1976, reports by
chairmen of ASAP ad hoc groups at a business meeting, and three briefings: Infantry Tactica; Infantry Doctrine and Training; Tactical Threst.
Other highlights included demonstrations of the use of weapons sye-teme and combat tactics by U.S. Army Airborne and advanced infantry
trainees and Ranger School presentations, along with a luncheon in the
field with Infantry troops.

Representatives From 5 Countries ...

Consider Army Mesometeorology Research Efforts

,

~

FOREIGN METEOROLOGISTS at ASL, seated from left, Prof. J.
Neumann, lsrae~ Dr. F. H. Bushby, England; Prof. W. KIug, Ge...
many; Dr. N. E. Busch, Denmark; Prof. R. P, Pearce, England.
Standing are H. Rachele, Dr. H. Lemons, P. Carlson, F. Horning.
Military, industrial and university meteorologiats from five countries
participated in a recent 2-day conference that focused on Army-supported
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besic and applied research in mesometeorology and small·scale atmos·
pheric processes.
Army research in mesometeorology is directed to military weapons systems and activities affected by atmospheric conditions on the mesoscale,
which is much smaller than that used for normal weather forecasts.
Held at New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, the conference
was cosponsored by the Army A tmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL) at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). NM, the Army Research Office
(ARO), Research Triangle Park, NC, and the U.S. Army Research and
Standardization Group-Europe (USARSG·E). London, England.
Participants had the opportunity to visit the ASL for conducted tours
of facilities and to hold special meetings for discussion of programs of
mutual interest They also observed a helium·filled atmospheric probe balloon rising to a peak altitude of about 40 kilometers (25 miles). Balloons
are used to measure constituents of the stratosphere and tropoephere.
ASL CommanderlDirector COL W. C. Petty welcomed participants and
ASL Deputy Director Henry Rachele presided as chairman at the opening
session. Overviews of sponsoring activities' atmospheric sciences programs were presented by ASL's Dr. E. Howard Holt, Dr. LeoAlpertof the
ARO Geo-sciences Division, and Dr. Hoyt Lemons. USARSG-E.
The ASL Mesometeorology Program was discussed by F. L. Horning of
the ASL Meteorologica1 Systems Technical Area. Current Research in
Mesoscale Meteorology conducted through the United Kingdom (UK)
Meteorological OffICe was reported by F. H. Bushby. Wind Structure in
the Surface Layer Over Nonuniform Terrain was the title of a presentstion by Dr. E. W. Peterson, Oregon Stste University, with comments by
Dr. Niels Busch, Danish Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).
The second session, chaired by Dr. Lemons, offered presentations on
Disgnostic Analysis of Terrain Effects in Atmospheric Phenomena, Dr.
W. D. Ohmstede, ASL; The Response of the Planetary Boundary Layer to
Disbatic Heating Over Variable Terrain, Dr. R. A. Anthes, Pennsylvania
State University; Theoretical Study of 3·Dimensional Slope and Valley
WmdSystems, Dr. Wen Tang, Ecological Enterprises Inc.
Other presentations included Diffjculties and Results of a Mesometeor.
ological Model With Topography, Drs. E. Doran and J. Neumann, The
Hebrew University, Jerusslem, Israe~ and Sound Ranging Revisited, Dr.
M. G. Wurtele, UniversityofCa\ifornia, Los Angeles.
Third Sesswn, Dr. Alpert, chairman. Results of the Prototype Artillery
Subsystem Experiment in Bsllistic Meteorology, A. J. Blanco and L. E.
Traylor, ASL; Reanalysis of Prognostic Fields for Use in Improving
Artillery Accuracy, R. L. Mancuso, Stanford Research Institute; and
Mesoscale Wmd Variability Utilizing METRAC, W. H. Jasperson, Con·
trolDats Corp.; Objective Analysis of Mesoscale Wind Field Data I, Dr.
M. A. Pedder, University of Reading, UK; Objective Analysis of Mesoscale Wind Field Data II; Dr. R. P. Pearce, University of Reading; and
Temperature Profiles as Boundary Layer Indicators, with comments on
Viking boundary layer research, J. E. Tillman, University of Washington.
Fourth sesswn, Dr. Morton Barad, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory.
chairman. Presentations included Index Values for Canopies of Different
Densities, Dr. R. M. Cionco, ASL; Measured and Simulation Model Estimates of Turbulent Exchange Between a Forested Surface and the A tmos·
phere, Dr. Ken Knoerr, Duke University; and
Mixing Layer Analysis Routine and TransportlDiffusion Application
Routine for EPAMS. Dr. R. K. Dumbsuld. H. E. Cramer Co. Inc.; A Statis.
tical Model Applied to Mesoscale Diffusion, Dr. W. Klug, Technische
Hochachule, Darmstadt, Germany.
In addition to summarizing basic and applied research in mesometeorology and small-scale atmospheric processes supported by ASL
and ARO, the meeting encouraged a broad discussion of the future of the
program, to benefit from the expertise of foreign scientista, and to ac·
quaint other military services with details of the Army program.

ess evaluation, packaging and hybrid technology.
Other topics included nuclear rsdistion effects, memory and logic tech·
nology, systems applications, signal processing, large-scale integration
design and applications, microwave devices and amplifiers, electr%ptical
components and techniques, and microwave integrated circuits and
modules.
Electronics Command (an element of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command) representation included Konrad H.
Fischer, chairman, and Robert A. Weck. secretary. Steering Committee.
Bruce Beard, Edwin T. Hunter and Vincent J. Organic served on the
Program Committee.
David Hara tz served on the Technical Program Committee and James
Kesperis was chairman for the session on Device Modeling and Process
Evaluation. CPT Dwight H. Sawin ill participated in Government
Exploitation of Microprocessors/Microcomputers Application.
ECOM authors and papers included CPT Sawin and David R. Hadden
Jr., An Application of Standard Electronic Modules; Owen P. Layden and
Joseph F. Murdock, Hybrid Microcircuit Design Techniques for High-G
Shock Environment; Vincent Organic, A Portable OW Radar Signal.
Processor for Foliage Penetration Applications; and
Dr. DirkR. Klose, Tom Baird, D. Hampel and J. H. Rothweiler, An LSI
FFT Signal Detection and Demodulation Processor; Ed A. Karcher, A
Digital·to-Video Converter for Airborne TV Displays; Russell A. GUson
and Octsvius Pitzalia, A Direct Reading Impedance Tuner for Load·Pull
Characterization of Microwave Power Transistors.

ECOM Calls for Frequency Control Meet Tech Papers
The u.s. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) has issued a call for
papers intended for presentation at the 31st Annual Frequency Control
Symposium,June 1-3,1977, at Atlantic City, NJ.
Desling with progress reports on frequency control and precision timekeeping, the meeting normally attracts more than 700 representstives of
industry, universities and government laboratories throughout the world.
Authors are invited to suhmit papers detailing advances in research and
development, and applications in fundamental properties of nstural and
synthetic piezoelectric crystala, theory and design of piezoelectric
resonators, and resonstor processing techniques.
Papers also msy report on filters, surface wave devices, quartz crystal
oscillators and frequency control circuitry, atomic and molecular frequency standards, laser frequency standards, frequency and time
coordination and distribution, radio and systems applications of frequency control devices, specifications and measurements.
Sumrnsries of proposed papers (at least 50 words) must be submitted to
arrive hy Jan. 21, 1977. Four copies with the author's name, addrese and
telephone number should be sent to the Corillll81lder, U.s. Army
Electronics Command, ATTN: DRSEL-TL-MF(Dr. J. R. Vig), Fort Mon·
mouth, NJ 07703. Authors will be notified of acceptance of papers by
Feh. 28, and photoready manuscripts are required hy June 17 for publica·
tion in the symposium proceedings.

Army/Industry Meet Focuses on Materiel Testing

Sixteen employes of HQ U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort Mon·
mouth, NJ, participated in discussions and presentation of B4 technical
pepers at the 9th annual Government Microcircuit Applications con·
ferencein Orlando, FL,Nov. 9·1l.
GOMAC 76 was sponsored by the Department of Defense (Army, Navy
and Air Force), National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Postal Service. and
the National Security Agency.
GOMAC 76 presentations reported on innovative skills of government,
industry and university scientists, engineers and educators. Microcircuit
technology progress was detailed in the areas of reliability. microprocessor/microcomputer design and applications, device modeling and proc·

Approaches to materiel testing in accordance with U.s. Armyrmdustry
integrated effort baaed on HQ DARCOM'S widely publicized "new way of
doing business," were explained and discussed at a recent symposium
sponsored by the HQ U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command.
More than 100 engineers, government contract sdministrators, test
managers and marketing representstives participated in the meeting at
HQ U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command. Aberdeen (MO) Proving
Ground
Presentations included: The New Philosophy in Army Materiel Testing;
Integration of Contractor and Government Testing; New Techniques in
Instrumentation; Human Factors Engineering Test Requirementa; Testing in the Natural Environment; Environmental Quality Considerations
in Testing; and Reliability and Maintainability Gosls.
Detailed in presentation and discussed in depth was the Single Integrated Development Test Cycle (SIDTC), a critical part of the over-all con·
cept of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command's
New Way of Doing Business.
Geared to reductions in test time and costa, SIDTC is an attempt to
eliminate identical or similarly repetitive tests by the Army and the con·
tractor.lndependent U.S. Government agency tests will be made onJ.y to
supplement valid contractor test data or provide data unavailahle
through contract effort.
Significant savings in time and resources are anticipated by providing
the contractor with government capabilities and use of government test
sites, with reimbursement calculated on a direct-<:ost basis.
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R&D Associates Meet Cites 8 'High·Priority' Issues
Military food processing objectives, probleDlB and lAlchnOiogiCaJ progress were considered recently by .bout 350 representatives of the U.S.
Armed Forces, indU8try and educational institutiona st s :HIay confer...ce at HQ U.S. Army Natick Research and OevelopmentCommand.
Many of the nation's leading authorities in food proce88ing technology
submitted reports and participated in panel discU88iona during the Nov.
9-11 sessions_ Sponsored jointly by the Natick R&D Command and the
R&D Aaaociates for Military Food and Packaging SysteDlB, Inc_, tbe meeting offered eigbt "higb-priority" workshops and panel discU88ions along
with formal presentationa and tours of N ARADCOM laboratories.
NARADCOM Commander COL Rufus E. Lester Jr. welcomed tbe con·
fereea and introduced Army Materiel Development and Readine88 ComDlBDd Deputy Commander for Materiel Development LTG George
Sammet Jr., who spoke on OARCOM's "Current ProgrB.DlB, Progress and
ProbleDlB."
Featured addresses on Future Needs and Objectives in Food Service
R&D were presented by: BG Emmett W. Bowers, commander, U.s. Army
Troop Support Agency, Fort Lee, VA; BG George R. Bartle88, U.s. Marine Corps, director, Facilities and Services, Inatallationa and Logistics,
HQ USMC, Washington, DC; and
RAdIn John C. Shepard, U.S. Navy, commander, Defense Personnel
Support Center, Philadelphia, PA; CPT Thomaa Piazza, Supply Corps,
USN, coIDDlBDder, Navy Food Service SysteDlB Office, Washington, DC;
and Roger Merwin, chief, Food Service Branch, Air Force Service Office,
Philadelphia, PA.
Chairman, cochairman and subject areas of the eight workshop se8810ns
were: Dr. Edward A. Nebsky, Food Engineeriog Lsh(FEL), NARADCOM
and Dr. Mark Karel, M8888chusetta Inatitute of Technology, Packaging
Systems; Dr. Herbert A. Hollender, FEL .nd James Brooks, General
Foods Corp., What New Foods and Food Systems Con Be Expected; Dr.
Donald E. Wescott, FEL and William A. Brittin, Strange Co., Improving
Shelf Life of Ratwll8; Dr. Walter Giffee, Food Sciences Lab (FSL),
NARADCOM and T. V. Kueper, Swift and Co., New Technolngy to Enh4nce Quality in End Item Testa; and
Dr. Ron Lampi,FEL and J. Harriaon Holeman, Market Forge, Food Ser·
vice Equipment; Dr. Herbert Meiselman, FEL and Elaine Skinner, Gen·
El"a1 Foods, Coll8umer Factors in Food Service; Dr. Robert Smith, Opera·
tiona Research Office (ORO), NARADCOM and Joel Stoneham, We880n
Memorial Hospital. Hospital Food Service; and Ronald Bustead, ORO
and Guy Livingston, Food Service A88n, Maas Feeding in RemoteAreaa.
Workshop panelists included Dr. Edward E. Anderson, apecial888istant
for the Department of Defense Food Program, NARADCOM; Dr. Abdul
R Rahman, head, Plant Products R&D Group, NARADCOM, and DlBDy
top industrial executivee, educators and federal agency representatives.
Research and Development A880cistes President B. J. McKernan presented the conference summary of results.

Career Programs.

• •

Choices Accent PMDP Members' Quality Standards
Superior career advancement qualiflCationa of of&enl enrolled in the
U.S. Army Project Manager Development Program (pMDP) are again
recognized by recent .election lists for promotion to higher rank.
Thirty PMDP members were eligible for (first-time) promotion to col·
onel from the primary zone of consideration and 22 were selected which
equates to • 73.3 selection rate. Seven were chosen from the secondary
zone.
Twenty-nine PMDP members were eligible in the primary rone for first
time selection to major and 25 were selected - an average of 86.2 percent.
Five program membera were selected for major from the secondary rone.
Built upon the framework of the new Officer Personnel Management
System (OPMS), the PMDP provides materiel acquisition traiJting and experience within an officer's primary and alternate specialty.
PMDP officers are selected by a U.S. Army Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN) Selection Board.
PMDP opportunities for officer development are found in Project
Manager Offices; HQ U_S. Army Materiel Development and Readinees
Command and its subordinate commands; on the Department of the
Army staff; and other materiel acquisition management activities.
OffJCeI'8 serve in positiona relative to operation and maintenance of
equipment at unit level, to gain knowledge of potential probleDlB of users.
PMDP lieutenant colonels selected for promotiOn are: Charles H. Bay,
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Paul C. Bayruna. Robert G. Beuing, Herman R. Betke, Clinton H. Black,
Thomas F. Cameron, George Christensen, August M. Cianciolo, William
P. Farmer, William Fiorentino, Theodore Grant. Monte J. Hatchett.
Joseph L. Hunter, Anthony M. Jezior, Thomas P. Kehoe, Charles R. Kot·
tich, Ralph A. Luther, Leonard S. Marrena, Charles C. Moses. John J .
RB.D1Bden, Ivar W. Rungren, Guy L. Schmidt, Joseph L. Stone, Harold E.
Stuhbs, Edward Valence Jr., Edmund Vandervort, William L. Webster,
AaronE. WiIkins and JohnF. Hoffman.
PMDP selectees for promotion to major are Robert J. Ament, Frank H.
Anderson, Larry G. Bennett, Brendan Blackwell, Joseph C. Borst, James
C. Britton, Jerry L. Buckley, Steven J. Caldwell, John C. Carrow, Michael
F. Defieo, David M. Drinkwater, John L. Eggers, Edward H. Ely, Richard
J. Fousek, Jeffery B. Frey, Donald J. Funk, Frederick K. Gorgaa, Steven
1. Hanau, John K. Joseph, Mario G. Perez, Paul M. Root, John J.SaikowaIri, Samuel R. Schwartz, Robert O. Shadley. Joe A. Sims Jr., Thomas
Stsuffacher, Gary M. Stewart, Richard W. Thoden, Aubrey White, Kenny
W. Whitley. Hugh N. Williams .nd John G. Zierdt.

Seigh Selected for TO's Executive Training Program
Exemplified potential for managerial
responsibility ie cited in the justification
statement for selection of John Seigb, an
Edgewood (MO) Arsenal employe, for six
months of traiJting under the technical
director's executive development
program.
A mathematician and operations research analyst, Seigh began hia Civil
Service career atEdgewood in 1963 after
serving more than two years on active
military duty, as an enlisted man in the
Army'. Scientific and Engineering ABBie·
.
tants Program.
John 8elgb
Aaaigned to the arsenal'. Plana Office
aince 1972, be is the 20th employe chosen for the TO's program aince it
waa initiated in 1971. He will spend three months at Edgewood and •
aimiIar period at HQ Army Materiel Development and Readineaa Command, Alexandria, VA.
Seigh baa a BS degree in mathematics from West Virginia Wesleyan
College and an MS degree from George Waahington University. He baa
received a Sustained Superior Performance Award (SSPA) and • Special
Act or Service Award under the Army's Civilian Employes' Incentive
Awards Program.
He baa authored numeroUS technical papers relative to mathematical
studies, including a presentation at the 1974 U.S. Army Numerical
Analysis Conference.

Tropic Test Center TO Completes AWe CS Program
Army Reserve COL Frank S.
Mendez, civilian t....hnic.1 director of
the U.S. Army Tropic Test Center,
Fort Clayton, CZ, recently added to
his bsckground of career development by completing the U.S. Army
War College (AWC) Correeponding
Studies Program.
The CSP, which parallela the AWC
lQ-month res.idence courae.t Carlisle
Barracks, PA, is programed for two
years. It conaists of a correspondence
phase containing 16 auhcourses, 2
elective courses. two 2-week resident
COL Frank S. Mendez
phases and a student research
program.
The courae focuses on developing an understanding of the nature and
operation of the economic, political, sociological, scientific-technological
and military elements of national power as they are operative in internal
and external affairs; also, increaaing profe88ional knowledge, skiIls, and
perceptions in command, management, force capahilities development.
COL Mendez has bachelor's and maste?'s degrees from Bowling Green
State Univenlity, is a graduate of the U.S. Army Command and General
Staff College, and baa completed the Ordnance and Military Intelligence
Center career extension courses.
Currently he is a Mobilization Designee in the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition, HQ DA, where
he performs his annual Reserve training. He baa been awarded the Army
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Commendation Medal for performance of Reserve duties, and has commanded a Military Intelligence Reserve unit.
Other commendations and awarda include the DA Decoration for Meritorious Civilian Service (1971), and the Panama Canal Public Service
Award (1973). In 1971 he was selected by the Secretary of the Army as
nominee for the National Civil Service League Career Service A ward.
In 1970 and in 1975, he was appointed by the Governor of the Canal
Zone to a 5-year term on the Canal Zone Board of Registration for Archi·
tects and Profeosional Engineers on which he has served as chairman.
Other profeosional affiliations include trustee and vice president of the
Canal Zone United Wsy, Inc.; the National Society of Professional Engineers; Canal Zone Society of Professional Engineers; Nstional Council of
Engineering Examiners and Society of Automotive Engineers.
Col Mendez was selected in 1964 as one of 11 Army scientists and engineers to participate in the defense science seminars conducted hy the
University of California atLas Angeles. In 1976 he was selected for participation in the Materiel Acquisition and Readiness Executive Development (MARED) Program.

Gavlinski Completes Executive Training Program
Under the technical director's executive development program, Robert

R Gavlinski recently completed three montha of intensive training st
Edgewood Arsenal, MD, where he is a chemical engineer in the Defense
Systems Division, Development and Engineering Directorste.
Gavlinski has been an arsenal employe since 1960 and he started in
1958 as an enlisted man under the Army's Scientific and Engineering
Aseistants Program. The 19th employe to complete the TDED Program,
initiated in 1971, he is working on chemical and biological research.
Earlier aaaignments involved studies of pilot plant chemical processes.
Following three montha of TDED Program assignments at Edgewood,
Gavlinski concluded hia managerial training in the Manufacturing Tech·
nology Office, HQ U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness
Command., Alexandris, VA.
A certified professional engineer,
Gavlinaki has a 1958 BS degree in
chemical engineering from Virginia
Polytechnic Inatitute. He has received two sustained superior
performance awards, two Special Act
or Service awards, a quality in·grade
salary increase and numerous suggestion awards in the Civilian Employes
Robert R. Gavlinald
Incentive Awards Program.

WSMR Soldiers Certified as Solar Furnace Operators
CertifICation of two u.s. Army enlisted personnel as military solar fur·
nace operators, believed to be the f1f8t U.s. Armed Forces members to
gain this distinction, is announced by White Sands (NM) Missile Range.
SP5 Donald G. Sharp Jr., pictured below, and SP5 Douglas V. Cook,
(seated), both former Pershing Missile guidance and control repairmen,
earned their new titles by volunteering for on-the-job training and passing written and practical tests devised by tbe Nuclear Effects Branch.
Richard Hays, WSMR chief of Solar Furnsce Operations and an electronic engineer, said the titles are unoffIcial since the U.S. Armed Forooa
do not offer a military occupational specialty (MOB) in this field. He said
the two men join 15 other certified solar furnace operatora in the entire
Free World.
White Sand's solar furnace is
known as the largest in the United
States and the second largest in
the Free World. Civilian and
military agencies are using it for a
variety of testa, including studies
of oxide coatings by the Univer·
sity of Arizona and a U.S. Air
Force effort to determine heatresistance limi ts of the B-1
bomber windshield.
SP5 Cook expressed hia enthusiasm by ststing that "solar
energy is the wave of the future"
and that he feels good about working with people studying the sun
as a power source.
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People in Perspective ...
Army Handicapped Employe of Year ...

Forgets Sight Impairment in Helping Others
"Helping people is what life is all about," says Charles H. Groom, the
Department of the Army's 1976 Handicapped Employe of the Year, assigned to the U.S. Army Armament Command's Frankford Arsenal.
Selected also as one of 10 Outstanding Handicapped Federal Employes
of the Year, as well as U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command handicapped honoree of 1976, Groom was acclaimed for his
work at Department of the Army Pentagon ceremonies and by
representstives st the White House.
Totally blinded during a bombing raid off Cape Glouchester, New
Britain, in 1942 while serving with the U.s. Navy, Groom is a supply
clerk in Frankford's Technical Support Directorate where he maintains a
running inventory of all supplies.
His "100 percent on·the-job eWciency," attested by coworkera, is
achieved with the aid of an Optscon, a device obtained from the Veterans
Administration which aids the blind in reading speed and accuracy. His
award citation credits him with being instrumental in securing the device
and tesching its operation to othera.
Much of hia efforts in helping others was accomplished during free
time, often using personal finances, according to documentation included
in his nomination. In 1974 he received the Philadelphia Human Rights
Award for activities on behalf of youth and neighborhood betterment.
Loyal assistance from his seeing eye dog Sheba, a radiant smile and a
"delightful personality" have contributed to comments that his handicap
is "truly unnoticable."
Federally employed for 24
years, he is a skilled photographer, father of eight children,
grandfather of two, and a member
of Frankford Arsenal's MARS
Radio Station and the Toastmasters Club.
He was credited by the Pennsyl·
vania Bicentennial Program Com·
mittee for his efforts in helping to
raise $2,500 for the Blind Veterans National Association Inc.
Additionally, he is a member of
the National Center for Voluntary
Action, an honorary society foc
handicapped employes, and is currently completing couraea in basic
mathematics under the Upward
Mobility Program.
Charles H. Groom" Sheba

DARCOM Gains High Rating for Handicapped Employes
"Hire the Handicapped" is more a way of life than just a slogan for personnel selection in the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command. DARCOM's civilian workforce of 110,000 includes alm08t
6,000 handicapped employes, 5.2 percentof the total work force.
The government·wide average is 2.7 percent and the Department of the
Army average is 2_9 percent. DARCOM employes lesa than one-third the
total of Department of the Army civilians but employs 53 percent of the
handicapped personnel Oue of 77 federal agencies reporting to the U.s.
Civil Service Commission, DARCOM ranked ruth among employers of
the handicapped in 1975. Fifty-four percent of the Army's handicapped
are white-collar workers.
Although the majority of DARCOM's handicapped are blu~ollarworkers, they represent a broad spectrum of skills. Letterkenny Army Depot,
PA, for example, employs the handicapped in 17 job categories, ranging
from electronic systems mechanic to painter. Almost every type of disa·
bility is represented at Letterkenny. Twenty-six employes have had one
amputation and ooe worker has had two limbs amputated.
Headquarters U.S. Army Armament Command, Rock Island Arsenal,
IL, employs 181 disabled persons, the largest number of any DARCOM
subcommand beadquarters. All are white-collar professionals, representing 39 skills.
DARCOM instsllation percentage leaders employing the handicapped
are Letterkenny, 18.4 percent; Sacramento (CA) Army Depot,13 percent;
Pueblo (CO) Army Depot, 12 percent; Lexington (KY) Blue Grass Army
Depot, 10 percent; Watervliet (NY) Arsenal, 10 percent; Rock Island Arsenal, 10 percent; and Frankford (P A) Arsenal 10 percent.
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Army NV Goggles Aid Rescue ...

Crashed Plane Located Quickly in Night Search

ARI's Growing Renown Shown by Visitors List
International as well as national recognition of the U.S. Army Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARl) is growing, if the
guest list of foreign visitors in recent weeks is a valid indication.
One of the distinguished visitors was Prof. Brian Shackel of England's
Loughborough University. He presided as chairman of the NATO Ad·
vanoed Study Institute on Man-Computer Interaction in September in

Greece.
Dr. Bernard Metz, a professor of the University of Strasbourg in France

RESCUE crewmen, I. to r., are CPT John Pratt, Tim Nee! and Bill
Be.sye, holding Night Vision Goggles, CPT Mich Potter, Ken Bly.
LiflHlllving cooperation between the Army and the civilian community
was demollBtrated when Night Vision Goggles, designed to aid the soldier
on battlefIelds at night, were used recently to locate and rescue passengers ofa private plane that crashed near Man8.8llall, VA.
When air traffic control1erll at Dulles International Airport lost contact
with the small aircraft Oct. 27, they contacted Davison U.S. Army Airfield at Fort Belvoir, VA, to seek any a88istance the Army could offer.
Coincidentally, two helicopters from the U.S. Army Electronics Com·
mand's Night Vision Laboratcry (NVL), at Fort Belvoir, had just taken
off from Davison on a mission to test effectiveness of the NV goggles.
When crewmen of the NVL contacted DuDes to determine if they could
help, air traffIC controllers vectcred the helicopters tc the location where
the private plane was lastaeen on radar. Using the Night·Vision Goggles,
the Army pilots located the plane about 15 minutes after it crashed.
One helicopter piloted by civilian Tim Neel and copilot CPT Micky Pot·
ter hovered over the area and illuminated the crash site with a search-

light. The second helicopter, piloted by Kenneth Bly and copilot CPT
John Pratt, landed and removed the injured victima from the crashed
plane and transported them to Dulles where an ambulance trSllBported
them to a Loudon County h08pital Neel's aircraft remained over the
crash sight until Virginia state police arrived to secure the area.

APG Small Arms Expert ...

Believes Firing Pin Collection Is World's Largest

and director of the Centre de Bioclimatique, and Dr. R. B. Bemotat, who
heads a group similar Ie the U.S. Army Research Institute for the West
German Government at the capital city of Bonn, also were briefed on ARI
ongoing programs and capabilities.
ARI's guest list for psychologists and sociologists who visited while attending the Sixth Congress of the International Ergonomics A88OCiation
at the University of Maryland, shows representatives from Norway,
larae!, France and Luxembourg. Dr. J. E. Ublaner, ARI technical director
and chief psychologist of the U.S. Anny, coordinated their visit.
Convened for the first time outside of Europe, the Congress was held in
conjunction with the annual meeting of the U.S. Human Factors Society.
Prof. Alphonse Chapanis of Jow Hopkins University was elected president· the first time an American gained this bonor. ARI's Dr. Edgar M.
JohllBon, Dr. John E. Germas, Dr. Michael Fineberg, and JamesD. Baker
participated in the program.
Operating under guidance from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for PersonneL ARI has staff capabilities at Headquarters in Rosslyn, VA,
enhanced by 10 field units throughout the United States, Europe and the
Far East. COL William C. Maus is tbe ARI commander.

Army flight Surgeon ...

Terms Friendly Knowledge of Patients 'Definite Plus'
·South Pacific," famed Broadway musical, produoed many a memorable
moment, including the hit song which might be termed the credo ofMAJ
(Dr.) Dalton Diamond·"Getting to Know You."
A flight surgeon at the U.S. Army Medical Department Activity, Fort
Polk, LA, MAJ Diamond believes that getting to know the men he treats
and their families is a defmite plus.
"The smallest of maladies," he says, "can affect a pilot's performance, so
I need to know the man. One way to do it is to provide care for his whole
family. I ama family doctor at heart..."
MAJ Diamond's "professional excellence and enthusiastic support of
family practice" recently earned him distinction as the U.S. Army's Flight
Surgeon of the Year." He sees about 100 patients a week and also tesches
acu in aviation medicine and safety.
Much of MAJ Diamond's leisure time, that is when he isn't caring for
his eight children (four adopted), is spent with his wife Mary soaring or
glider flying. Both are members in Fort Polk's flying and parachute clubs.
Intent on earning his license for family medical practice, MAJ Diamond
is stodying courses offered by the American Academy of Family Practice.
He earned his MD in 1971 from Tulane University's School of Medicine.
An honor graduate of the Army's Flight Surgeon School, his long.range
plallB include learning to fly hot-air ba!lOOIlB. His sights are set on leam·
ing to pilot as many types of aircraft as possible, which probably accounts
for the two to four hours he spends each week in the air.

Talk about firing pins and you
are involved in the hobby of Dodson Brown, a small arms expert of
some 30 years standing at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, who
believes his collection may be the
m08tcomplete in the world.
Included in the exhibit that is
his pride and joy are more than 70
varieties of firing pins of weapollB
of all sizes and weights, ranging
from pistols to hand·held rocket
launchers, as well as rifles, shotguns, machineguns, grenade
launchers and cannollB.
Stored in APG'a industrial ares
DodaonBrown
where Brown works, the collection often aida in solving on-the-job problems. About 60 of the pina are
displayed on a finished board for safekeeping, ready analysis and comporison by visitors.
The oldest pin on display is from a 1903 Springfield rifle, the weapon
moet commonly used by the U.S. Army prior to introduction of the M·1
rifle. His current interest in collecting firing pins stemmed largelY from a
desire to centralize the numerous types he had ams88ed over the years,
and to show others an array that "provides an interesting perspective to
the evolution of small arms weaponry."
Assigned primarily to testing small arms of the U.s. inventcry, Brown
has worked with weapollB or laraeli, Chinese, Italian, Japanese, Soviet,
French, Vietnamese and CSIlBdian origin. Many areone-of-a.kind types.

FLIGHT SURGEON MAJ (Dr.) Dalton Diamond, in addition to giv.
ing medical care to pilots, other aviation personnel and their fami·
lies, also teaches aeromedical techniques and aviation to enlisted
personnel Here, he shows SP5 Michael Frank, SSG Matthew
Boyd and SP4 Debra Hyder how to use a portable body splint.
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Dr. HansK. Ziegler

Dr. RaunoA. Lampi

JohnJ.Obren
EdwsrdM.Sedlak
FrankJ.Crispo
managerial ability and profeasional competence as chief engineer and
later deputy commander, Ballistic Missile DefenseSystema Command.
Nine Decorations for Exceptional Civilian Service (DECS), the highest
Cited specifically for contributions leading to succeasful completion and
Department of the Army standard award for civilian employes, are
deployment of the Safeguard Missile System, he received his first DECS
among honora presented recently for prestigious achie~ements.
in 1968. He was honored with a 1973 Meritorious Civi1isn Service Award.
John J. Obren, director of the Product Aasurance DIrectorate, HQ U.s.
Graduated from Auhurn University (BSEE degree), he has completed
Army Armament Command, was awarded the DECS for "dyuamic leader·
the Harvard University Advanced Management Program. He was a prinship, personal drive and outstanding managerial talents (which) produced
cipal member, the 1975 BMD Program Review Task Force.
aignificant and noteworthy contributions to the eatablishment and opera·
Dr. Oswald H. Lange, chief acientist at the U.s. Army Bsl1istic Missile
lion of the U.s. Army Armament Command."
Defense Systems Command, received the DECS for resolving technical
In attesting to his performance, MG Bennett L. Lewis, then the
and managerial chsJlenges in the bsl1istic missile defense programs, prin·
ARMCOM commander, stated; "I anticipate continued exceptional per·
cipally the Safeguard System.
formance and highly creditable contributions from Mr. Obren in tbe
He has invention awards for detonation reaction engines, a 1973 MCS
future ss the establishment of the U.S. Army Armament Materiel Readi·
Award and in 1965 waa presented a Certificate of Merit as 88Sistant
ness Command and the U.S. Army Armament Research and Development
director for Systems Analyais, George C. Marshall Flight Center.
Command progreases."
.
A former consultant and adviser to the Roland weapon aystem program
Obren began his Civil Service career with the Army Ordnance AmmuDl'
under the Short Range Air Defense System, he has an MS degree from the
tionCenter, Joliet,IL, asa GS-7 and achieved GS-15 rating in July 1973.
University of Breslau, Germany, and PhD degree from the U. of Berlin.
Edward M. Sedlak, a supervisory general engineer in the Directorate
MattMwE. Murray, civilian personnel officer, U.S. Army Quartermasfor Development and Engineering, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development
ter Center, Fort Lee, VA, was honored with the DECS for planning, or·
and Readineas Command, received the DECS for achievements relative to
ganizing and directing Fort Lee's Civi1isn Personnel Management
missile technology programs. Sed1a.k was praised for "exceptional
Program. "His exceptional leadership," the citation states, 'was a sigcontributions to the fulfillment of sJ1 phases of the Army's missile, rocket
nificant factor in insuring the stability, morale and proper utilization of
and air.defense weapons systems in the very complex, high-cost, high·vis·
workforce to achieve the misaion of the Army Quartermaster Corps....'·
ibility research, development and engineering technical areas."
.
Murray is a graduate of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, the
After initiating his Civil Service career with 11 months of on-the-Joh
U.s. Army School of Civilian Personnel Administration and has aerved aa
training in proximity fuzing in 1950 with the National Bureau of Standcb.a.innan of a U.s. Civil Service Board ofExsminers.
ards, Sed1a.k served 26 years in Army scientific and engineering fields,
FlYJflk J. Crispo, a supervisory salea store clerk at the U.s. Army Elec-specializing in guidance and control, terminal homing, sim ulation systems
Q-onica Command. was awarded the DECS and $1,000 for bravery and
and missile research and development.
dedication to duty during an attempted robbery in which his armed mili·
Dr. Hans K. Ziegler, director of the U.S. Army Electronics Technology
tary escort waa injured. He prevented an 8888i1ant from gaining
and Devices Laboratory, U.S. Army Electronics Command, was cited for
possession of two depository bags containing government funds.
1971·76 achievements which "profoundly and positively influenced the
Employed at ECOM for more than 20 years, Crispo is a previous recip·
quality, efficiency and productivity of the technology hase effort at the
ient of an Outatanding PerfortlWlce Award/with Quality Step Increase, a
ECOM R&D complex."
Suatained Superior PerfortlWlce Award, and a Letter ofCommendation.
A Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE. Dr. Howard S. Jones Jr., chief,
the American Astronautical Society, Dr. Ziegler is listed in Whos Who in
Microwave Branch, U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories, received the
America, Who's Who in the East, Who's Who in the World, and holda two
MCSA, the Army's second highest award for civilians, for "numerous con.
U.s. and aix Federal Republic of Germany patents.
trihutions which advanced the antenna ststlH>f·tb&-Brt while providing
He has served as a U.S. and Department of Defense delegate on nat.onal
solutions to critical antenna problems of modern weapons."
and international conferences involving the National Academy of
Dr. Phillip C. Dickitason, former adviser to the commander, U.s. Army
Sciences, National Research Council and as s member of the DoD Tech·
Training and Doctrine Command Combined Arms Test Activity, Fort
nical Advisory Panel on Electronics.
Hood, TX, was awarded an MCSA for contributions to intelligence proDr. Rauno A. Lamp~ a research physical scientist at the U.s. Army
cedures. He recently became deputy director, Battlefield Systems Integra·
Natick (MA) Research and Development Command, received the DECS
lion Directorate, HQ DARCOM.
for contributions leading to development of a flexible packaging system
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. Antonio C. Mendoza
for thermoproeessed foods. Type claasification of the Meal, Ready-to-Eat,
received a Secretary of the Army EEO Award for implementation of the
Individual has been termed "a major advance in troop feeding."
EEO program at the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, White
Dr. Lampi joined NARADCOM .. a packaging technologist in 1966, has
Sands (NM) Missile Range, and for contributions to community, state and
BS, MS and his PhD degrees in food technology from the University of
federal programs to assist hardcore unemployed men and women and
Massachusetts, and is a 1973 recipient of a Department of the Army
educationsJly disadvantaged youths.
Meritorious Civilisn Service Award.
Anne T. &rron, a program analyat, was presented an EEO Award for
Dr. Ralph F. Goldman, director, Military Ergonomics Division, U.S.
ber efforts at the U.S. Army Natick (MA) R&D Command. She was
Army Research Institute of Environments! Medicine, Natick, MA, was
praised for her work with federal women's programs and minority
recognized for outstanding scientific leadership and accomplishments.
groups.
His citation reads in part; "Dr. Goldman's leadership and planning
Ruthe O. Guyton, general transportation supervisor, U.s. Army
acumen, knowledge of line unit operations. and integration of a multidisFinance and Accounting Center, Indianapolis, IN, was cited for efforts
ciplinary ataff of widely varied experience led to a system evaluation of
with Upward Mobility and Youth Summer Employment programs.
important military environmental problems."
Joseph C. CeU, financial manager, U.s. Army Engineer District, Fort
Dr. Goldmsn has served as the DA'a principal consultant on Military
Worth, TX, received an EEO Award for contributions to the employment
fuvironmental Physiology aince 1971. He holds an AB degree from the
of minorities and other "special need" groups.
Univeraity of Denver, an MS degree from Northeastern University and
OOL De Reef A. Greene, director of Human Relations, U.s. Army Air
AM and PhD degrees from Boston Univenlity.
Defense Center and Fort Bliss, TX, was presented an EEO Award and
Charles E. Richardson Jr. was recognized for outstanding leadership,
praised for "leadership, dedication and devotion to the spirit ofEEO."

9 Exceptional Service Awards Top List of Honors
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MERADCOM Cites 1976 Achievements ...

4 Personnel Win 19th Annual Commander's Awards

Presentation of the 19th annual Commander's Awards at the U.s.
Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command, Fort
Belvoir, VA, recently recognized outstanding achievementa in scienoo,
technology, leadership, and technical administrative support.
Selected from 28 nominees, each of the four winners received a certificste, a plaque-mounted medal and a $50 cash honorarium. All nominees
received Certificates of Achievement and cash awards through the Army
Inoontive Awards Program.
Scientific Achievement. Grayson W. Walker, a researeh chemist in the
Electrochemical Division of Lab 3000, is the winner in this category for
his work in fuel cells electrolyte research. R...wta are expected to prolong
fuel cell life and decrease costa for pretreatment of fuels.
Walker baa a BS degree in chemistry from Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and is doing thesis research for an MS degree in chemistry from
American University. He bEcame a research scientist with the Mobility
.
.
EquipmentR&DCenter, forerunnerto~M,in 1~7.
TechtwlofMal Achievement. Stanley S. Kurplt, a chemical engmeer m
the Electrochemical Division, was cited for development, design and auccessful demonstration of a low·temperature methanol stesm reformer for
uae in fuelcell power plants.
The award citation states thst his work contributed to methanol reforming currently being considered the leading method for meeting the
Army's Silent Lightweight Electric Energy Plants (SLEEP) requirements.
The system is termined nonpolluting, with negligible thermal signature.
Kurpit baa a 1951 BS degree in chemical engineering from Pratt Insti·
tute and is a member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
American Chemical Society, and the Society of American Military Engi.
neers. He joined the ataff of what is now MERADCOM in 1971.
Leadership. MAJ William K. Emerson, R&D coordinator for Lab 4000,
was honored for his leadership 88 special project officer in conducting the
U.s. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command's (DARCOM)
pilot program for camouflage of the M60-A1 tank.
He was cited for identifying problema in the camouflage program, pr<>viding high visibility for the effort within the Department of the Army,
generating U.S. Marine Corps interest, and keeping on schedule.
Commissioned in 1965, MAJ Emerson has BS and MS degrees in mech·
anical engineering from Oklahoma State University and ia working
toward an MS degree in American history atGeorge Mason Uuiversity.
Gelinj Med4~ Presented in recognition of technical'adminiatrative support. this award went to SSG Samuel D. Brooks, the first enlisted man
ever aeIected for this honor. Now aaaigned to Ford Benning, GA, he
served formerly in MERADCOM'a Lab 5000.
SSG Brooks was credited for his work as an operator, trouble-8hooter
and personnel trainer in development of the Army's Ribbon Bridge System. He was cited for saving considerable "downtime" of the system duro
ing tests at Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground.
Participating Dignitariu. MG Ira A. Hunt Jr., director for BattlefJeld
Systems Integration, HQ U.s. Army Materiel Development and Readi·
De88 Command, was featured speaker at the awards ceremonies, conduct..
ed by MERADCOM Commander COL Bernard C. Hughes.
The awards were presented by James E. Spates, assistant director for
Laboratory Activities, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition (ODCSRDA), DA; Dr. Henry J. Smith,
scientific adviser for Combat Support Systems, ODCSRDA; and MG
James A. Johnson, Fort Belvoir commander.

MERADCOM Commander a Awards winners and program participanta Front row, L to rl, SSG Samuel D. Brooks, Grayson W.
Walker, StanleyS. Kurpit,MAJWilliamK.Emeraon. Back row, L to
r., COL Bernard C. Hughes, MERADCOM commander, MG Ira A.
Hunt Jr., director for Battlefield Systema Integration, DARCOM;
Dr. Henry J. Smith, scientific adviser for Comhat Support Syatems,
DeSRDA; James E. Spates, assistant director for Laboratory Act~
vities, DCSRDA; MG James A. Johnson, Fort Belvoir Commander.
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Volkheimer Wins NMA's 6th Annual Special Award
The National Micrographics Association's (NMA) sixth annual special a·
ward was preeented recently to Leo Volkheimer, chief of Picatinny Ar·
senal's Engineering Dats SystemalDocumentation Requirements Div., "in
recognition of perseverance in aolving a significant industry problem."
Volkheimer served as chairman of an American National Standards In·
stituta Task Group which in 1970 began development of atandards for
16mm microfllm containers. Representatives of microfilm manufacturers
also served on the teak group.
Presented by Henry Frey, NMA past president in the omce of COL
Peter B. Kenyon, Picatinny commander, the award citation reads in part:
"Micrographic slandards for containers(cartridgeand casse~ for16mm
roll microiUm have long been needed
in the micrographic field, since lack
of such standards has inhibited inter·
changeability and compatibility in
use of roll microfilm equipment...
"Through his determination and
dedi"" tion, tbe task grou p has s landardized configuralions for 16 mm roll
fllm cartridges and csssettes which
will mean considerable time and cost
savings for both industry and governLeo Volkheimer
ment applications."

Former DARCOM Surgeon Receives Legion of Merit
Former Chief of Staff MG R. L. Kirwan, Materiel Development and
Readiness Command (DARCOM), presented the Legion of Merit and a
Letter of Commendation to COL Ignacio Hernandez·Fragoso prior to his
departure for duty in Korea.
The commendation cited COL Hernandez·Frsgoso for outstanding servo
ice during his tenure as DARCOM surgeon, a position now filled by COL
R. T. Cutting. COL Hernandez.Fragoso's new assignment is chief of Preventive Medicine and Staff Preventive Medicine Officer, U.S. Eighth
Army Headquarters.
Signed by DARCOM Director of Development and Engineering MG
Harry A. Griffith, the Letter of Commendstion acclaims accomplish.
ments of COL Hernandwz.Fragoso for his efforts on "medical aspects of
important projects such as smoke, diving equipment, camouflage paint,
the Gama Goat vehicle, TOW miaaiIe and Laser technology...."
The letter also notes his "personal contribution to the Army's Independ·
ent Researeh and Development (IR&D) programs, especia1ly in those ef·
forte oriented toward medical, hiological and biochemical research. ..."
Since entering the U.s. Army in 1960, COL Hernandez.Fragoso baa
served in Thailand, with Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, at
Brooke Army Medical Center (Fort Sam Houston, TX), chief of the Preventive Medicine Uuit at Fort KnOl<, KY, and three years at HQ
DARCOM and the former Army Materiel Command.
He served his residency in Public Health while attending Tulane Uni·
versity, receiving a master'a degree, and studied at J obo Hopkins Univer·
sity (1971·73) toward a doctorate in Public Health.

3Watervliet Arsenal Personne Granted Patents
Patents for inventions to minimize gun·tube wear, eliminate gauge cali·
bration errors, and improve an electroplating process were issued reoontly to three Watervliet (NY) Araenal employes.
Dr. Robert S. Montgomery, chemist, received a patent for "Sleeve Bear·
ing for Supporting Reciprocating Members.~ Tbe application explains:
"Excessive wear of the sleeve bearings utilized to aupport a reciprowting gun tube can be minimized by the inclusion of a unique shallow
pocket located within the hollow interior of the hearing, in the particular
position at which peak surface loading is anticipated during the high·ac·
celeration forces encountered in the initial portion of the recoil travel of
the gun tube. "Such pocket communicates with a supply of oil and is designed to provide a oontinuous lubricating film between the contact aur·
faces of the bearing and the gun tube throughout the entire recoil and
oountercoil travel thereof."
Benjamin R. Taylorll patent is for "a device designed to eliminate inac·
curacies encountered in using a laser beam interferometer to measure the
length of a conventioual gauging standard to an accuracy within several
millionths of an inch. The device exerts an unchanging force on the gaug·
ing probe which is notaffected by the force needed to move the probe into
oontact with the part to be measured, thus preventing inaccuracies."
William C. SuUioonli patent is for "an improved system of electroplalr
ing gun tubes by use of a simple power source. The system makes use of
existing alternating current line-power by taking strips out of the s.c.
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baJf-cycleand applying them periodically to a plating system,
"The prototype pulse-plating system is capable of delivering current
pulses up to 40 amperes with a pulse duration of 60 microseconds to 6
milliaeconds, and a minimum pulse repetition time of every 8 milliseconds
on atandard-line frequency with one-half cycle mode. With slight modi·
fications, pulse current in excess of 100 amperes can be anticipated."

Edgewood Engineer Earns SAVE Certification
Proficiency in value engineering has earned specialist certification from
the Society of American Value Engineers, a rating achieved by less than
300 persons worldwide, for R. Warren Miller, an industrial engineer at
Edgewood Arsenal, Aberdeen (MD) Proving Ground,
Assigned to the Manufacturing Technology Directorate, Miller was
cited for VE achievements resulting in fiscal year savings over $3 million,
Requiremeots for VE certificatioo include a specific period of training
followed by satisfactory completion of a written test. VE is termed "a systematic means of reducing operational costa without sacrificing material
function or quality."

Army Employes Receive Aviation Safety Awards
Individual Aviator Safety Awards were presented recently to 10 personnel ofthe U,S, Army Bell Plant Activity, Fort Worth, TX, for achievementof more than 30,000 accident-free flight hours,
Commander of the U,S, Army Aviation Systems Command MG Eivind
H. Johansen presented the awards to the group which has a combined
total of 130 years of flight experience.
Herschel E, Reynolds, activity aviation safety officer, tops the list of
recipients with more than 26 years of service and8,400 hours of flying,
Other recipients are CW4 Duane M, Jackson, CPT Samuel G, Bracken,
CPT Michse1 D. Doyle, COL Franklyn C. Goode (Bell Plant commander),
LTC Donald R, West, MAJ Karl R. Griffin, CW3 Robert R. Taylor, CW4
Maurice G. Meyers, and CPT John W. Grow.
All of the aviators are currently engaged in acceptance flight testing,

Women in Army Science ...
Katharine Mather Reports on Analysis of Concrete
Mrs. Katharine Mather's
renown aa one of the leading
women in U.s. Army science was
enhanced wben she presented a
technical paper and chsired a session at the recent annual inter·
national X·ray conference spon·
sored at the University of Denver,
CO. She is chief of the Engineer.
ing Sciences Division, Concrete
Laboratory, Army Engineer
Waterways ExperimentStstion.
Cosponsored by the University,
Mrs. Kathsrine Mather
the Denver Research Institute,
and the Joint Committee on Power Diffraction Standards, this meeting is
recognized as the most important yearly gathering of scientists working
with X·rays for structural analysis of materials,
Mrs. Mather'a paper was one of five invited pspers presented at the
opening Bes8ion. Results of her work in X-ray diffraction examination in
expansive cemente, a research effort in which she pioneered effort at
WES, were reported for the first time at the international conference.
Papers were presented by scientists representing groups involved in X·
rsy analysis in the United States, Poland, France, Germany, Belgium,
Italy, Finland, England and Canada.
Mrs. Mather earned an AB degree in geology f{om Bryn Mawr College
and waa a graduate student at John Hopkins University where she also
served as a research assistant in geology. She later was a research associateat the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago.
She has served with distinction at the American Concrete Institute and
received ite Medal for Research, served aa a member of the Board of
Directors, and was elected a Fellow in 1973. She waa president of the Clay
Mineral Society and chaired several technical committees in the American
Society for Testing Materiala.
Mrs. Mather has been honored with the ASTM's Sanford E. Thompson
Award for a paper of outstanding merit in concrete research. She is chairman of the committee on basic research of cement and concrete for the
Transportetion Research Board of the National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council.
She is a Fellow of the Mineralogical Society of America and a life memo
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ber of the Mineralogical Society in London. She served as a delegate to the
International Symposia on the Cherulstry of Cement in Waahington and
Tokyo, and to the International Congress on Nondestructive Testing.
Mrs. Mather's honorary awards include the Decoration for Exceptional
Civilian Service presented by the Secretary of the Army; the Distinguished Civilian Service Award presented by the Secretary of Defense;
and the Federsl Woman's Award. She waa recognized as the Woman of
Achievement by the Business and Professional Women's Club in the Jack·
son, MS, ares and received the Distinguished Alumna Award from St.
Catherine's School in Richmond, VA.
Mrs. Mather baa been associated with the Corps of Engineers since
1942 as a geologist at the U.S. Military Academy, and haabeen with WE'3
at Vicksburg, MS, since 1946. She and her husband, Bryant, a world
authority in the field of concrete and chief of the Concrete Laboratory at
WES, reside in Clinton, MS.

Reader's Guide . . ,
New Reference Reports on Biodegradation Phases
All known major phsses of biodegradation and biodeterioration, aa reported at the Third International Biodegradstion Symposium and other
meetings, are covered in a recently published comprehensive reference
volume edited by Dr. Arthur M. Kaplan and Dr. J. Miles Shsrpley.
More than 20 nations were represented at the symposium held at King·
ston, RI, under joint sponsorship of the u.s. Army Research Office, Office of Naval Research, National Buresu of Standards, Society for Ind\l8trial Microbiology, Rhode Island Agricultural Experimental Station and
the Biodeteriorstion Information Center in England.
The new reference volume reports on more than 125 technical reporte
dealing with all known major research since 1971. It will serve as a supplement to the yearly reports of the Biotechnology Group, U.S. Army
Natick Research and Development Command.
NARADCOM annually sponsors 3-<1ay conferences, chaired and organ·
ized by Dr, Kaplan, to review research in the prevention of deterioration
of material and microbial pollution control Dr. Kaplan is hesd of the
NARADCOM Biotechnology Group. Coauthor Dr. Sharpley heads Sharpley Laboratories, Fredericksburg, VA.
Attended by representatives of the U.S, Department of Defense,
Ganads, United Kingdom and Australis, the meetings are regarded as the
moet thorough updste of research conducted by the four countries.

HumRRO Reports on Model Job Performance Tests

Development of a Model Job PerformtJ~e Test for a Combat Occupational Specialty is the title of a 2-volume report published by the Human
Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). Identified as FR-CD
(L)-75-6, the first volume deals with "Test Development." The second
volume is titled Instructions and Procedures for Conducting a Functional
lntegrated Performance Test.
Prepared under contrsct for the U.s. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, this study waa directed to performance
tests less costly, easier to administer and more reliable than thoeein use.
HumRRO indicated that development of model performance tests
which elicit stimuli similar to those encountered on the job would be the
best approach. Such a test could be constructed by use of modules which
include several tasks.
Results indicated that the concept of functionally integrated performance tests is feasible, with revisions required prior to implements.
tion of field testing. Correspondence relative to distribution of this report
may be addressed to: Human Resources Research Organization, 300
North Washington Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.

ARI Examines Surveillance Team Effectiveness
Ekments ofa Battalion Integrated SeMor System: Operator and Team
Effectiveness is a new publication issued by the U.s. Army Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.
Research Report 1187 examines operational effectiveness of company
and battalion ground surveiJlance teams using radsrs and NV devices,
The study extends previous findings thst showed optimal effectiveness
with 4-man teams using an ANIPPS-5A rsdar and an ANrrv-4 nightobservation device (NOD) in support of a battalion in a ststic defense,
Resulte indicated that the highest quality of radar detection was
achieved by teams consisting of one ANIPPS-5A ground surveiJlance
rsdar operator, NOD operator, team chief and radio-telepboneoperator.
Correspondence relative to this report may be addressed to: U.s. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, ATTN:
PERI-P, 1300 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22209.
ARMYRESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENTNEWSMAGAnNE
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Personnel Actions.
FORSCOM Commander Gets 4th Star
Promotion to 4-star rank and re8B8ignment as COllllllJlnder, u.s.
Army Forces Command, Fort McPherson, GA, came recently to
GEN Frederick J. Kroesen, former commander
Corpe in Ger-

many.

vn

CommiBsioned through the U.s.
Army Infantry Offu:er Candidate
School, Fort Benning, GA, in
1944, GEN Kroesen holds bachelor's and master's degrees in international affairs from George
Washington UniverBity. He has
oompleted the Offu:er Advanced
Course at the Army Armor
School, Army Command and GenGEN Frederick J. Kroesen
eraI Staff College, Armed Forces
Staff College and the Army War College military career requirements.
During 1974-75, GEN .Kroesen served as deputy commander, V Corpe,
Germany, following an 8B8ignroent as commander, 82d Airbome Diviaion, Fort Bragg, NC. He commanded the 1st Regional Aasistance Command, Vietnam, in 1972.
GEN Kroesen was the last commander of the 23d Infantry Division
(Americal) in Vietnam during 1971, following tours in the Office, Aasistant Chief of Staff, Force Development, Washington, DC, as director of
Manpower and Forces and as chief, Information and Data Systems.
Other aaaignmenta have included commander, 196th Light Infantry
Brigade, America! Division, Vietnam; deputy to the chief, Force Programing Division, OACSFOR, Washington, DC; faculty, Army War College.
An honorary member of the Infantry Offleer Candidate Hall of Fame,
GEN Kroesen is a recipient of the Distinguished Service Medal, Silver
Star with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLCJ, Legion of Merit with two OLe, Distinguished Flying Cross, Bronze Star Medal with ·V· device and two OLe,
Air Medal w/29 OLe, Army C M w/2 OLe and Purple Heart wlOLe.

BG Augerson Heads Army Medical R&D Command
BG William S. Augeraon, commander of the u.s. Army Medical
Research and Development Command, succeeded MG Kenneth R.
Dirks upon his recent promotion
to 2...tar rank and reaaaignment
as commander, Fitzsimons Army
Medical Center, Denver, CO.
Graduated (cum laude) from
Bowdoin College in 1949, BG
Augerson earned his M.D. degree
from Comell University in 1955.
He has completed residence courses at the Command and General
Staff College, the Industrial ColBGWilliamS.Augerson
lege of the Armed Forces, Army
AviationSchool, and the Air Force School of Aviation Medicine.
Following completion of his residency training in internal medicine at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC, he served as America! Division surgeon and co.mmander, 23d Medical Battalion, Vietnam.
He also has completed tours of duty as flightsurgeons of the 4th Infantry
Division, the National Aeronsutics and Space Administration's Space
Task Group (project Mercury), and the 101st Airbome Division/and surgeon to the 82d Airbome Division.
Listed among other key aasignments are: director, Military Medicine
and Allied Life Sciences Course, Walter Reed Army I nstitute of Research;
military aasistant, Medica! and Life Sciences, Office ofthe Director ofDefenseResearch and Engineering(ODDR&EJ, OffJCe of the Secretary ornefense; and commander, 2d General Hospital, U.s. Army in Germany.
BG Augerson has authored 16 technical publications, is a recipient of
the Jacobius Prize in Pathology from Cornell University Medical School,
and has received the Special American Medical ABBOCiation Honor Cits-
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tion in Aeroepace Medicine. He is a member of numerous medical and
aerospace medical societies.
His military awards and decorations include the Silver Star, Legion of
Merit, Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal with four Oak Leaf Clusters,
Commendation Medal, Parachutist Badge, and Combat Medical Badge.

Gibson Takes Over as Chief of Staff at HQ DARCOM
MG Harold B. Gibson Jr. is the
chief of staff, HQ U.S. Army
Materiel Development and ReadiDe88 Command, after serving
since January 1976 as DARCOM
Director of Readiness. He socoeeda MG Robert L. Kirwan, reassigned as commander, 7th Infantry Division and Fort Oro, CA.
A veteran of more than 33 years
active service, MG Gibson has a
BS degree in military science
from the UniverBity of Maryland
(paris Center) and a master's degree in busineas administration
from Syracuse University.
MG HaroldB. Gibson Jr.
Commissioned following graduation from the Corpa of Engineers
Officers Candidate School in 1943, he has completed courses at the Army
Command and General Staff College, Industrial College of the Armed
Forces and University of Pittsburgh Management Program for Executives.
During 1974-76, MG Gihson was deputy chief of staff for Logistics,
HQ, U.S. Army Europe and Seventh Army, following tours as deputy
oommander, U.S. Theater Army Support Command, Europe (TASCJ, aud
oommander, Army Materiel Command, Europe.
Earlier aasignmenta included director of Plana, Office, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics, Department of the Army, Washington, DC; COmmander, 29th General Support Group and Saigon Support Command, RVN;
chief ofstaff, Tank-Automotive Command; and company commander, 1st
Regiment, Ordnance Training Center, Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground.
MG Gibeon wears the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit,
Brome Star Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal, Joint Service
Commendation Medal. Army Commendation Medal, and Purple Heart.

DeW

Brain Succeeds Fix as DARCOM IL Commander
Retirement of MG Joseph E.

Fix ill recently set the stage for
BG Tom H. Brain to succeed him
as commander, U.S. Army International Logistics Command and
director of International logistics, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM).
BG Brain was director, Internstional Logistics, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
(ODSLOG), HQ DA. He has served
as chief, Munitions Division, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
BGTomH.Brain
for Research, Development, and
Acqnisition; and as deputy director, Supply and Maintenance and Materiel Acqnisition, ODCSLOG.
He also has served as project manager, Vehiele Rapid Fire Weapon System, HQ Army Weapons Command; and commander, Division Support
Command, 101st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, KY.
Graduated from the U.S. Military Academy in 1953, BG Brain has an
MS degree in engineering from Purdue University, has completed. the
Command and General Staff College course, and has a doctorate in mechanical engineering from Columbia University. He has completed courses
at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, U.s. Army Ordnance
School, and the U.S. Army Artillery School
Listed among his military awards and decorations are the Legion of
Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe), Bronze Star Medal with OLe, Meritorious Service Medal with two OLe, Air Medal (two awards) and Army
Commendation Medal with "Y' device and OLe.
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Wells Commands Engineers' Middle East Division
BG Richard M. Wells, recent commander of the 4 th Advanced Individual Training Brigade, Army Training Center, Fort Leonard Wood, MO,
has asaumed command of the U.s. Army Corps of Engineera new Middle
&oat Division, Saudi Arabia.
BG Wells graduated from the U.s. Military Academy in 1951 and has
MS degrees in civil engineering from Iowa State College and m mterna·
tiona! affaira from George Washington University. He has completed
coursea at the Naval War College and the Nationa! War College.
Ria record &hows assignmenta as combat engineer unit commander in
four Korean War campaigna; project engineer, Army Construction Agency, Worma, Germany; instructor, U.s. Naval Acad~y; ataff officer,
Engineer Strategic Studiea Group, Office, Chief of Engmeera, Washington, DC, and with the OffICe of the Army AllBiatant Vice Chief of Staff,
Washington, DC; commander, 84th Engineer Battalion, Vietnam; and
Chicago District engineer.
Registered 89 a professional engineer in Chicago, BG Wells weara the
Legion of Merit w/ OLe, Bronze Star MedaL and the Air Medal (OLe).

Matthews Assumes Watervliet Arsenal Command
COL Church M. Matthewa Jr., until recently deputy coordinator for
Army Aaaistance, OffICe of the Chief of Staff, Department of the Army,
has asaumed command of the U.S. Army Watervliet (NY) Arsenal
Graduated from the U.S. Military Academy in 1957, COL Matthews
has a master'a degree in engineering from New Mexico State Univeraity.
He has completed atudent requirements at the Command and General
Staff College, Induatrial College of the Armed Forcea and in the Ordnance
School Officer Career Course.
During 1966-67 he served at
Watervliet Arsenal as chief of ita
Benet Weapons Laboratory. Earlier
career aaaignmenta were with the
11th Airborne Division in Germany;
ordnance aupply adviser, Vietnam;
and White Sanda (NM) Miaaile Range.
COL Matthewa has served also as
chief, PacificlSoutheaat Asia Division, Directorate for International
Logiatica, HQ DA; commander,l97th
Support Batta1ion, Fort Benning,
GA; and Joint Logistics Review
COL Church M. Matthews
Boerd.

Hissong Selected as M880 Commercial Truck PM
COL Fred Hissong Jr., graduated recently from the U.S. Army War
College, has been asaigned 89 product manager, M880 1 Yo-Ton Commercial Truck Syatem, Tank Automotive Materiel Readiness Command.
COL Hissong is a former commander of the Indiana Army Ammunition
Plant, Charleaton, IN, and has served duty tours in Vietnam, Germany,
and with the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistica, HQ DA.
Graduated with a BS degree in per·
sonnel management from Ohio State
UniverBity and an MS degree in in·
dustrial management from Babaon
College, he has completed course requirements at the Army Command
and General Staff College, Military
Nuclear Weapons School. Ordnance
Off:u:era Career School, Guided Mia·
aile Maintenance School. the Fire
Control Maintenance course, and
.
Ordnance officers basic training.
.;G
.-.;:~.'
His military decorations include
,
the Bronze Star, Meritorious Service
MedaL Army Commendation Medal.
COL Fred Hissong J r.

-

-.,

~

... _...

neering from Georgia Institute of Technology. He has completed the
Army Command and General Staff College (resident. course) ~ the
Army War College. He has received the Silver Star, Legmn of Ment WIth
Oak Leaf Cluater (OLe), Distinguished Flying CrOll8, Bronze Star Medal
with Device for Valor (4 OLe), Army Commendation Medal (wIOLe).

Starrett Takes Over as DCM Deputy Director
Appointment of Charles O. Starrett Jr.. former assiatant director for
Policy and Plana, Defense Contract Audit Agency, as DCAA deputy director was announced recently by AllBiatant Secretary of Defense (Com~
troller) Fred P. Wacker. A member of the planning group which organized
DCAA in 1965, Starrett served duro
ing 1956-64 aa an auditor, field Off'ICe
chief and headquartera 8taff adviser
with the Air Force auditor generai
A graduate of the Univeraity of
¥1orida, he is a certified public accountant in Virginia and a member of
the American Institue of Certified
Public Accountanta and Aaaociation
of Government Accountanta.
Graduated from the DCAA Director'8 Fellow8hip Program at Central
Michigan Univeraity, he is a recipient
of the Distinguished Civilian Service
Award and the Meritorious Civilian
CharlesO. StarrettJr.
Service Award.

Rapmund Chosen as WRAIR Director/Commandant
COL Garrison Rapmund, MC, moved up recently from deputy director
to director/commandant of Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, following reasaignment of COL J. T. Joy to the Uniformed Services Univer·
Bity of the Health Sciences as professor and chairman, Department of
Military Medicine and History.
Graduated from Harvard Univeraity with a BA degree in American his·
tory in 1949, COL Rapmund earned his MD in 1953 from the College of
Physiciana and Surgeons, Columbia Univeraity, where he WaB awarded
the William Perry Wataon Prize in pediatrics. He later atudied microbiol·
ogy at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center in New York City, au~
ported by a National Institutea of Health postdoctoral Fellowahip.
.
He interned at Bellevue H09pital in New York City and received pedia.
tric training at the Babiea H09pital. After serving aa chief reaident in
1956, he volunteered for Active Army duly in 1957 and was a88igned to
WRAIR'a Department of Virua Diaeaaes.
COL Rapmund conducted studiea of virus and rickettaiaI dieaaea at the
US. Army Medical Research Unit (USAMRU), Kuala Lumpur, Maiayais
(1958-60), returned there in 1964 aa chief, department of Rickettsial Disea8ea, and in 1965 became
USAMRU commander. He also
earned recognition for research on
acrub typbus, and was elected president of the Malayaian Society of
Tropical Medicine and Parasitology.
Other aaaignmenta have included
chief, Life Sciences Diviaion, U.8.
Army Researcb Office, OffIce of the
Chief of Research and Development,
HQ DA; and deputy commander,
Army Medical R&D Command.
COL Rapmund holda the Legion of
Merit, Army Commendation Medal
and in 1969 received a Certificate of
COL GarriaonRapmund
Appreciation from the Prime MinisterofMaiayais for aid.

Ramsay Directs USCSC Recruiting, Examining

COL Michael P. Juvenai was recently assigned as the new chief of staff,
U.s. Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen (MD) Proving
Ground, following the retirement of COL William H. Tucker.
A career Infantry officer with 24 years of active military aervice, COL
Juvenal has served 89 secretary of the General Staff, HQ Allied Forces,
Southern Europe, Naples, Italy; combat tactics instructor, U.S. Military
Academy ({JSMA); and as a batta1ion commander in Vietnam.
Graduated from the USMA, he has a master's degree in electrical engl·

ArchS. Ramsay, former director ofthe u.s. Civil Service Commisaion'a
Bureau of Policies and Standarda, is now director of Recruiting and
Examining. He succeeda Wendell G. Mickle, reaB8igned aa aasistant executive director for Field Operations. The Bureau is responsible for staffmg
all competitive civilaervice joba. It is comprised of 10 regional offICes, 65
area offlCeB and 110 Federal Job Information Centara.
A World War II U.S. Navy veteran, Ramsay joined the Commission in
1951 aa a management intern. In 1967 he transferred to the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare and later the Treasury Department before returning to the esc in 1975.
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Juvenal Assumes TECOM Chief of Staff Duties
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Fitch Assumes Duties as AMRDl Deputy Director
COL John B. Fitch has succeeded COL Norman L. Robinson, recently
retired, as deputy director of the U.s. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory, headquarteed atNASA.Amea Research Center, Moffett Field. CA.
COL Fitch served formerly as chief, Comhat Air Systems and chief, Maneuver Division, ComhatDevelopments, U.s. Army training and Doctrine
Command, Fort Monroe, VA.
A qualified parachutist and senior Army aviator, he was graduated
from the U.s. Military Academy in 1953, has an MS degree in aerospace
engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology, has completed the
residence course at the Army Com·
mand and General S taU College.
Listed among his key 8B8ignments
are Office, Chief of Staff for Force

Development, Department of the Army; Army Combat Developments
Co~ commander, ~ ~ua~
ron, 17th Air Cavalry, Vietnam; and
2d Armored Diviaion, Germany.
COL Fitch wears the Legion of Merit, DistinguiBhed Flying Cross, Air
Medal with six Oak Leaf Clusters and
Army Commendation Medal

COLJ ohnB. Fitch

CPI' Elgin C. Cowart Jr., Medical Corps, U.S. Navy, formerly one of
two deputy directors of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Wash·
ington, DC, took over in October 8ll AFIP director, foDowing the retirement of COL James L. Hansen.
COL William R. Dwyre, MC, U.S. Army, was named to fill the position
vacated by CPr Cowart, foDowing an 8B8ignment as director of Medical
Activities and commander, U.s.
Army HOIIpita1, Fort Polk, LA.
A U.S. Navy medical officer for 24
years, CPr Cowart has served 88
commander, Naval hOllpita1, Port
Hueneme, CA; AFIP curator; chief of
Pathology and executive offICer,
Naval Medical Research Unit, Cairo,
Egypt; commander, USS Sandoory.
He is OOIIuthor of the Billings M~

CPT Elgin C. Cowart

Deputy commander and director, u.s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WFS), Vicksburg, MS, became the responsibility of
LTC DouglaaA. Hughes, succeeding LTC RobertK. Hughes (no relation).
LTC Douglas Hughes has served at WF.S as a program manager and
R&D project coordinator in the Weapons Effects Laboratory. He has a BS
degree from Washington State University and an MS degree from the
Naval POIItgraduate School, both in physics. He has also completed the
Engineer Officer Advanced Course
and is an Infantry School graduate.
Key asaignments have included
deputy director, U.S. Army Aberdeen
(MO) R&D Center; nuclear weapons
effects officer, Mill tary Engineering
Topography Directorate, Office,
Chief of Engineers; R&D coordinator,
National Naval Medical Center, MD.
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Procedures directed toward solution of one of the nation's urgent problems, "the reduction of lead time to insure that superior armaments and
men trained to 1188 them are ever ready for any emergency," are prescribed in a new Army Regulation 11-25 titled "Reduction ofLead Time."
The regulation implements recommendations of a voluminous report on
a wide-ranging study conducted from February to August 1961 by a permanent Army General Staff Materiel Requirementa Review Committee
establiahed hy the Chief of Staff.
Chaired by MG H. H. Fisher, Aasistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations, the committee includedMG SamuelL. Myers, Aaaistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logiatica, and MG Dwight E. Beach, Deputy
Chief of R&D. Nonvoting members were MG Louis T. Heath, U.s. Continental Army Command, and BG R.N. Tyson, Office Army ComptroDer.
Stimulation of creative research through financial aid to smaU·scale investigators desiring to explore novel scientific concepts is the purpose of a
new program announced by the Army Research OffJce in Durham, NC.
ArJy Army scientist or engineer may apply, through his Commanding
Officer, for a small amount of funds to finance research of possible value
to the Army. Propoaa1s are desired in the aresa of chemis try, physics,
msthematics, metallurgy, ceramics, and basic engineering, all of which
are in the misaion range of ARO-D (redesignated early in 1972 8S the U.s.
Army Research Office, Research Triangle Park, N.C.).

Ruid Amplifier Pulses Row of Heart Pump
Principles of fluid dynamics, permitting control of energy sources without use of moving parte, are unveiling exciting posaibilities in the Army'a
search for a greatly improved lowoCOIIt heart pump.
Research initiated at the Army Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories
and now pursued jointly with the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research in Washington, DC, h8ll produced an experimental prototype heart
pump controlled by a fluid amplifier block.
Inventor Kenneth E. Woodward, 33, commented during a demonstratinn that the machine has functioned satisfactorily in tests since it waa
placed in operation in February 1961. He was quick to emphasize, however, that research stiU ia in the early phase andcertain problems may not
be 88llY to solve. (Woodward climaxed 13 years of night achool and Army
Grsduate School Program study in 1973 when he earned his doctorate at
American University. He has 12 patent awards, has received the Army
Decoration for Exceptional Civilian Serv:ice, and is now retired.

Defense Supply Chief Gets Procurement Authority

Hughes Named WES Deputy Commander/Director

LTC Hughes ia a recipient of the
Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, Joint Service Commendation Medal, Army Commendation
Medal, National Defense Medal and
Vietnam Service Medal

TheA rmyR&DNewsmogaziJte reported on...

AR 11-25 Directs Drive to Reduce lead Time

ARo-D Spurs In-House Research by Grants

Navy CPT Cowart Selected as AFIP Director

CT08COpe CoUection of the Armed
Forces 11l8titute of l'atlwwgy, a graduate of the Tulane UniversitySchool
of Medicine, and hold8 the Legion of
Merit with Comhat "Y. and the Army
Commendation Medal

Army R&D - 15 Years Ago

LTC DouglBB A. Hughes
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LTG Andrew T. McNamara, former Army Quartermaster General and
now Director of the new Defense Supply Agency(DSA), has been authol'
ized to operate and control supply and service organizations, activities
and facilities. Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara signed a directivedeflning DSA responsibilities to centralize management.
When it becomes fully opera tiona~ DSA will procure annuaDy more
than $2,500,000,000 worth of suppliea and material and will manage a
multibillion doUar inventory for peacetime and mobilization requir&
ments. More than 1 ,200,000 line items will be managed by the agency.

MWDP Strengthens Defense by Integrating R&D
Strengthening of Free World defenses through integrated R&D effort,
directed toward significant armament and materiel advances at leaa C08t,
is demonatrating the soundnesa of the Mutual Weapons Development
Program (MWDP).
U.S. Armed Forces have participated in the MWDP since it waa estsbliahed by the U.S. Congresa through a proviaion of the Mutusl Security
Act of1953. The function of the MWDP provides for increasing coat-shar·
ing support between the U.S. and its NATO allies in selective areas of
military R&D, exclusive of nuclear weapons.
Aside from helping NATO nations develop their own weapon ideas, and
getting better mutual defense for less money, the U.S. Army has encouraged another aspect of the program - private industry's interest in
technical Oats Exchange Agreements.
Under these Da ts Exchange Agreements, the MWDP mobilizes the
scientific and technological skills of the western world community
towards solving common R&D problems through the releaae of selected
technical information
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MARED Seminar Serves Goals of DARCOM Executive Development
Opportunities for career advancement to high·level managerial poe~
tions in the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command
(DARCOM) were explained, and disCllllSed in detail at workshop sessions,
in the recent MARED Program first general seminar.
MARED denotes Materiel Acquisition and Readiness Executive Deve~
opment Program, initiated in January 1976 by directionofGEN John R.
Deane Jr.• DARCOM commander and keynote speaker st the week·long
seminar in Atlanta, GA. DARCOM Director of Personnel Training and
Force Development BG Lawrence S. Wright gave the welcoming address.
Assistant SecretarY of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) Don·
ald G. Brotzman, dinner speaker, discussed "Executive Development in
the Army." In assuring full Department of the Army support of the
MARED Program, he lauded DARCOM initiative in implementing this
managementimprovement effort.
Aasiatant SecretarY of the Army (Resesrch and Development) Edward
A Miller, principal' speaker at another dinner, presented his views on
some of the complex aspects of technology transfer between the United
States and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) nations. He also
DARCOM Commander GEN John R. Deane Jr., with MABED Prodiscussed aapects of DARCOMa role in international weaponB systems.
gram participants Beverly D. Briggs, physical scientist,
Another well·received address dealing with international economic
MERADCOM; and Francl!llCll Conners, TROSCOM, St. Louis, MO.
problema was presented by Harald B. Malmgren, s Fellow of the Wood·
row Wilson International Center for Scholars,
Smithsonian Institution, and a former ambassador and White House Deputy Special Repreaentative for Trade NegotiationB.
"Motivation" was diaCIIllSed by Dr. William D.
Reif, Arizona State University associate professor of management. "Ethics for Executives" was
presented by Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice presi·
dent, Madison College, Harrisonburg, VA, and
Dr. Anthony J. Wiener, professor of management and director of policy studies, Polytechnic
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D) Ed·
Institute of New York, spoke on "The Future
ward A. Miller; DARCOM director, PTFD,
and the Executive."
Assistant Secretary of the Army (MARA)
BG Lawrence S. Wright, Henry J. Valadez.
"The Department of Defense Budget Process"
Donald G. Brotzman and Pat Gallagher,
fense Management, Dr. M. Z. Thompson, U.s.
was explained by Laurence Olewine, OffICe of
chief, MARED Program Administration.
Army Management, Engineering, Training
the Assistant SecretarY of Defense (Comptrol·
Agency (AMETA); Value Engineering, Gil
ler). Aasiatant President Gus Tyler, Inter·
tenance Management" and headed a workshop
Siegel, AMETA; Supply Career Program, G. C.
national Ladies Garment Workers' Union, dis·
00 this topic. BG William J. Hilsman, project
Cox, HQ DARCOM; The Changing Workforce,
cussed "The Expanding Labor Movement" and
mSnBger for Army Tsctical Data SysternB, deLyman D. Ketchum, L D. Ketchum Associates
its impact on negotiatiOnB with management.
tailed his functional responBibilities and chaired
Inc.; Managerial Self Assesament, Dr. M.Z.
the workshop on ARTADS, 88 well as a work·
U.s. Civil Service Commission representation
Thompson; Communications, D.Garrison,
included Raymond Bomtrseger, director, Manshop on Project Management.
AMETA.
Importance of taking proper action to assure
agement Sciences Training Center, who spoke
physical fitness for the demanding pressures of
The concluding general session included a
OIl "The Nature of Management," and Elss
·Seminar Recapitulation" by Gordon N. Kellett,
Porter, Bureau of Personnel MSnBgement Eval·
top management responsibilities W88 discussed
chief of the DARCOM Civilian Personnel Di~
uation, whose subject was "Productivity snd Or·
by Command Surgeon COL Philip O. Carey,
sion, and executive secretarY of the MARED
ganizational Effectiveness." They also con·
u.s. Army Forces Command.
Board; s rundown on planned MARED Operaducted workshops.
Other workshops and leaders included: Protions in 1977 by Mrs. Pat Gallagher, chief,
curement, VsJcria O. Ewell, HQ DARCOM; SupBG James Donovan, deputy chief, OffICe of
ply, M. I. Hinson, deputy director, Materiel
MARED Program Administration Unit; and BG
Lagials tive Liaison, OffICe of the SecretarY of
Lawrence S. Wright, closing comments.
Management, DARCOM; Department of Dethe Army, spoke on "The Department of the
Army Executive and the Congress."
Other featured speakers included Dr. Richard
1. Haley, deputy director for Development and
Seventy-eight selectees for the MARED Proplicants muat commit themselves to five years
Engineering, HQ DARCOM, whose subject was
of sdditions! U.S. Government service. Sele<>
gram in 1976 participated in the MARED first
'Life Cycle Materiel Management" under
general seminar. Ninety-eeven of the original
tees in 1976 aversgedsge43.
DARCOM's "new wsy of doing business." A&selectees were representative of about 9,000 ellQualifications of spplicants sre competitively
sistant Deputy for Materiel Development John
timsted eligibles in DARCOM.
reviewed at field command level and are further
D. Blanchard described DARCOM ·Concepts of
Approximately 900 applicants were con·
reviewed hy s DARCOM Career program panel
Materiel Development and Readiness." A&sidered in 1976, with 525 nominated by com·
The program is operated by a high-level
sistant Deputy for Materiel Readiness James F.
menders of the sgencies in which tbey are em·
MARED Boord which makes the finslselection.
Maclin detailed objectives of the Reliability,
ployed. The expectation is that 88 many as
The MARED Program statement of purpose
Availability and Maintainability (RAM) Prl>2,000 to 3,000 may spply for the 1977 prois: To develop individuals to fill key positions in
gram, and procedures to achieve this goe!.
gram, which will open Dec. 1 and close Feb. 25.
the DARCOM materielscquisition and materiel
DARCOM Aasiatant Deputy for Science and
Submissions must be made through supervisory
readiness functions by providing them both forTechnology Norman L Klein made a presenta·
channels to HQ DARCOM, A'ITN: DRXMM·
mal training and on-the-job assignments which
tion on the mission and policies for his offICe,
AM, 5001 Eisenhower Ave., Alexandria, VA.
will increase their occupational and orgsnizaand alao served 88 a leader of the workshop sesSelection criteria include employment in positionsl perspective. An Individualized Developsion on science and engineering. Director for
tiOnB classified GS-13 through GS-15 as scienmentProgrsm is designed foresch selectee.
Quality Assurance Seymour J. Lorber similarly
lists, engineers, procurement personnel or in
Important for esch potentialspplicant to condescribed his dUties, prior to leading s work·
quality assurance, supply, and materiel mansider is the required commitment to a high deshop on this subject.
agement Seminar participants included 39
gree of mobility during the career development
Director for Readiness MG H. B. Gibson Jr.
GS-131l, 32 GS-14s and 7 GS-15s, ranging in
program in order to give participants s brood
spoke with Seymour Gordon on "Materiel Main·
age from 30 t060. One of the criteria is thstspvariety of training assignments.

MARED 1977 Selection Process Opens for ApDlicants

KUWAIT

COL Edwin M
Aguonno

COL Martin J.
Small

COL Donald P.
Whalen

COL Robert E.

COL Ralph H.

COL William J.

COL Danald L.

Sie¥ers

Harrison

Lasher

COL Jomes L.
Taw

COL Lauis C.
Friedersdorff

MoeM.

COL James E.
Wyatt

COL Richard H.
Sawyer

Butler

LTC Benjamin
Hugg,"

COL RoyA.
Cunniff

MICVS

BG Stan R.
Sheriden

COL LeRoy
White

COLJames H.
Sloan

Goldy

MG Charles F.
Means

COL Fred M.
Knipp

COL Henry R.
Sheltan

COL David E.
Green

COL John J.
Tap

BGJohn S.
Egbert

PERSHING

COL Larry H.

COL John

Hunt

Reeve

SIGINT/EW

BG Richard D.
Lawrence

COL Rolph J.
Cook

COL WilHam D.
CI,ngempeel

r------, r------, r------, r------,
ROLAND

r-------.

r---=,,~=-:":"--,

VIPER

COL Robert W.

COL Leland A.

BG Frank P.

COL Richard D.

COL Hubert W.

Huntzinger

Wilson

Ragono

Kenyon

locquement

COL Louris M.
Eek

